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Summary
The Fermi LargeAreaTelescope (LAT) is a space-basedpair-conversion telescope sensitive to gamma-
rays with energies from∼ 30MeV to several hundreds of GeV. Observing gamma rays in this energy
range, we gain information on the sources and acceleration mechanisms of cosmic rays (CRs) of en-
ergies from∼ 1 GeV to∼ 10 TeV. Studying the emission of gamma-ray sources during periods of en-
hanced activity (lares) provides a sensitive probe of the production mechanisms of CRs, as it makes
it possible to investigate the distributions of the freshly-accelerated particles.
Themain part of thiswork presents the latest catalog of variable gamma-ray sources above 100MeV,
the second FermiAll-skyVariability Analysis catalog (2FAV). The 2FAV catalog containsmore than 4500
lares detected at high signiicance in the irst 7.4 years of LAT observations and the 518 sources from
which these lares originate. Probable counterparts, mostly active galactic nuclei (AGN), have been
found for 441 sources in the 2FAV. The remaining 77 sources have no reliable counterparts in other
gamma-ray or blazar catalogs; they are potentially new gamma-ray sources. Studying the spectra of
the 2FAVlares, we observe a harder-when-brighter behavior for the entire sample of lares associated
with lat spectrum radio quasars, a class of AGN. We also observe a minimum value in the distribution
of the photon indexΓ of the lares, corresponding toΓ ≳ 1.5. In a simple leptonic scenario, assuming
that the distribution of accelerated particles is isotropic in the source reference frame, this limit on
the spectral hardness implies that the spectra of the accelerated particles responsible for the lare is
never harder than dN/dE ∝ E−2.
Anotherway to probe the environmentswhere CRs are accelerated is bymeasuring the polarization
of the gamma rays. A preliminary study of the LAT sensitivity to linear polarization of astrophysical
gamma-rays is presented in the last part of this thesis. In the pair-production regime, linear po-
larization of the gamma-rays induces a modulation in the azimuthal angle of the planes where the
electron-positron pairs are produced. Although not designed as a polarimeter, the LAT has the poten-
tial to measure this modulation using low energy (≲ 200 MeV) events converting in the silicon de-
tector layers of its tracker. A selection of these events using supervised machine learning algorithms
is presented and used as a basis to estimate the statistical and systematic uncertainties afecting the
measurement. Considering only statistical uncertainties, a degree of polarization of∼ 30−50% could
be detected at the 5σ conidence level for the Vela pulsar and the Crab pulsar-wind nebula after 10
years of observation. By including systematic uncertainties, a 5σ sensitivity limit corresponding to
a polarization degree of ∼ 46% is estimated, using a stack of AGN as an unpolarized test source and
comparing the data with detailed Monte Carlo simulations. This analysis addresses for the irst time
all the steps of a real measurement and can therefore provide the basis for future measurements of
gamma-ray polarization with the LAT.

Zusammenfassung
Das Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) ist ein satellitengestütztes Gammastrahlungs-Teleskop zur Mes-
sung von Gammastrahlung im Energiebereich zwischen ∼ 30 MeV und mehreren hundert GeV. Der
Nachweis extraterrestrischer Gammastrahlung in diesem Energiebereich erlaubt Rückschlüsse auf
die astrophysikalischen Quellen der Gammastrahlung und Beschleunigungsmechanismen kosmischer
Strahlung mit Energien zwischen 1 GeV und∼ 10 TeV. Die Beobachtung von Quellen während Phasen
vorübergehend erhöhter Gammastrahlungslüsse (‘Flares’) ermöglicht dabei eine besonders empind-
liche Untersuchung der Produktionsmechanismen kosmischer Strahlung in den Quellen, da die Eigen-
schaften kürzlich beschleunigter Teilchen unmittelbar studiert werden können.
DerHauptteil dieserDissertation stellt das neuesteVerzeichnis zeitlich variablerGammastrahlungs-
quellen über 100 MeV vor, den zweiten ‘Fermi All-sky Variability Analysis’ Katalog (2FAV). Der 2FAV
Katalog enthält über 4500 Flares, welche in den ersten 7.4 Jahren der LAT Datennahme auf einem ho-
hen Vertrauensniveau gemessen und an 518 verschiedenen Himmelspositionen beobachtet wurden.
441 dieser Quellpositionen im 2FAV können Aktiven Galaktischen Kernen (AGN) zugeordnet werden.
Die verbleibenden 77 Quellpositionen besitzen keine sichere Entsprechung in anderen Verzeichnis-
sen von Gammastrahlungs- oder Blazarquellen und stellen möglicherweise neue Gammastrahlungs-
quellen dar. Bei der Untersuchung der Spektren der 2FAV Flares, welche sogenannten ‘Flat-Spectrum’
Radioquasaren (FSRQ) - eine Unterklasse der AGN - zugeordnet werden können, wurde durchweg ein
härteres Gammastrahlungsspektrumwährend Phasen erhöhter Gammastrahlungsemission beobach-
tet. Zudem wurde eine Untergrenze in der Verteilung der spektralen Exponenten, Γ ≳ 1.5, in der
Stichprobe der untersuchten Flares festgestellt. Unter der Annahme eines einfachen leptonischen
Modells und dass die Verteilung beschleunigter Teilchen im Inertialsystem der Quelle isotrop ist, folgt
daraus, dass die Energiespektren der kosmischen Strahlung, welche die Gammastrahlungs-Flares ver-
ursachen, mit dN/dE ∝ E−2 oder stärker abfallen.
Eine andereMöglichkeit, die Beschleunigungsmechanismen kosmischer Strahlung zu untersuchen,
ist dieMessung der Polarisation der begleitenden Gammastrahlung. Der letzte Teil dieser Dissertation
enthält eine vorläuige Studie zurMessbarkeit linearer Polarisation astrophysikalischer Gammastrah-
lung mit dem LAT-Instrument. Bei Konversion hochenergetischer Photonen in Elektron-Positron-
Paare verursacht eine lineare Polarisation der Gammastrahlung eine Modulation des Azimutwinkels
der Ebenen, in denen die Elektron-Positron-Paare erzeugtwurden. Obwohl der LATursprünglich nicht
als Polarimeter konzipiert wurde, ermöglicht das Instrument eine Messung dieser Modulation für
niederenergetische Primärteilchen (≲ 200 MeV), welche in den Silikonschichten des Detektors kon-
vertieren. Eine Auswahl solcher Ereignisse, selektiert durch Algorithmen überwachten maschinelles
Lernens (‘supervised machine learning’), wird verwendet um die statistischen und systematischen
Messunsicherheiten abzuschätzen, denen eine Messung unterworfen ist. Werden allein statistische
Unsicherheiten berücksichtigt, ist der LAT in der Lage, einen Polarisationsgrad von 30−50% der Gam-
mastrahlungslüsse vom Vela-Pulsar und vom Krebs-Pulsarwindnebels nach einer Beobachtungszeit
von zehn Jahren auf einem Vertrauensniveau von 5σ nachzuweisen. Werden zusätzlich systemati-
scheUnsicherheiten berücksichtigt, wird abgeschätzt, dass ein Polarisationsgrad von∼ 46% auf einem
Vertrauensniveau von 5σ nachweisbar ist, indem eine Auswahl von AGN als unpolarisierte Testprobe
verwendet und mit umfangreichen Monte-Carlo Simulationen verglichen wird. Die Analyse in die-
ser Dissertation berücksichtigt zum erstenMal sämtliche Aspekte einer polarization-sensitiven Ereig-
nissrekonstruktion und dienst damit als Grundlage für zukünftige Nachweisversuche der Polarisation
astrophysikalischer Gammastrahlung mit dem LAT.
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Chapter 1
Physics of gamma-ray astronomy
This chapter reviews the physical processes involved in the production of energetic (≳ 10MeV) pho-
tons (hereafter gamma rays) of astrophysical origin. Such energies are too large for these photons to
be of thermal origin. For radiation in thermal equilibrium, the energy at which most of the photons
are emitted is related to the temperature by T [K] ∼ 2.3× 103 E[eV] (see, e.g., Rybicki and Lightman,
1979). No known place in the universe is hot enough to produce a signiicant amount of≫ 10 MeV
thermal radiation. Astrophysical gamma-ray sources are capable of accelerating charged particles to
relativistic energies (Hinton and Hofmann, 2009). In the environment of these sources, gamma rays
are produced as the accelerated particles lose their energy in the interaction with ambient matter or
radiation ields.
Long before the irst astronomical observations in the gamma-ray band, the detection of cosmic
rays (CRs) provided direct evidence that the universe must contain such ‘natural’ particle accelera-
tors. CRs were irst observed at the beginning of the twentieth century as the cause of discharge in
isolated electroscopes. In a series of underwater experiments, Domenico Pacini proved that this ion-
izing radiation could not be explained by natural radioactivity of the Earth’s crust. He concluded that
the observed radiation must have an air-borne component (the original paper is from 1911. A trans-
lated version is available in Pacini, 2010). One year later, with his famous balloon lights, Victor Hess
proved that CRs are indeed of extra-terrestrial origin (Hess, 1912)1. More than a century later, our
phenomenological knowledge of CRs has greatly improved thanks to the numerous experiments that
have been dedicated to their study (see, e.g. Verzi, 2016; Maestro, 2015, for an overview of the latest
experimental results). At around∼ 1 GeV, CRs aremade up of∼85% hydrogen, 12% helium nuclei and
2% electrons. Heavier nuclei and antimatter are also present in smaller fractions.
Figure 1.1 presents a recent compilation of measurements of the all-particle diferential energy
1Pacini made important contributions to the discovery of CRs. However, he is seldom acknowledged. Although Hess
was aware of Pacini’s work, he never cited him in his publications. An interesting reading on the history of the discovery of
CRs, including the correspondence between Hess and Pacini, can be found in Carlson and de Angelis (2010).
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spectrum (i.e., number of particles per unit time, surface, solid angle, and energy) of CRs as measured
from ground based detectors. The main features of the CR spectrum are (Patrignani et al., 2016):
• the CR spectrum covers a huge energy range of more than tens orders of magnitude. The spec-
trum is well described by a set of power-law functions1 dN(E)/dE ∝ E−α.
• there are two marked changes in the slope α of the spectra: the so-called ‘knee’ at ∼ 1015 eV,
where the spectrum steepens from α ∼ −2.7 to α ∼ −3.1, and the ‘ankle’ around 5 × 1018 eV.
A second knee is also visible around∼ 1017 eV.
• a cutof of the spectra above ∼ 1020 eV, often interpreted as the result of the interaction of
ultra-high energy (UHE) CRs with the cosmic microwave background radiation, the so-called
GZK cutof (Greisen, 1966; Zatsepin and Kuz’min, 1966).
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Figure 1.1: The all-particle CRs spectrum as a function of the energy per nucleus, as measured from various
air shower detectors. The spectrum has been multiplied by E2.6 to better display the spectral features. Image
taken from Patrignani et al. (2016).
1Power laws are ubiquitous in awide range of natural and sociological phenomena. Aswewill see, they approximate not
only the spectra of many gamma-ray sources, but also the properties of their temporal variability. Power laws also describe
the magnitude of earthquakes and meteor impacts, how population is distributed in cities, the frequencies of words in text,
and the scale of wars among countries, just to give a few examples. For an interesting reading on the subject, see Newman
(2005).
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Despite this wealth of data, the sources of CRs have not been identiied with certainty. The features
of the CR spectrum can be interpreted as the result of the interplay of diferent source populations.
The commonly accepted paradigm is that CRs below the knee originate from Galactic sources, while
the ones above ∼ 1018 eV might be of extragalactic origin. What exactly the sources are, and where
the transition between Galactic and extragalactic ones lies is still under debate (see, e..g., Aharonian
et al., 2012, and references therein). These questions cannot be answered in a straightforward way.
Being charged particles, CRs are delected by Galactic and extragalactic magnetic ields as they prop-
agate. When they are detected on Earth their arrival directions are almost isotropic (Aab et al., 2015).
As the sources of CRs cannot be observed directly, measurements of neutral secondary particles like
energetic photons (gamma rays) or neutrinos, produced in the same sources, are necessary for source
identiication. Supernova remnants, for example, have long been suspected to be (one of) the sources
of Galactic CRs (e.g. Ginzburg and Syrovatskii, 1964). These explosions of massive stars are powerful
and frequent enough to be able to sustain the energylux of CRs. However, a conclusive proof of proton
acceleration in these objects came only with sensitive observations of their emission in high-energy
(≳ 50MeV) gamma rays (Ackermann et al., 2013b).
1.1 Particle acceleration at the sources
In gamma-ray sources, energy is transferred via electromagnetic ields to kinetic energy of charged
particles. Several acceleration mechanisms have been proposed to accomplish this. The most com-
monly invoked are particle acceleration at shocks and magnetic reconnection. In the following, we
will state the main results and ideas behind these two acceleration mechanisms. For acceleration at
shock fronts, a detailed review of the classical theory can be found in Blandford and Eichler (1987) and
amore recent account on the relativistic case in Sironi et al. (2015). Reviews onmagnetic reconnection
mechanism can be found in Zweibel and Yamada (2009) and Kagan et al. (2015).
1.1.1 Diffusive shock acceleration
The basics of this acceleration mechanism were irst laid out by Enrico Fermi (Fermi, 1949). In the
original formulation of this process, the particles gain energy as a consequence of repeated elastic
scatterings with moving ‘magnetic mirrors’ associated with irregularities of the magnetic ields. The
magnetic mirrors are assumed to be ininitely massive and move with a Lorentz factor γ = (1 −
β2)−1/2, with β = uc being the speed of the mirror in units of the speed of light c. A basic sketch of
the process is presented in Fig 1.2.
The particles gain energy when colliding head-on with these mirrors and lose it in the case of fol-
lowing collisions. The relative energy gain per collision is proportional to β. In a randomized environ-
3
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Figure 1.2: Sketch of the second-order Fermi acceleration mechanism, illustrating the elastic scattering of a
particle with velocity v against a magnetic mirror moving with a speed βc. Head on and following collision are
presented in the left and right part of the sketch, respectively.
ment, head-on collisions are favored over following ones again by factor ∼ β. The resulting average
energy gain is ⟨∆EE ⟩ ∼ β2, of the second order in β. For this reason this acceleration mechanism
is often called second-order Fermi process. The relative energy gain is independent on the particle
energy. The energy of the particles will increase exponentially with the number of scatterings. If
the probability for the particles to escape the acceleration region is inite and constant, the resulting
energy distribution is a power law N(E > E˜) ∝ E˜x. Despite its success in explaining the shape
of the CR spectra, it was soon realized that this mechanism is probably too ineicient to explain the
presence of CRs of energies higher than∼ 1 PeV.
Difusive shock acceleration overcomes this problem. In this case, particles are scattered of turbu-
lent magnetic ields on both sides of shock waves, which can, for example, be generated by supersonic
ejection of stellar matter in supernovae (see Section 3.1.1). This process is sketched in Fig. 1.3.
The shock wave moves in the unperturbed upstream region with a velocity u. In the case of an adi-
abatic shock in an ideal plasma, the gas in the downstream region follows the shock with a velocity of
3/4u (e.g. Longair, 1994). As in the second-order Fermimechanism, as a particle crosses the shock and
enters the downstream region, its energy increases by∆E/E ∼ u/c. The particle is then scattered by
irregularities in the magnetic ield. Its motion is isotropized with respect to the turbulent gas down-
stream of the shock, and the particle has a probability to difuse back into the upstream region. In the
frame of reference of the shocked gas, the material in the upstream region appears to low inwards
with a velocity 3/4u. The situation, as seen from the two frames of reference, is therefore identical.
Contrary to second-order Fermi acceleration, the particle will gain energy at every crossing of the
shock. The average energy gain is therefore linear with β = u/c. For this reason this process is often
referred to as irst-order Fermi mechanism. A proper calculation (e.g. Longair, 1994) of the relative
4
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Figure 1.3: Sketch of both sides of a shock: a) in the reference frameof the unperturbedmedium in the upstream
region, themomenta of the particles are isotropically distributed and the shockedmedium advanceswith 3/4 of
the shock velocity u. b) in the reference frame of the shocked medium in the downstream region the momenta
of the particles are also isotropic and the gas of the upstream region appears to low across the shock again with
3/4u.
energy gain per shock crossing gives: 
∆E
E

=
4
3
β (1.1)
Difusive shock acceleration allows for an eicient energy transfer from the shock motion to the par-
ticles. As with the second-order Fermi acceleration, this mechanism naturally produces power-law
energy distributions. The shape of the power-law spectra of the accelerated particles can be derived
from the thermodynamic properties of the shock. Assuming reasonable values for the shock compres-
sion ratio, the indices for the diferential energy spectra are∼2, in agreement with the spectra of CRs
at the sources (Bell, 1978).
In this simple exposition of difusive shock acceleration, many important caveats have been ig-
nored. For example, astrophysical shocks are often relativistic, and the particle momentum distri-
bution can no longer be considered isotropic. The coupling between the particles being accelerated
and the magnetic ields responsible for the scatterings introduces non-linear efects, another major
complication of the theory (see, e.g., Malkov and Drury, 2001). Perhaps the most severe problem in
the shock accelerationmechanism is the so-called ‘injection problem’. For shock acceleration towork,
the initial energy of the particle has to be high enough for its gyro-radius1 to be much larger than the
size of the shock. This mechanism cannot accelerate particles if their energy is below this threshold.
1The gyro-radius is the radius of the circular motion of a charge moving in a magnetic ield. The gyro-radius, deined
as Rg = γmv/qB, withm and γ are the mass and the Lorentz factor of the particle, v⊥ is the component of the particle
velocity perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic ield, andB is the strength of this ield.
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1.1.2 Magnetic reconnection
Magnetic reconnection is a fundamental process occurring in plasma in which the topology of the
magnetic ield rearranges itself and magnetic energy is converted into kinetic energy of the particles
and into electric ield. It is an eicient acceleration mechanism in magnetically dominated systems
and is capable of producing power-law particle distributions. It is also associated with transient and
violent events, as solar lares (Su et al., 2013), and it is a plausible explanation for the gamma-ray lares
seen from the Crab nebula (Cerutti et al., 2012, see also Section 3.2).
Figure 1.4: Geometry of the Sweet-Parker reconnection. Inside the reconnection layer the magnetic ield re-
combines: plasma is ejected to the left and to the right, and an electric ield Erec perpendicular to the page is
induced. Adapted from Zweibel and Yamada (2009).
The basic principles of magnetic reconnectionwere irst laid out by Parker and Sweet (Parker, 1957;
Sweet, 1958). The geometry of this model is presented in Fig. 1.4. Two opposite magnetic ields±B0
in a plasma of density ρ are steadily pushed toward each other at a speed vi over a region of sizeL. The
ields reconnect in a layer of thickness δ. Both the plasma and the magnetic ield1 are expelled at the
sides of the reconnection region with a velocity vout. In the reconnection layer, a current density J ≈
B0/µ0δ is induced, where µ0 = 4π×10−7 N/A2 is the vacuummagnetic permeability. Assuming that
δ is small enough, ohmic dissipationheats up the plasma signiicantly. In a steady state, the pressure of
the heated gasPgas in the reconnection layer must be compensated by themagnetic pressure outside
Pmag ≈ B20/2µ0. Integrating the steady-state equation of state of the plasma gives Pgas = ρv2out/2
(Longair, 1994). Equating Pgas to Pmag gives vout ≈ B0/√µ0ρ, equal to the Alfvén speed, the typical
1Astrophysical plasmas are highly conductive. In the limit of ininite conductivity, themagnetic ield lines are attached
to the plasma: the motion of one carries with it the other. This is a consequence of the magnetic lux freezing theorem, and
can be observed directly at play in coronal mass ejection of the Sun.
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speed ofmagnetic disturbance in a plasma. Assuming theplasma is incompressible,mass conservation
implies vinL = voutδ: large-scale motion of the plasma is converted into fast outlows of hot plasma.
Outside the reconnection layer, the electric ield is compensated by the Lorentz force. If the system
is in a steady state, the electric ield must be constant everywhere1. E inside the reconnection region
must be equal to its value outside, Erec = (vin × B0)/c. Inside the reconnection layer the mag-
netic ield vanishes; there is no Lorentz force to balanceErec and this ield can efectively accelerate
particles along the plane of the reconnection. In the Sweet-Parker model, the rate of magnetic recon-
nection is vin/vout ≈ δ/L, which is typically too slow for most astrophysical systems (Zweibel and
Yamada, 2009). To achieve higher reconnection rates, the scale L of the reconnection layer must be
reduced. The irst attempt to overcome this issue was proposed in Petschek (1964), in which standing
shock waves surrounding the reconnection region efectively limit its size.
Figure 1.5:Magnetic islands naturally form as a consequence of instabilities in the reconnection layer at y = 0.
This image presents the structure of the reconnection layer as obtained from numerical 2D simulation. The
color encodes the particle density normalized to some value far from the reconnection layer. The white arrows
represent the magnetic ield lines. Taken from Sironi and Spitkovsky (2014).
Modern models of magnetic reconnection focus on the instability of the low in the region, called
the current sheet, between the twomagnetic ields. Mechanisms such as the tearing instability (Furth
et al., 1963) spontaneously break the low in the current sheet into a series of smaller reconnection
regions, separated by large lux ropes delimited by closed ield lines (magnetic islands, see Fig. 1.5).
Particle acceleration in such a setting is thought to proceed in two stages. First, particles are acceler-
ated by the electric ields in the reconnection region. Subsequent acceleration proceeds via the Fermi
mechanism as the particles interact with the boundaries of themagnetic islands (see, e.g., Drake et al.,
2006; Oka et al., 2010; Sironi and Spitkovsky, 2014). Simulations show that in this scenario particles
are accelerated eiciently. As shown in Fig. 1.6, the resulting particle energy distributions have a
power-law shape.
The complexity and non-linearity of these models means that they can only be studied in detail
through numerical simulations. Despite great progressmade in recent years, the theory andmodeling
1Maxwell’s equations for a charge-neutral system in a steady states give∇ ·E = 0,∇×E = 0.
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of particle acceleration in magnetic reconnection is not yet capable of making reliable quantitative
predictions, due to limited computing power and uncertainties on the initial conditions of the sys-
tems. The basic principles are however established. Magnetic reconnection can eiciently convert a
large fraction (∼ 50%) of magnetic energy into particle kinetic energy and it automatically provides
a pre-acceleration, thus solving the injection problem afecting pure shock acceleration models.
Figure 1.6: Energy distribution of accelerated particles resulting from simulation of magnetic reconnection for
diferent values of themagnetization σ = B20/(4πnmec
2). The straight dotted lines represent power laws with
slopes of−4,−3,−2, and−1.5 (from σ = 1 to σ = 50 respectively). Taken from Kagan et al. (2015).
1.2 Radiative processes: from cosmic rays to gamma rays
As implied by observations of CRs, the universe contains natural particle accelerators capable of pro-
ducing power-law energy spectra of the form dN/dE ∝ E−α reaching up to the highest energies
ever observed. In the environment of these sources, the accelerated particles interact with matter
and radiation. Gamma rays are one of the products of these interactions.
In the following we outline the main mechanisms thought to be responsible for the production of
high-energy gamma rays, and present the associated energy-loss rates and the spectral and polariza-
tion signatures. Once the main characteristics of these radiative processes have been discussed, we
will apply them to test proton and electron distributions to compare simple radiativemodels. Detailed
discussions and derivations of the formulae presented in the next paragraphs can be found in Longair
(1994), Rybicki and Lightman (1979), and Aharonian (2004).
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Synchrotron emission
Electric charges emit electromagnetic radiation when accelerated. For a relativistic particle of charge
q, moving with speed v = βc and Lorentz factor γ = (1−β2)−1/2, the energy loss rate can be written
as:
−

dE
dt

=
q2γ4
6πε0c3
|a⊥|2 + γ2|a∥|2 (1.2)
where ε0 ≈ 8.9 × 1012 F m−1 is the vacuum permittivity and |a⊥|, |a∥| are the components of the
particle’s acceleration perpendicular and parallel to its velocity in the observer’s reference frame.
This relativistic version of the Larmor formula (Larmor, 1897) can be specialized to treat two cases:
bremsstrahlung and synchrotron emission.
Synchrotron emission is produced when a charged particle gyrates at relativistic speed in a mag-
netic ieldB. As both energetic particles and magnetic ields are common in our Universe, this emis-
sion is ubiquitous in astrophysics, from radio emission of galaxies to non-thermal X- and gamma-ray
luxes of compact objects. The power radiated via this process can be derived from Eq. 1.2 imposing
|a∥| = 0, and |a⊥| = qvB sin θ/γm, as in the case of a particle of charge q and massmmoving with
speed v at a pitch angle θ with respect to the magnetic ieldB. The radiated power, averaged over the
angle θ can be written as:
−

dE
dt

sync
=
16π
9µ0c5
q4B2p2
m4
(1.3)
Them4 in the denominator implies that the synchrotron emission of a source is dominated by con-
tributions from the lightest particles present in the system, i.e. electrons. The cooling time τ is the
timescale of an energy loss process; it can be deined as τ = E/(dE/dt). In the case of synchrotron
emission of a relativistic particle, τsync scales with the inverse of the particle energy.
The synchrotron spectrum, i.e. the energy emitted at a given frequency ν per unit time, for a single
emitting particle is presented in Fig. 1.7. At low frequencies the spectrum is proportional to ν1/3.
It has a broad peak around the critical frequency νc, and falls like e−ν/νc for ν ≫ νc. The critical
frequency is deined as:
νc ∼ γ2 qB
2πmc
(1.4)
where we have omitted a numerical factor of order≲ 1. Due to relativistic efects, synchrotron radi-
ation appears collimated to within an angle∼ 1/γ of the direction of the emitting particle.
The emission from a single electron is polarized along the direction of the acceleration vector. If
the electron velocity is perpendicular to the magnetic ield (θ = π/2), the observed radiation is lin-
early polarized in the direction perpendicular to the projection of B on the sky. In the general case
(θ ̸= π/2), the emission can be decomposed into components parallel and perpendicular to the pro-
jection of the magnetic ield on the plane of the sky, I∥ and I⊥ respectively (see, e.g., Westfold, 1959;
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Rybicki and Lightman, 1979). The perpendicular component is associated to the radiation observed
when the emitting particle aims directly at the observer, while the parallel component is associated
to radiation emitted when the particle velocity is within an angle ∼ 1/γ of the line of sight. These
two components evolve diferently as the particle gyrates around themagnetic ield lines. As a conse-
quence, the synchrotron emission of a single electron is, in general, elliptically polarized. The major
axis of the ellipse is perpendicular to the projection ofB on the sky. For a distribution of pitch angles
θ, all the particles directed within an angle ∼ 1/γ of the line of sight contribute to the observed in-
tensity. The parallel emission components will average out and the observed emission will be linearly
polarized in the direction perpendicular to the projection of B on the sky. The expected degree of
linear polarization, deined as:
Π0 =
I⊥ − I∥
I⊥ + I∥
(1.5)
is presented in the bottom panel of Fig. 1.7 for the synchrotron emission from a single charge. Con-
sidering a distribution of energetic electrons with a power-law energy spectrum dN/dE/ ∝ E−p
moving in a uniform magnetic ield, the expectedΠ0 is given by (Rybicki and Lightman, 1979):
Π
sync
0 =
p+ 1
p+ 7/3
(1.6)
which can be as high as∼ 70% for p = 2 in the case of a perfectly ordered, uniform magnetic ield.
Bremsstrahlung
In the case of bremsstrahlung, the acceleration felt by the charge originates from the interaction with
the electrostatic ield of the atoms in the traversedmaterial. It is an important energy lossmechanism
in dense environments, as, for example, molecular, clouds which typically have densities of ρ ≳ 10
protons/cm3, compared to ρ ∼ 1 protons/cm3 in the interstellar medium. The kinetic energy lost
by the particle in these interactions is carried away by an energetic photon. In the non-relativistic
case, bremsstrahlung energy losses are proportional to the square root of the particle energy. For
relativistic particles, the power radiated via bremsstrahlung is given by (Bethe and Heitler, 1934):
−

dE
dt

brems
∝ Z(Z + 1.3)NE
m2

ln

183
Z1/3

+
1
8

(1.7)
whereN is the number density of target nuclei in the observer reference frame and Z is the atomic
number of the target. Note the dependence of the bremsstrahlung energy losses with Z2. As rela-
tivistic bremsstrahlung energy losses are proportional to the energy, an individual particle will loose
a signiicant fraction of its energy in each interaction. A characteristic length scale can be deined for
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Figure 1.7: Intensity of the synchrotron emission from a single electron as a function of the ratio x of the
synchrotron frequency over the critical frequency x = ν/νc. The contributions with polarization parallel and
perpendicular to the projection of the magnetic ield on a plane orthogonal to the line of sight are shown as
dashed and dot-dashed lines respectively. In the bottom panel the variation of the degree of linear polarization
Π0 = (I⊥ − I∥)/(I⊥ + I∥) with the frequency is also shown.
this process, the radiation lengthX0. This quantity is deined as the mean distance, often expressed
as a column density in g cm−2, over which an electron loses (1 − 1/e) of its initial energy through
bremsstrahlung. It is given by:
X0[g cm
−2] =
1432.8A
Z(Z + 1)(11.319− lnZ) (1.8)
where A and Z are the mass and atomic number of the traversed material, respectively. In the rela-
tivistic case, one or twophotons are emitted per radiation length, on average. For a relativistic particle
of energyE, the average energy of bremsstrahlung photons is∼ E/3 (Longair, 1994).
Bremsstrahlung emission can only be polarized only when the distribution of relative velocities of
the colliding particles is anisotropic (Ginzburg, 1989). Thermal bremsstrahlung, resulting from the
thermal motion of electrons in hot plasma, is weakly, if at all, polarized (see, e.g., Komarov et al.,
2016). When considering a particle beam colliding with a dense target, the bremsstrahlung emission
is in general polarized and the degree of polarization varies with the energy of the emitted photon
(McMaster, 1961). For particles with γ ≫ 1, the linear polarization of bremsstrahlung photons emit-
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ted at the end of the bremsstrahlung spectrum is given by (Jackson, 1998):
Πbrems0 ≃
2γ2θ2
1 + γ4θ4
(1.9)
where θ is the angle of the emission with respect to the motion of the incoming particles. For γ ≫ 1
the degree of linear polarization of bremsstrahlung emission decreases as 1/γ2. The high-energy
bremsstrahlung emission from relativistic particles is therefore unpolarized.
Inverse Compton scattering
Compton scattering is the inelastic scattering of a photon of a charged particle resulting in a transfer
of momentum from the photon to the particle (Compton, 1923). In inverse Compton scattering (IC),
the situation is reversed: a charged particle up-scatters a low energy photon to higher energies. The
exact cross section for Compton scattering is given by the Klein-Nishina formula (Klein and Nishina,
1929):
σKN = πr
2
e
1
x

1− 2(x+ 1)
x2

ln (2x+ 1) +
1
2
+
4
x
− 1
2(2x+ 1)2

(1.10)
where x = ℏω/mec2 is the dimensionless photon energy in the reference frame of the electron and
re = e
2/(4πε0mec
2) is the classical radius of the electron. For low energy photons, x ≪ 1, this
expression reduces to the Thomson cross section σT = 8πr2e/3 ∼ 6.6 × 10−29 m2 . At high photon
energies, x ≫ 1, the cross section decreases with 1/x, as is shown in Fig.1.8. The energy transfer
trough inverse Compton scattering becomes less eicient at high energies.
The average energy gained by the photon through inverse Compton is:
ℏωout =
4
3
γ2β2ℏωin, (1.11)
where ℏωin, ℏωout, and γ are the initial and inal energies of the photon, and the Lorentz factor of the
electron in the observer’s reference frame, respectively Longair (1994). This equation holds as long as
the scattering in the rest frame of the electron happens in the Thomson regime, that is, ℏω′in ≪ mec2.
As can be seen from Eq. 1.11, the average energy gain is proportional to γ2. Through inverse Compton
scattering, highly energetic photons can be produced: for example, electrons with γ = 103 can up-
scatter optical photons (ℏω ∼ eV) to> 1 MeV.
In the Thomson regime, the average power radiated via inverse Compton scattering from an elec-
tron traveling with momentum p in a electric ield with energy density urad = ε0E2/2 is given by:
−

dE
dt

IC
=
4
3
σT curad

p
mec2
2
(1.12)
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Figure 1.8: Cross section for the Compton scattering of photons on electrons as a function of the photon energy
as computed from the Klein-Nishina formula (Eq. 1.10). At low energies it approaches Thomson cross section
σT , while it decreases as∼ (ℏω)−1 for ℏω ≫ mec2.
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Figure 1.9: Emission spectrum from inverse Compton scattering of amonochromatic and isotropic photon ield
at a frequency ω0 from monoenergetic electrons with Lorentz factor γ as computed in Blumenthal and Gould
(1970)
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It rises quadratically with the electron energy. For higher energies, the Klein-Nishina cross section
drops and the radiated power rises logarithmically with the energy1. The energy spectrum of the
inverse Compton emission from a power-law distribution of electrons dNe/dE ∝ E−p has also a
power-law shape dNγ/dE ∝ E−α with index α = (p+ 1)/2, provided that the interaction happens
in the Thomson regime.
Compton and inverse Compton scattering can both polarize and depolarize incoming radiation.
The polarization properties of Compton scattered radiation are presented in Fig. 1.10 for an incom-
ing 1 MeV photon in the two limiting cases of a unpolarized and 100% linearly polarized incoming
radiation. As is visible, as the energy increases, both the degree of induced and residual polarization
decreases (see Chang et al., 2014, for a more detailed treatment). Scattering can efectively depolar-
ize incoming radiation, especially if multiple collisions are involved. More details on the polarization
properties of Compton scattering are presented in Lei et al. (1997) and references therein.
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Figure 1.10: Linear polarization of Compton scattering as a function of the scattering angle for three diferent
energies of the incoming photon: 0.1 MeV (solid line), 1 MeV (dashed line), and 10 MeV (dash-dotted line). The
blue lines refers to the polarization degree acquired by an unpolarized incident beam as a consequence of the
scattering. The red lines illustrates the opposite case: the scattered radiation from a 100% linearly polarized
beam partially loses its polarization.
1For electrons, the power radiated via synchrotron emission (Eq. 1.3) can be written in the same form as Eq. 1.12, sub-
stituting urad with umag = B2/2µ0. The reason why synchrotron emission and inverse Compton scattering have similar
properties is that the energy losses are due to the electric ield experienced by the charge in its rest frame (dE/dt is Lorentz
invariant), independently of the origin of this ield.
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Hadronic processes
As seen in the previous paragraphs, the emitted power scales with m−4 for synchrotron emission,
and withm−2 for inverse Compton and bremsstrahlung. These processes are suppressed for protons
by factors (me/mp)4 and (me/mp)2 respectively. However, protons of extremely high energies can
eiciently radiate gamma rays via synchrotron emission, given a strong enough magnetic ield in the
emission region (see e.g., Aharonian, 2000; Kundu and Gupta, 2014). Another mechanism through
which protons can produce gamma rays is via the production of pions. Pion production proceeds via
a delta resonant scattering of the energetic protons either on ambient protons: p+p→ ∆++ → π0+
π±+ ..., or photons: p+γ → ∆+ → π0+p. The inelastic cross section for proton-proton interaction
is σpp ≈ 35mb and is only weakly dependent on the energy (Hinton and Hofmann, 2009). The cross
section for p+ γ interaction is∼0.1 mb for photon energies≳ 2 GeV in the proton rest frame (Mücke
et al., 1999). Gamma rays from astrophysical sources can be produced in the electromagnetic decay
of the π0 or via synchrotron and IC emission of the secondary leptons produced in the decay of the
charged pions (Mannheim, 1993). The neutral pion decays in two photons with a mean lifetime of
8.3 × 10−17 s. The two gamma rays are produced almost instantaneously and carry away all the
energy with which the π0 was produced. As a rule of thumb, roughly 1/6 of the proton energy is
transferred to the gamma rays from the π0 (Hinton and Hofmann, 2009). In the rest frame of the π0,
the two gamma rays have an energy mpi0/2 ∼ 67.5 MeV. This introduces a characteristic signature
in gamma-ray spectra the so-called pion bump. It was the detection of this feature in the gamma-
ray spectra of two supernovae remnants that made it possible to prove that these sources accelerate
protons (Ackermann et al., 2013b). As the π0 is a spin 0 particle, in its rest frame there is no preferred
direction. The emitted gamma-rays are therefore unpolarized.
1.3 Simple radiative models
The broad-band emission of a source is customarily presented through the spectral energy distri-
bution (SED), representing the energy lux FE emitted in a given logarithmic interval of energies:
dFE/d(lnE). The radiative processes previously discussed produce two distinct bumps in the SEDs
of the sources: a low-energy peak in the radio to X-ray energies and a second peak in the X-ray to
gamma-ray domain. Such structures aremost evident in sources like blazars (see Section 3.1.2), whose
electromagnetic emission is completely dominated by the non-thermal radiation of energetic parti-
cles (Abdo et al., 2010b). The models invoked to explain the structure of the SED of such sources are
divided in two broad families, hadronic or leptonic, depending on the type of particles thought to be
responsible for the high energy emission. For a review on both hadronic and leptonic models, see
Böttcher et al. (2013) and references therein.
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Leptonicmodels (e.g. Ghisellini et al., 1998) attribute the low-energy peak of the SED to synchrotron
radiation, and the high energy one to inverse Compton scattering of ambient low-energy photons.
The diferent target photon ields for IC emission can be the cosmic microwave background (CMB),
infrared emission from dust, visible light from stars, and the synchrotron emission from the same
energetic electrons. This latter scenario is called synchrotron-self-Compton (SSC, see, e.g. Chiaberge
and Ghisellini, 1999).
In hadronic models (Reimer, 2012; Rachen, 2000, e.g.), the high-energy peak of the SED is explained
either as resulting from pion decay or, in case of high magnetic ields and proton energies ≳ 1019
eV, from proton synchrotron emission (see for example Fig. 2 of Hinton and Hofmann, 2009). The
low-energy peak of the SED is also interpreted as synchrotron emission from relativistic leptons for
hadronic models. These leptons can be initially present in the source and co-accelerated together
with the protons, or can be produced as secondaries by the interaction of the protons with ambient
matter or radiation ields.
The SEDs for these diferent processes are illustrated in Fig. 1.11. In this example, we assume that
a population of energetic particles is present in a region with a magnetic ield B = 3 µG and an ion
number density n0 = 10 cm−3 at a distance of 1 kpc. Both the electron and proton spectra have been
modeled with a power-law function with an exponential cutof: dNi/dEi = KE
−2
i exp(−Ei/E0),
i = {e, p}. The cutof at high energies accounts for the faster cooling of particles of higher energies,
or for a maximum energy of the acceleration process. Both the electron and proton spectra are nor-
malized to a total energy of 1047 ergs. In Fig. 1.11, the two types of lines, continuous and dash-dotted,
refer to two cutof energies: E0 =1 TeV and E0 =100 TeV, respectively. As shown in the igure, the
contribution of the synchrotron emission peaks in the infrared at ∼ 0.13 eV (for E0 = 1 TeV), and
scales withE2i , in agreement with Eq. 1.4. Note also the diference in intensities between the gamma
rays from pion decay and those from bremsstrahlung and inverse Compton. As was seen in the pre-
vious section, through pion decay only a fraction of the energy of the protons is transferred to the
gamma-rays.
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Figure 1.11: SEDs for the diferent radiative processes presented in this chapter. This plot has been produced
with ♥❛✐♠❛, a freely available open-source python module for modeling and itting of non-thermal radiation
spectra (Zabalza, 2015). In the environment of the source diferent target photon ields are available for IC
scattering: the cosmicmicrowave background (CMB,T = 2.72K, energy density ϵ = 0.26 eV−1 cm−3), infrared
emission from the dust (IR, T = 232 K, ϵ = 0.26 eV cm−3), light from stars (T = 1.5× 103 K, ϵ = 1 eV cm−3),
and the synchrotron emission produced by the same electrons.
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Observing high-energy gamma rays
Gamma-ray astronomy is one of the youngest branches of astronomy, the oldest among the natural
sciences. It is the study of the Universe at the highest frequencies of the electromagnetic spectrum,
from photon energies of ≈ MeV up to hundreds of TeV. At higher energies, gamma-ray interaction
with ambient photons efectively limits the size of the observable universe: it shrinks to about the
size of our galaxy for ≳ 1 PeV photons (Gould and Schréder, 1966). Since the recent detection of
astrophysical neutrinos and gravitational waves (see, e.g., Aartsen et al., 2014; Abbott et al., 2016)
gamma-ray astronomy is now complemented by observations of these new cosmic messengers.
On a practical level, the gamma-ray band is roughly divided into three overlapping ranges, each one
characterized by speciic observational challenges. The sensitivities of diferent X-ray and gamma-
ray telescopes are presented in Fig. 2.1. The Earth’s atmosphere absorbs electromagnetic radiation in
these two bands. Direct observation of X- or gamma rays is possible only with space-based detectors.
In the lower part of the gamma-ray band, below some tens ofMeV, the photon interaction cross sec-
tion has a minimum, see Fig. 2.2. The competition between Compton scattering and pair production,
two phenomena leaving very diferent signals in the detector, together with the limited reconstruc-
tion accuracy attainable at these energies, makes observation di cult. The last instrument observing
in this region of the electromagnetic spectrum was COMPTEL (Schönfelder et al., 1992), launched al-
most 30 years ago. Several missions have been recently proposed to close this sensitivity gap (the
so-called ‘MeV Gap’), such as eASTROGAM (De Angelis et al., 2016) or ComPair (Moiseev et al., 2015).
In the high energy (HE) band, from≲100MeV to hundreds of GeV, satellite experiments such as the
Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT, Atwood et al., 2009) and the smaller AGILE (Pittori and Tavani, 2004)
provide high sensitivity and good monitoring capabilities.
At very high energies (VHE, roughly above 50 GeV) the steeply declining gamma-ray lux requires
photon collection areas that are too large for space-born experiments. Observations at these energies
are carried on with ground-based detectors such as the currently operating H.E.S.S. (Aharonian et al.,
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2006), MAGIC (Cortina, 2005), VERITAS (Holder et al., 2008), and the upcoming CTA (Actis et al., 2011)
imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescope systems (IACTs), and the High-Altitude Water Cherenkov
detector array HAWC (Abeysekara et al., 2017). These instruments detect gamma rays indirectly, mea-
suring or imaging the particle cascade induced by the energetic photons as they interact in the Earth’s
atmosphere.
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Figure 2.1: Point source diferential sensitivity for diferent past, present, and future X- and gamma-ray ob-
servatories. The sensitivity indicates the minimum lux that can be detected by an instrument. Note the bump
in the sensitivity curve of eASTROGAM in the energy range where Compton scattering and pair production
coexists. The image is taken from De Angelis et al. (2016).
In this chapter, we briely review the interaction of gamma rays with matter, discussing the main
physical processes that inluence the design and performance of an HE gamma-ray mission. Finally,
we present the Fermi Large Area Telescope, currently the most sensitive observatory for gamma-ray
astronomy in the energy range between∼ 50MeV and∼ 100 GeV.
2.1 Detection principle
Diferent processes govern the interactions of photons with matter, depending on the photon energy
and on the target material, and are presented in Fig. 2.2. Below∼ 100 keV the main process is photo-
electric absorption: an atomic electron absorbs the photon and is removed from its atom. The kinetic
energy of the emitted electron (photoelectron) equals the photon energy minus the atomic binding
energy of the electron. At higher energies, from 0.1 MeV to a few MeV, the photon sees the electrons
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as essentially free, and Compton scattering is the main interaction mechanism.
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Figure 2.2: Mass absorption coeicient for photons in Silicon as a function of the photon energy. The contri-
butions from photoelectric efect, Compton scattering and pair production are highlighted in diferent colors.
The total attenuation is shown in black. Note the photoelectric peak for the K-shell and the diference between
pair production in the ield of the nucleus and the one in the electron ield (triplet production). The triplet
production has a higher threshold: 4mec2 instead of 2mec2. Data for the plot is taken from the NIST XCOM
database.
For photons above 1.022 MeV, pair production in the Coulomb ield of the nucleus is kinemati-
cally allowed. It becomes the dominant process above ≳ 10 MeV. At intermediate photon energies,
1 ≪ Eγ/mec2 ≪ 1/αZ3, where α is the ine structure constant and Z is the atomic number of the
material, the pair production cross section rises logarithmically withEγ :
σpair = αr
2
eZ
2

28
9
ln
2Eγ
mec2
− 218
27

(2.1)
We note here that the fully diferential pair production cross section depends on the relative orien-
tation of the momenta of the particles in the inal state with respect to the direction of the photon
polarization vector. We will return to this dependence of the cross section on the polarization of
the photon in Chapter 5, where we will discuss how this can be exploited to measure polarization
in gamma rays. The high-energy asymptotic value of the integrated pair production cross section is
given by (Patrignani et al., 2016):
σpair =
7
9
A/X0NA (2.2)
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whereA is the atomicmass of the absorbermaterial,NA = 6.022×1023mol−1 is Avogadro’s number,
andX0 is the radiation length of the material. As can be seen from Eq. 2.2,X0 is 7/9 of the mean free
path for pair production of photons. Through a sequence of bremsstrahlung and pair production pro-
cesses, energetic primary particles (electrons or photons in this case) initiate electromagnetic show-
ers when traveling though matter. In these showers the number of particles increases exponentially
after each interaction length (∼ X0 for both bremsstrahlung and pair-production processes, at irst
approximation), while the energy of each particle decreases accordingly. The shower grows until the
ionization losses become dominant over bremsstrahlung. This happen at the critical energyEC which
is of the order of ≈ 650MeV/(Z + 1) (Patrignani et al., 2016). The maximum number of particles in
the shower isNmax ∼ E0/EC and is attained at a depth ofXmax ∼ X0 lnE0/EC , with E0 being the
energy of the primary particle (see, e.g., Engel et al., 2011, and references therein).
The electron and the positron are producedwith oppositemomenta in the center ofmass reference
frame. In the reference frame of the observer, momentum conservation reduces the opening angle of
the pair to θop ∼ mec2/Eγ on average. Reconstructing the paths of the electron and positron pair in
the irst radiation length allows the measurement of the direction of the incoming photon. The main
limitation to the precision of such ameasure comes frommultiple Coulomb scattering (MS). A charged
particle traveling through matter will experience a series of elastic Coulomb scatterings (Rutherford,
2012) of the static electric ields of the nuclei. In each of these interactions, the particle is delected
by a small angle (in most of the cases), as depicted in Fig. 2.3. From the central limit theorem, it
follows that, after many such deviations, the net scattering angle will be gaussian distributed. The
root-mean-square width of this distribution, as projected on a plane perpendicular to the motion of
the particle, is given by:
θMS =
13.6MeV
βcp
q

l
X0
[1 + 0.038 ln (l/X0)] (2.3)
for a particle of charge q, speed βc, and momentum p, respectively, traversing l/X0 radiation lengths
of material. The delection of the charged particle caused by MS increases with the thickness of the
material along the direction of the incoming particle and inversely with the energy of the particle.
To reduce the efect of MS, particle trackers are usually designed to limit the material budget as
much as possible (reducing l), which calls additional devices to measure the energy. Calorimeters
are dense, instrumented regions where the energy of the incoming particle is deposited, ultimately
via ionization losses from the charged particles produced as the shower develops. Calorimeters are
designed to contain as much of the particle shower as possible, since the total path length of all the
particles in the shower is proportional to the primary energy. In case of imaging calorimeters, the spa-
tial distribution of the energy deposit is also studied, improving the energy estimation and providing
information about the type of particle (hadron or lepton) that initiated the shower.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of multiple scattering: the net result of the many small-angle elastic scatterings under-
gone by a particle traversing a length l of matter.
2.2 The Fermi Large Area Telescope
The Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope (Gehrels et al., 1999, known as Gamma-ray Large Area Space
Telescope, GLAST, before deployment) is a space-born observatory for high-energy gamma-ray as-
tronomy. It is the result of a collaboration between NASA, the United States Department of Energy,
and government agencies from France, Italy, Japan, and Sweden.
The two instruments on board Fermi, the Large Area Telescope (LAT, Atwood et al., 2009) and the
Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM, Meegan et al., 2009) were designed to improve on the legacy of the
Energetic Gamma Ray Experiment Telescope (EGRET, Kanbach et al., 1989) and Burst and Transient
Spectrometer Experiment (BATSE, Fishman et al., 1982) of the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory1
(GCRO Gehrels et al., 1994).
Fermiwas successfully launched to lowEarth orbit in June 2008. After some testing, both the LAT and
the GBM started data acquisition, revealing the irst-light all-sky image2 on August 26. With the ex-
ception of an emergency maneuver to dodge a defunct Cold-War spy satellite3, spacecraft operations
have been smooth since launch. Recently, the LAT has reached the milestone of 500 billion triggered
event readouts. Due to its huge scientiic success and to the excellent condition of the spacecraft,
NASA support for the Fermi mission has been conirmed until 2018, doubling the initial 5-year du-
ration. After the irst year of the mission both the LAT and the GBM have been operating as open
observatories, releasing the data to the public as soon as it processed, a policy that has undoubtedly
1CGRO was one of the four NASA Great Observatories, the others being the Hubble (Ford et al., 1998, e.g.) and Spitzer
(Werner et al., 2004) space telescopes and the Chandra X-ray observatory (Weisskopf et al., 2000). CGROwas a very ambitious
project: weighting 17 tons it was, and still is, the heaviest scientiic payload to ever be lown in space. Originally scheduled
to ly until 2007, it was intentionally deorbited in 2000 after the failure of one of its three stabilizing gyroscopes. While
it was still fully capable of operating with the remaining two, an additional failure would have made a controlled de-orbit
complex and dangerous. At the time, it was estimated that there was a 1/1000 chance that one person would be killed in
case of an uncontrolled reentry of such a massive craft. As a matter of fact, 6-ton debris did survive the re-entry and hit the
Earth’s surface. More interesting details can be found at this address: http://spacelightnow.com/cgrodeorbit/status.html.
2https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap080828.html
3More details at https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/GLAST/news/bullet-dodge.html.
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contributed to the scientiic success of the mission.
2.2.1 Design
The LAT is the main instrument on board of the Fermi Gamma Ray Space Telescope. It is an imaging
pair-conversion telescope sensitive to photon energies from ≈30 MeV to hundreds of GeV. It uses a
particle tracker to measure the direction of the incoming photons, an electromagnetic calorimeter to
estimate the energy, and an anticoincidence detector to veto charged particle events. The LAT has
a modular design, composed of 16 identical towers arranged in a 4 × 4 grid. Each tower contains a
converter-tracker element, a calorimeter module, and the respective electronics. A drawing of the
LAT showing these three main components is presented in Fig. 2.4. The entire detector is 0.72mdeep
for a surface area of ∼ 1.8 × 1.8m2; it weighs 2789 kg and consumes 650 W of electrical power. The
aspect ratio (height/width) of the LAT is 0.4, giving the instrument a large ield of view (FoV).
Figure 2.4: Cutaway view of the Fermi-LAT. The yellow foil is the thermal/micro-meteorite shield covering the
scintillator tiles of the anti-coincidence detectors. The tracker and calorimeter elements of a tower are also
exposed. Image adapted from Atwood et al. (2007).
Converter-tracker
At the heart of the LAT is a solid-state converter-tracker, described in detail in Atwood et al. (2007) and
Bregeon (2011). It serves the twofold purpose of providing the targetmaterial to convert the incoming
photons into e± pairs and of reconstructing the direction of the gamma rays. It also provides themain
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event trigger for the entire instrument. In each trackermodule, layers of silicon-strip detectors (SSDs)
are interleavedwith tungsten converter foils with the purpose of increasing the conversion eiciency.
Each SSD is 0.4% radiation lengths (400µm) in thickness and the readout strips in the chip are 228 µm
apart. As the SSD are single-sided, the converter foils are followed by a pair of SSDs to record the x
and y coordinates of the track hit. There are 18 of such x, ymeasurement double-layers in each tower.
The distance between the lower SSDs in each layer and the next tungsten foil is 30 mm. With more
than 70 m2 of silicon detectors and almost 900000 read-out channels, the LAT is the largest tracker
ever lown into space.
To ensure good angular resolution in the lowest part of the energy range, where MS dominates
the tracking accuracy, while providing the conversion eiciency needed to extend the efective area
up to higher energies, the tracker is divided in two sections. The top 12 layers are equipped with
‘thin’ converter foils of 0.027 radiation lengths (0.095mm) thickness and constitute the ‘FRONT’ of the
tracker, while the last 4 (the ‘BACK’ of the tracker) have thicker converter foils of 0.18 radiation lengths
(0.72 mm). The overall material depth of the tracker is ∼1.2 radiation lengths at normal incidence,
resulting in the conversion of 63% of the incoming gamma rays. It is worth noting that a signiicant
fraction,∼ 11%, of the incoming events are converted in the silicon detectors themselves.
Calorimeter
After traversing the tracker, the e± pair enters the calorimeter. Each calorimeter module is composed
of 96 CsI(Tl) optically isolated scintillator rods of 2.7 cm×2.0 cm×32.6 cm arranged on 8 layers. Suc-
cessive layers are rotated by 90◦ to form an hodoscopic structure (Carlson et al., 1996). Combined
together, the 16 calorimeter modules weigh∼1800 kg. The light produced in the crystals is collected
at both ends of the scintillator rods using PIN photo-diodes, allowing the reconstruction of the lon-
gitudinal position of the energy deposition along the crystal by means of the diference in intensity
between the two read-outs. Together with the 2 discrete x and y coordinates given by the position
of the crystal, this gives the LAT calorimeter the capability to image the shower and reconstruct its
direction. This imaging capability contributes signiicantly to the background rejection. It also al-
lows the estimation of the energy even for showers that are not fully contained (Fabjan and Gianotti,
2003), extending the high-energy reach of the calorimeter beyond the limit imposed by its depth of
8.9 radiation lengths.
Anti-coincidence detector
Thelux of charged CRs is several thousand times higher than thelux of astrophysical gamma rays. To
suppress this huge background, the LAT is equippedwith an anti-coincidence detector (ACD). Charged
particles, in contrast to photons, will produce a signal in this detector that can be used to veto the
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event. TheACD is composed of 86 partially overlappingplastic scintillator tiles. The tiled design avoids
self-veto from charged particles produced inside the LAT by high-energy gamma rays. Gaps between
the tiles are illed with bundles of lexible plastic scintillator ibers. Given the critical importance of
this system, each tile is coupled to two photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) for redundancy. These PMTs are
the only non-solid state detectors used in the LAT. To ensure the integrity of the light-tight insulation
of the tiles throughout the mission, the ACD is completely covered by a micrometeorite shield.
2.2.2 From trigger to high-level science data
The complex architecture of the LAT trigger and event reconstruction is discussed in detail in Acker-
mann et al. (2012a) and Atwood et al. (2009). Here we recall the main steps that separate a gamma-ray
interaction in the LAT from the moment the high-level data is made available and public.
Taking all the LAT sub-systems together, more than a million channels have to be read out for each
event. Besides consuming signiicant electrical power, readout introduces a minimum of 26.5 µs of
dead time. The hardware trigger is designed to limit the dead-time fraction to less than ∼ 10% ,
discarding charged particle background eventswhile retaining gamma rayswith good eiciency. Each
detector subsystem can rise a series of trigger primitives (trigger request). One of themost important
is the ❚❑❘ primitive, which requires the coincidence of 3 consecutive x, y tracker layers recording a
signal within a single tower (this is the reason why the last 2 layers of the tracker have no converter
foil: events converting there would not be triggered). The trigger primitives are then combined into
‘trigger engines’ which eventually initiate the read-out of the entire instrument. Triggered events
are then analyzed through the onboard ilters to further reduce background contamination, in order
to meet the limited bandwidth available for data downlink. These ilters reduce the∼ 4 kHz average
trigger rate to∼ 400 Hz. Comparing it to the∼ 2 Hz average rate of cosmic gamma rays in the LAT, it
is clear that the great majority of downlinked events are background.
The on-ground event reconstruction uses track-inding and vertexing algorithms to reconstruct the
event topology from the distribution of hits in the tracker. The energy of the event is estimated from
the total sum of the energy deposit in the calorimeter, corrected to take into account leakage outside
the calorimeter and the energy deposited in the tracker. Several algorithms are used to perform these
tasks eiciently over the broad energy range of the LAT. Multivariate analysis methods are then used
to combine all the available information into estimators of the event energy and direction, as well as
to estimate ‘gamma-likeliness’ of the event, a measure of the agreement between the measured event
topology and what is expected for a gamma-ray of comparable energy and arrival direction. The
LAT collaboration releases data in diferent event classes corresponding to diferent hardness of the
background rejection cuts, from the TRANSIENT event class to the increasingly pure SOURCE, CLEAN
andULTRACLEAN event classes. Combined together, the hardware trigger, the on-board ilter, and the
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Figure 2.5: Event rates at the diferent stages of the acquisition and analysis chain for a typical day of the
mission. A fraction of the high number of trigger requests (black line) initiate the read out of the instrument
(red line). Background contamination of the sample of triggered events is reduced by onboard ilters (blue line)
before the data is downlinked to Earth where it is processed and classiied by event class. The trends in the
rates are due to modulation of the charged particle luxes with the LAT orbit. Image taken from Ackermann
et al. (2012a).
background rejection suppress the charged particle background by a factor ∼ 106, while retaining a
signal eiciency of≳ 75%.
Since the second year of the mission, all high-level science data collected by both instruments on
Fermi are non-proprietary and are released as soon as possible, typically within 8-10 hours of trigger-
ing, see Fig. 2.6.
2.2.3 Response functions
The instrument response functions (IRFs) provides themapping from the distribution of event counts
in reconstructed energy and instrument coordinates to an astrophysical description of the sky in
terms of luxes. As such, the IRFs provide the basis for the analysis of the LAT data1. The IRFs are de-
termined by the design of the instrument and by the reconstruction and event selection algorithms.
They are determined using extensive Monte Carlo (MC) simulations that include an accurate descrip-
tion of the detector design, physics interactions, spacecraft conditions in orbit, and event processing.
1The analysis of LAT data is based on maximum likelihood methods (Mattox et al., 1996). Extensive documentation and
tutorials can be found at https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/scitools/
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Figure 2.6: Progress of the latency of the LAT data through the mission. The latency is deined as the time
diference between the moment in which the processed data-runs are available and the time of the trigger.
The IRFs are veriied using on-orbit data. The response of the LAT can be factored in three parts:
the point spread function (PSF), the efective area (Aef), and the energy dispersion (Edisp). These
functions are shown in Fig. 2.7 for the SOURCE event class, the standard event class for point-source
analysis. For an event with a given energyE and arrival direction k, the PSF describes the probability
that it is measured as coming from a diferent direction k′. Conversely, the energy dispersion gives
the probability of reconstructing an event at energy E′. Finally, Aef is given by the product of the
geometrical acceptance of the LAT, the gamma-ray conversion probability, and the detector and re-
construction eiciency. As with the other IRFs, Aef depends on the energy and arrival direction of
the event in the reference frame of the instrument.
The LAT PSF is dominated by multiple scattering at low energies and by the inite spacing of the
tracker strips at high energies. It strongly depends on the particle energy, varying approximated as
E−0.8 and reaching an asymptotic value of ∼ 0.2◦ (for the acceptance-weighted 95% containment
radius) above 20 GeV, see Fig. 2.7a. The FRONT section has roughly a factor two better PSF than the
BACK section of the LAT due to the thinner converter foils and hence lower multiple scattering.
The energy resolution is presented in Fig 2.7b. It is of the order of 7% at 10 GeV and degrades
to ≥ 20% at both ends of the energy range: at high energies the showers are no longer contained
in the calorimeter, while at low energies the resolution is limited by stochastic luctuations in the
electromagnetic shower as well as by readout noise.
The LAT efective area is shown in Fig. 2.7d. It saturates at a value of ∼ 0.9 m2 above a few GeV
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(a) Acceptance-weighted point spread function (b) Acceptance-weighted energy resolution
(c) Efective area at normal incidence (d) Of-axis angular proile ofAef at 10 GeV
Figure 2.7: LAT IRFs version P8R2_V6 for the SOURCE event class as a function of event energy. The contribu-
tions of the FRONT and BACK sections of the tracker are shown in red and blue respectively. The PSF and the
energy resolution are weighted by the acceptance, deined as the integral of the efective area over the ield of
view of the instrument. Images taken from the LAT performance page.
for the SOURCE event class. Thanks to the low aspect-ratio of the LAT, the efective area is relatively
independent of the of-axis angle of the event, as shown in Fig. 2.7d, and changes only by∼15% at 30◦
of-axis. This gives the LAT a large ield of view (FoV) of∼ 2.4 sr. With this large FoV, the LAT observes
∼20% of the entire sky instantaneously.
2.2.4 Observations
The Fermi gamma-ray space telescope is orbiting the Earth at 565 Km altitude and 26.5◦ inclination.
The orbital period is 96.5 minutes. Observations are interrupted during the passages through the
South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA), a region with a high density of charged particles that are trapped by
the coniguration of the Earth’s magnetic ield. This results in the loss of∼ 15%observing time and to
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a consequent 15% diference between the northern and southern exposures, as the spacecraft enters
the SAA while in the southern part of the orbit. The LAT surveys the sky for≳ 80% of its time. While
in survey mode, the LAT boresight looks away from the Earth, pointing above and below the orbital
plane between consecutive orbits. This observingmode provides a full image of the sky roughly every
two orbits (∼ three hours) with an equivalent on-axis exposure of 30 minutes. Besides the survey,
the LAT also performs various types of pointed observations, summarized in Table 2.1. While point-
ing, the LAT boresight aims a few degrees away from the target and the spacecraft rotates around
the line of sight to average out geometrical efects induced by the x − y structure of the tracker.
Scheduled observations are regularly performed to increase the exposure on the Galactic center re-
gion. Pointed observations after Target of Opportunity (ToO) or Autonomous Repoint Request (ARR)
allows the follow-up of interesting transient events. The total amount of time in the scheduled and
ToO observations is constrained to be≲20% of the total observing time.
Table 2.1: The diferent observation strategies performed by the LAT and their relative frequency. Source:
https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/proposals/pointing_analysis/
Mode Frequency Duration
Survey ∼ 80% ...
Pointed - Scheduled 5-20 per year few weeks
Pointed - ToO 5-20 per year ∼1 week
Pointed - ARR ∼1/week 5 hours
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The high-energy gamma-ray sky
An overview of the high-energy (HE, > 100 MeV) gamma-ray sky is given by Fig. 3.1. This image
presents the GeV sky as seen by the LAT after 8 years of observations. Both large scale structures
and point-like sources can be immediately spotted in this image. The bright horizontal region is the
Figure 3.1: All-sky intensity map obtained from 8 years of Fermi Pass 8 data above 1 GeV. The map is in Galactic
coordinates and Aitof projection and has been smoothed with a 0.25◦ full-width-at-half-maximum Gaussian.
The bright Galactic difuse emission is clearly visible, as well as a wealth of point sources distributed over the
entire sky. Image Credit: Fermi LAT Collaboration
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Galactic difuse emission. The difuse gamma-ray emission of our galaxy results from the interaction
of energetic CRs with the interstellar medium (via π0 decay and bremsstrahlung) and with radiation
ields (via inverse Compton scattering) in the galaxy (Ackermann et al., 2012d). Other large-scale
structures discovered in the LAT sky are the so-called Fermi Bubbles: gigantic lobes extending to 55◦
north and south of the Galactic center region (Dobler et al., 2010; Su et al., 2010; Ackermann et al.,
2014b). Besides these local structures, many sources are visible in the image. Gamma-ray sources are
intrinsically extended objects. However, in HE, spatial extension has been measured only for a few
tens of objects. The great majority of the gamma-ray sources appear point-like due to their distance
and the limited angular resolution of the LAT. At the moment of writing, more than 3000 sources have
been catalogued in the LAT data (Acero et al., 2015), a factor of 10 improvement over the few hundreds
gamma-ray sources known in the EGRET era (Hartman et al., 1999).
As the Fermimission progresses, its scientiic outcome has shifted from individual sources and the
discovery of new phenomena (see Michelson et al., 2010, for a review of the scientiic results from the
irst year of the mission) to more systematic and general population studies. Since the beginning of
the mission, one of the main objectives was to extensively map the entire gamma-ray sky. The main
characteristics of the latest Fermi-LAT source catalogs are summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Summary of the various source catalogs produced with the LAT data. Only the most recent versions
of the catalogs are listed here. The catalogs released by the Fermi-LAT collaboration are based on likelihood
analysis techniques, with the exception of the 1FAV,which uses a photometric technique. The candidate sources
in the D3PO catalog are instead found by applying image processing techniques to the LAT photon countsmaps.
Catalog Energy range Reference
LAT 4-year Point Source Catalog (3FGL) 0.1−300 GeV Acero et al. (2015)
1st Fermi LAT Supernova Remnant Catalog (1SNR) 1−100 GeV Acero et al. (2016)
LAT Third High-Energy Source Catalog (3FHL) 50 GeV−2 TeV Ajello et al. (2017)
LAT 3-year Catalog of Gamma-ray Pulsars 0.1−300 GeV Abdo et al. (2013)
LAT First Gamma-Ray Burst Catalog 0.1−100 GeV Ackermann et al. (2013c)
LAT First Inner Galaxy point source Catalog 1−100 GeV Ajello et al. (2016)
FAVA irst laring source list (1FAV) 0.1−300 GeV Ackermann et al. (2013a)
D3PO Fermi 6.5-year candidate source list (1DF) 0.6−307.2 GeV Selig et al. (2015)
So far, the most extensive high-energy gamma-ray catalog is the LAT Third Source Catalog (3FGL,
Acero et al., 2015), listing 3033 sources detected during the irst 4 years of the Fermi mission. The
source composition of the 3FGL is presented in Fig. 3.2. As is visible, of the 3FGL sources, more than
1100 have been associated with Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) of the blazar class. The diferent source
classes will be briely described in the following sections. Surprisingly, one third of the 3FGL sources
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have no known counterpart at other wavelengths. A considerable efort is ongoing to reduce this
number through targeted observations at other wavelengths1.
fsrq
16.0%
bll
21.8%
unassoc
33.3%
psr
5.5%
bcu
18.9%
other
4.6%
Figure 3.2: Composition of the 3FGL in terms of source classes, showing the fraction of sources in the most
populated classes. Blazars, a particular class of active Galactic nuclei, is the most represented class. They are
divided into BL Lacertae (‘bll’ ) and lat spectrum radio quasar (‘fsrq’ ) type objects. The label ‘bcu’ refers to
blazars of uncertain type. The label ‘psr’ refers to pulsars. Classes with less than 100 members are grouped
together in the ‘other’ slice of the pie chart. These include: binary systems, novae, non-blazar types of AGN,
star-forming regions, pulsar wind nebulae, and supernovae remnants.
3.1 Taxonomy of gamma-ray sources
Gamma-ray emission has been now observed from awide variety of Galactic and extragalactic objects.
Gamma-ray sources are very diverse among each other. Yet, all gamma-ray sources must host regions
of powerful particle acceleration. The basic energetics of every particle accelerator is governed only
by its size and magnetic ield. Both compact and highly magnetized objects of ∼ 10 km radius, and
kpc-scale structures of diluted gas are able to accelerate particles and can be observed in gamma rays
(Hillas, 1984). At the moment of writing, 10 broad classes of gamma-ray sources are known. In this
section, we briely outline the basic properties of these source classes and provide relevant references
for the interested reader.
1For example, the Swift X-ray telescope has a standing program (Stroh and Falcone, 2013) to follow-up Fermi unasso-
ciated sources, the results of which are available at http://www.swift.psu.edu/unassociated/. An efort to perform optical
spectroscopic observations for 3FGL blazars of uncertain type is presented in Álvarez Crespo et al. (2016).
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3.1.1 Galactic
Pulsars and Pulsar-wind Nebulae
Figure 3.3: Composite image of the Crab pulsar and nebulae. The X-ray emission observed by the Chandra X-
ray Observatory is shown in blue, revealing the complex morphology of the magnetosphere. Red/yellow colors
show optical (Hubble Space Telescope) observations and purple represents infrared (from Spitzer Space Tele-
scope). Image credits: X-ray: NASA/CXC/SAO/F.Seward; Optical: NASA/ESA/ASU/J.Hester & A.Loll; Infrared:
NASA/JPL-Caltech/Univ. Minn./R.Gehrz.
Pulsarswere theirst gamma-ray sources to be detected back in the ’70s (Knifen et al., 1974; Thomp-
son et al., 1975). This is the most populated class of Galactic gamma-ray sources, with≳ 150 detected
so far (Acero et al., 2015; Abdo et al., 2013). Pulsars are rapidly-rotating highly-magnetized neutron
stars formed after the collapse of a massive progenitor (Pacini, 1967; Gold, 1968). Magnetic ields
extract rotational energy from the system and power relativistic plasma winds which ill the environ-
ment of the pulsar, called the magnetosphere. The radiation emitted by the pulsar is believed to be
collimated around the direction of the magnetic axis of the system. This axis is generally not aligned
with the rotation axis. Pulsed emission is observed as this radiation beam sweeps the Earth. In some
cases, the pulsar wind illuminates the remnants of the progenitor star, giving rise to bright nebulae
called pulsar wind nebulae (PWN, Gaensler and Slane, 2006). A prominent example of such a system
is the Crab nebula, one of the most-studied celestial bodies. A selection of observations of this nebula
is shown Fig. 3.3. A recent review of gamma-ray pulsars can be found in Grenier and Harding (2015),
while in Cerutti and Beloborodov (2016) the physics of the pulsar magnetosphere is presented.
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Supernovae Remnants
Supernovae are catastrophic stellar explosions, of thermonuclear or gravitational nature, in which an
enormous amount of energy, of the order of∼ 1051 ergs, is released as kinetic energy of stellar ejecta.
A supersonic shock wave is blown into the circumstellar medium, see Fig. 3.4, providing the site for
particle acceleration. At the shock boundary, charged particles are accelerated via Fermi acceleration
up to energies of ∼PeV (Burrows, 2000). At the moment of writing, gamma rays have been detected
from 30 supernovae remnants (SNRs) (Acero et al., 2016). SNRs have long been suspected of acceler-
ating CRs up to the knee, based on consideration on the energetics of these sources (see, e.g., Helder
et al., 2012). The detection of the pion bump in the gamma-ray spectra of two SNR has provided the
irst direct evidence for acceleration of hadrons in some of these sources (Ackermann et al., 2013b).
However, leptonic models can also explain the emission of some objects.
Figure 3.4: Chandra X-ray image of the SNR associated with the supernova observed by Tycho Brahe in 1572.
Red/green: stellar debris, blue: high-energy electrons. Credit: NASA/CXC/Rutgers/J.Warren & J.Hughes et al.
Binary systems
Binary systems are systemsof two celestial bodies close enough to orbit eachother around thebarycen-
ter of the system. Following the classiication proposed in Dubus (2015), and presented in Fig. 3.5,
gamma-ray emitting binary systems can be divided into four diferent classes, depending on the type
of objects constituting the system:
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Figure 3.5: Sketches of the geometry of diferent types of gamma-ray emitting binary systems. a) High-mass
gamma-ray binary b) microquasar c) nova d) colliding-wind binary. Taken from Dubus (2015).
• gamma-ray binaries: These sources emit most of their power at energies> 1MeV. At the mo-
ment of writing, ive gamma-ray binaries have been detected so far in the high-energy band:
PSR B1259−63 (Abdo et al., 2011a), LS 5039 (Abdo et al., 2009c), LS I +61 303 (Abdo et al., 2009b),
1FGL J1018.6−5856 (Ackermann et al., 2012e) and CXOU J053600.0−673507, which is located in
the Large Magellanic cloud (Corbet et al., 2016). Another gamma-ray binary, HESS J0632+057,
was discovered by H.E.S.S. but remains undetected at GeV energies (Caliandro et al., 2013).
Gamma-ray binaries are composed of a high- or low-mass (≥ 10M⊙ or ≤ 1M⊙) star and
a compact companion, likely a neutron star. Only for PSR B1259-63 has the compact object
been identiied as a pulsar. VHE emission has been detected only in the case of high-mass bi-
nary systems (see, e.g.: Aharonian et al., 2005b,a; Albert et al., 2006). The non-thermal emission
from these systems is believed to be ultimately powered by the pulsar rotation and dominates
over the thermal emission of the companion star (Dubus, 2013). As we will see in Section 3.2.1,
gamma-ray binaries are variable in gamma rays, often showing modulation with the orbital
period (see, e.g. Ackermann et al., 2012e).
• X-ray binaries (microquasars): Two such systems have been detected in high-energy gamma
rays (Bodaghee et al., 2013): Cyg X-3 (Abdo et al., 2009d) and Cyg X-1 (Del Monte et al., 2010).
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In these systems, the compact object is likely to be a black hole that accretes matter from a
massive companion star. A fraction of the gravitational energy is lost by the accreted matter
and powers relativistic outlows (jets), similar to those observed in radio-loud active galactic
nuclei (see Section 3.1.2). Such sources radiate most of their energy in the X-ray band, hence
the name.
• novae: Novae are thermonuclear explosions on the surface of a white-dwarf star in a binary
system. They occur when the accretion of hydrogen from the atmosphere of the companion
star onto the surface of the white dwarf eventually builds up the pressure and temperature
needed to initiate nuclear fusion. In the irst 8 years of the Fermi mission, seven novae have
been conidently detected in gamma-rays by the LAT1. Gamma-ray emission from novae can
result from the interaction of the expanding stellar ejecta with the circumstellar medium, as
in the case of the ‘symbiotic’ nova V407 Cygni 2010 (Abdo et al., 2010d), or with the interstellar
medium. Novae are inherently transient phenomena, with gamma-ray emission characterized
by a 2-3 day long peak and a total duration of the order of∼ 20 days (Ackermann et al., 2014a).
• colliding-wind binaries: These systems host two massive stars. A shock front is formed when
the two powerful stellar winds collide. At the moment, only one colliding wind binary has been
detected in gamma rays: η Carinae (Abdo et al., 2010).
3.1.2 Extragalactic
Active Galactic Nuclei
As was already mentioned, active galactic nuclei (AGN) are the most populated class of gamma-ray
sources, totaling∼ 1/3 of the known sources (Ackermann et al., 2015b). AGN are compact regions at
the center of some galaxies, whose luminosities outshine the host galaxies. Supermassive black holes
weighing millions to billions of solar masses are at the center of these galaxies. The gravitational
energy lost by matter spiraling into the black hole is believed to power the broad-band emission of
these sources. Radio-loudAGNshowgigantic outlowsof ultrarelativistic plasma (jets) streaming away
from the black hole, see Fig. 3.6. Synchrotron emission of the electrons in the jets makes them very
bright in the radio band, hence their name.
The appearance of such axially symmetric objects depends strongly on the viewing angle. Based
on this consideration, the uniied scheme of radio-loud AGN (Barthel, 1989; Urry and Padovani, 1995)
explains the diferent morphologies and spectral properties of the many sub-classes of observed AGN
in terms of the viewing angle. A sketch of this scheme is presented in Fig. 3.7. Blazars are a special
1An updated list of Galactic novae is maintained at: http://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/Koji.Mukai/novae/novae.html
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Figure 3.6: A composite radio (orange), optical (colors), and X-ray (blue) image of the nearby AGN Centaurus
A. Image credit: ESO/WFI (Optical); MPIfR/ESO/APEX/A.Weiss et al. (Submillimetre); NASA/CXC/CfA/R.Kraft
et al. (X-ray).
class of AGN, in which the jets are pointed within a few degrees of the direction of the Earth. De-
spite the peculiarity of this geometrical arrangement, blazar are by far the most common gamma-ray
source class. Relativistic beaming of the jet emission increases their apparent luminosity and shifts
the emission to higher frequencies. A recent review of the gamma-ray emission by AGN can be found
in Massaro et al. (2016). Another deining characteristic of blazars is their variability, detected at all
timescales and wavelengths. The variability properties of blazars will be presented in Section 3.2. Ac-
cording to the properties of their optical spectrum, blazars can be divided in two families: BL Lacertae
objects (BL Lacs) and lat-spectrum-radio-quasars (FSRQs). Contrary to what the name suggests, the
optical spectra of FSRQs are characterized by the presence of strong and broad emission lines, which
are weak or altogether absent in the spectra of BL Lacs objects. The name refers to the appearance
of the spectrum at radio frequencies. On average, FSRQs are more luminous than BL Lacs and are lo-
cated further away from us; the second peak in the SED of FSRQs is located at lower energies than
the one of BL Lacs (see, e.g., D’Elia and Cavaliere, 2001). Another common classiication of blazars is
based on the position of the synchrotron peak νpeak of the SED. According to this scheme we have
low-synchrotron-peaked (LSP, for sources with νpeak < 1014Hz), intermediate-synchrotron-peaked
(ISP, 1014Hz < νpeak < 1015Hz), and high-synchrotron-peaked (HSP, νpeak > 1015Hz) blazars.
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Figure 3.7: The uniied scheme of AGN: due to its axial symmetry, the appearance of an AGN is strongly de-
pendent on the viewing angle and on the absorption along the line of sight (Barthel, 1989; Urry and Padovani,
1995). Image take from Beckmann and Shrader (2012).
Starburst galaxies
Starburst galaxies are galaxies undergoing a phase of highly increased star formation. A large lux of
CRs is sustained during the starburst phase thanks to the high rate of supernovae explosions. These
CRs produce gamma rays upon interaction with the dense interstellar medium (see Ohm, 2016, for a
recent review). The gamma-ray emission of these systems is therefore dominated by a difuse com-
ponent, rather than individual objects. Two such systems, M82 and NGC 253, have been detected in
high energy by the LAT (Abdo et al., 2010c; Ackermann et al., 2012b) and at very-high energies by
ground-based Cherenkov telescopes (Acero et al., 2009; Acciari et al., 2009).
Gamma-ray bursts
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are powerful bursts of high-energy radiation from sources at cosmolog-
ical distances. They are characterized by an intense lash peaking between 0.1-1 MeV and lasting
from a few milliseconds to hundreds of seconds, followed by an ‘afterglow’ phase on the timescale
of days/weeks. During the afterglow, the GRB becomes visible also at longer wavelengths (Gomboc,
2012; Piron, 2016). GRBs are detected at a rate of ∼ 1 per day and are uniformly distributed over the
sky (Meegan et al., 1992). Two types of GRBs can be distinguished: long or short GRBs depending on
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Figure 3.8: Mosaic image of the starburst galaxy Messier 82 (M82) obtained with the Hubble Space Telescope
with optical and infrared ilters. Visible in red is ionized hydrogen blown away by combined stellar winds. This
imagewas released to celebrate 16 years of the Hubble telescope. Credit: NASA, ESA, TheHubble Heritage Team,
(STScI/AURA).
the duration of the prompt emission, with the dividing line being set at ∼ 2 seconds (Kouveliotou
et al., 1993). It is thought that GRBs are related to the formation of black holes either in the collapse of
the core of a massive star (for long GRBs), or in the merging of two compact objects such as neutron
stars or black holes. More details can be found in Gehrels andMészáros (2012) and references therein.
3.2 Variability in gamma-rays
The emission of many gamma-ray sources has been observed to vary with time. Roughly 20% of the
sources in the 3FGL have been found to be variable onmonthly timescales. Often, the luxes have been
found to increase bymore than a factor of a few in amatter of days or less. These extreme phenomena,
called lares, are far from being rare. Flares have been observed in the gamma-ray emission of a wide
variety of objects, most notably from blazars, but also from binary systems and the Crab PWN. In
fact, for all classes of gamma-ray sources in which a compact object is responsible for the gamma-ray
emission (thus excluding SNRs and starburst galaxies), variability has been detected for at least some
members of the class.
Studying the variability patterns and timescales, i.e. the characteristic time intervals over which
statistically signiicant lux variations are observed, provides insight into the size and location of the
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emitting region and on the mechanism responsible for the gamma-ray production. If a minimum
variability timescale τ has been observed, causality dictates that the size of the emission region cannot
be larger than:
L <
cτ(1 + z)−1
γ (1− β cos θ) (3.1)
where z is the redshift of the source and the denominator is the inverse of Doppler factor for a source
moving with speed βc at an angle θ with respect to the observer. An application of this kind of argu-
ment can be found in Rani et al. (2013), for example. The greatest advantages from variability studies
come in cases when several instruments, observing in diferent regions of the electromagnetic spec-
trum, record the same outburst. In this case correlations, typical timescales, and time lags between
the multiwavelength light curves can constrain emission models and the physical properties of the
source environment. For example, multiwavelength observations of the variability of the blazar Mkn
421 made it possible to constrain or set limits on: the size of the emitting region, the strength of
the magnetic ield, and the Lorentz and Doppler factor of the jet (Błażejowski et al., 2005). Finally,
observations of correlated variability at diferent wavelengths provide the key to irmly identify the
counterparts of the gamma-ray sources. Due to the relatively poor angular resolution of high-energy
gamma-ray observatories, several sources can be often found within the gamma-ray error circle. De-
tecting correlated variability resolves any ambiguity and in fact has been used to single out the coun-
terparts of many of the 238 irmly identiied gamma-ray sources in the 3FGL.
3.2.1 Flux Variability
Based on the properties of their gamma-ray light curves, i.e. the time series of the source luxes,
variable sources can be grouped into three broad families: noisy and aperiodic, periodic, and one-
time transients such as novae and GRBs, for which no continuous emission is found.
Gamma-ray light curves from AGN and the Crab nebula often show lares and long-term variability.
Two examples are presented in the irst two panels of Fig.3.9. The power-spectral density (PSD, Klis,
1989) of their light curves is well approximated by a power-law function of the frequency ν, PSD(ν) ∝
ν−β over a wide range of frequencies (see, e.g. Abdo et al., 2010a). This relation, characteristic of
so-called red-noise processes, implies that luctuations on longer timescales account for a greater
fraction of the power of the light curve than the ones at higher frequencies. Values of β measured for
gamma-ray light curves of blazars are around∼ 1.2 on average (Ackermann et al., 2011). Values ofβ as
high as∼ 1.7were detected from some very bright source (Abdo et al., 2010a). For the Crab nebula β
is found to be∼ 0.9 (Buehler et al., 2012). Although AGN are variable at all the observed wavelengths,
strong gamma-ray variability of the Crab nebula was unexpected and has not been observed by VHE
gamma-ray observatories.
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Other features of blazar light curves can be extracted by looking at the distribution of the lux
points. These distributions appears skewed to larger lux values (the lares) and often can be well
reproduced by log-normal distributions (Ackermann et al., 2015b). The log-normal behavior seems
to hint at multiplicative processes at the basis of the emission: it is the natural outcome of a process
whose output is the product of a large number of independently varying elements. Log-normality is
also linked to a linear relation between themean lux in a given period and the rootmean square (rms)
amplitude of lux variations in the time interval (see, e.g., Uttley et al., 2005; Biteau and Giebels, 2012).
That is, variability is enhancedwhen the source is brighter. This rms-lux proportionality implies that
variability at the low frequencies (which determines the mean lux of each time range) is coupled to
variability at the high frequencies (responsible for the variance inside the time range). This relation
has been observed at all the accessible timescales, most notably in X-rays (Vaughan et al., 2003), but
also in HE gamma rays (see, e.g., Larsson et al., 2016), and in VHE gamma rays, for example in the case
of the bright blazars PKS 2155-304 (Abramowski et al., 2010) and Mkn 421 (Tluczykont et al., 2010).
There is some indication that variability properties difer for the two blazar families, BL Lacs and
FSRQs. As of today, a larger fraction of FSRQs are found to be variable than BL Lacs (Ackermann et al.,
2015b). Looking at the lux distributions and shape of the light curves, BL Lacs seem to have fewer
large lares and smoother light curves than FSRQs (Paggi et al., 2011).
In pulsars and binary systems, a varying degree of periodicity is induced by rotation in the for-
mer, or orbital motion in the latter. Pulsars are the archetype of a periodic source. Their collimated
radiation beams sweep the Earth at regular intervals giving rise to distinct pulses with periods rang-
ing from milliseconds to seconds. This periodicity is not perfect and the period between the pulses
constantly increases as the system loses rotational energy. Besides this predictable behavior, several
types of timing irregularities have been detected in pulsars (Lyne et al., 2010) such as, for example,
glitches and timing noise. Glitches are changes in the rotational state of the neutron star where the
rotation frequency abruptly increases, often followed by a decay to its normal value (Espinoza et al.,
2011). Timing noise manifests itself as a non-gaussian distribution of the timing residuals (the difer-
ences between the expected andmeasured time of the pulse) which shows quasi-periodic patterns for
some objects (Hobbs et al., 2010). Additionally, abrupt changes in the gamma-ray lux of two pulsars
have recently been observed. The gamma-ray emission of PSR J2021+4026 dropped abruptly in Octo-
ber 2011 after a slight and gradual increase in the preceding three years (Allafort et al., 2013). For the
millisecond pulsar binary PSR J1023+0038, an increase of the gamma-ray lux was observed around
June 2013, probably as a consequence of the development of an accretion disk (Takata et al., 2014).
As seen in Section 3.1.1, the emission of gamma-ray binaries originates from the interaction be-
tween the stellar and the compact object’s winds. It is modulated by the orbital motion of these sys-
tems. The orbital periods of the known gamma-ray binaries range from ≲ 4 days for LS 5039 to ∼
3.5 years for PSR B1259−63. The maximum of the HE emission is found at diferent orbital phases for
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each of these objects. Highly variable gamma-ray emission and bright lares have also been observed
for PSR B1259−63, roughly a month after its 2010 periastron passage (Tam et al., 2011). In the bottom
panel of Fig. 3.9 we report, as an example, the HE gamma-ray light curve of LSI+61 303.
Modulation with the orbital period is also found in high-energy gamma rays in the microquasar
Cygnus X−3 (Abdo et al., 2009d). This source also shows very bright gamma-ray lares correlated
with radio and X-ray emission (Corbel et al., 2012). The steady-state emission of Cygnus X−1 is not
detected in gamma-rays, and the source is only visible during laring states (Del Monte et al., 2010;
Bodaghee et al., 2013). In X-ray, microquasars show red-noise variability similar to the one described
in the above paragraph (see e.g. Axelsson et al., 2009). This is not surprising considering the similarity
between those two source types.
Like in many other attempts to classify natural phenomena, there are some objects that defy any
simplistic scheme such as the one proposed above. For example, some novae can repeat on timescales
of tens to one hundred years: these are the so-called recurrent novae (Anupama, 2013). Another
example is the blazar PG 1553+113: for this source, quasi-periodic variability of the gamma-ray lux
has been observed (Ackermann et al., 2015a). Although the signiicance of the gamma-ray periodicity
is marginal, it is strengthened by correlations with optical and radio observations.
3.2.2 Spectral Variability
In many cases, lux variations are accompanied by variation in the spectral shape of the sources. In
blazars, brighter luxes are often accompanied by harder spectra. This ‘harder when brighter’ behav-
ior of blazar has been observed in X-rays for a sample of BL Lac objects (see, e.g., Giommi et al., 1990).
In HE gamma rays, the hardening of the spectra during laring states has been signiicantly detected
for FSRQs and for LSP and ISP BL Lacs (Williamson et al., 2014; Abdo et al., 2010b). As we have seen
in Section 1.3, the spectral properties of the gamma rays are related to the energy distribution of the
emitting particles. Under simplifying assumptions, it can be shown that if the timescale over which
particles are accelerated is smaller than the one overwhich the particles lose their energy, the gamma-
ray spectrawill harden as the lux increases. Conversely, a softening of the spectra is expected in cases
where the acceleration timescale is larger than the cooling time (Kirk et al., 1998). The ‘harder when
brighter’ behavior is not a standard feature of blazar lares and inmany cases the situation is reversed,
or more complicated, or both. When monitoring the FSRQ PKS1510−089 with the LAT it was found
that the spectra was softening as the lux increased. This situation changed above a certain lux value,
after which the spectra started to harden for higher luxes (Abdo et al., 2010a). In the VHE regime, the
situation is similar, with a positive detection of this efect (for example, see Aharonian et al., 2002),
side by side withmore complex cases, similar to the one of PKS 1510−089, as for example Abramowski
et al. (2010).
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Blazars are not the only source class characterized by this ‘harder when brighter’ behavior. This be-
havior has also beenobserved in other types of active galaxies such as the radio galaxyNGC1275 (Brown
and Adams, 2011). The situation for gamma-ray binaries seems to be completely reversed. In these
sources, the high-energy spectra tend to soften as the lux increases (Dubus, 2013).
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Figure 3.9: Examples of gamma-ray light curves and their periodograms (in inset plots). Top: the FSRQ 3C
454.3, middle: the Crab pulsar, bottom: the gamma-ray binary system LS I +61 303. Although at irst glance the
light curve from LSI+61 303 does not look periodic, a clear spike corresponding to the orbital period of ∼ 26.5
days appears in the periodogram. The data used to produce these plot can be downloaded from the Fermi-LAT
Monitored Source List page: https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/msl_lc/. 45

Chapter 4
The Second Fermi All-sky Variability
Analysis Catalog
This chapter presents a catalog of variable gamma-ray sources discovered in the irst 7.4 years of
Fermi-LAT data using the Fermi All-sky Variability Analysis (FAVA). This second FAVA catalog (2FAV,
Abdollahi et al., 2016) contains 4547 gamma-ray lares detected with a pre-trial signiicance of 6σ
over the timescale of a week and in two energy bands: 100−800 MeV and 0.8−300 GeV. Studying the
positions of these transients, we identify 518 variable gamma-ray sources, 77 of which have no likely
counterpart in other gamma-ray and blazar catalogs. The spectra of the 2FAV lares is studied for
the diferent source classes. A signiicant hardening of the lare spectra with higher lux levels is
established as a general feature of lares associated with FSRQs, and of high-energy lares associated
with BL Lacs. An observed limit on the spectral hardness of the lares (Γ ≳ 1.5) translate, under a
simple leptonic scenario, to a constraint on spectra of the injected electrons, which cannot be harder
than p ∼ 2. In the 2FAV, both the sources and the lares are provided together with likely gamma-ray
counterparts of the sources, and detailed spatial and spectral information on every lare.
We note that an initial version of FAVA was already used by the Fermi-LAT collaboration since 2012
as an online monitoring tool and to produce a irst catalog of laring sources (1FAV, Ackermann et al.,
2013a). The work presented here consisted in a major upgrade and extension of the analysis pipeline
and in the data analysis and catalog preparation which lead to the 2FAV. In addition to the analysis
upgrade and the construction of the catalog, I have also prepared a publication presenting the result-
ing source list. The initial version of the paper has already been released (Abdollahi et al., 2016). This
chapter necessarily shares the results from this publication, but expands on the description of the
methods.
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4.1 Introduction
With its large ield of view covering 20%of the sky at anymoment and almost continuous operations in
surveymode, the LAT is perfectly suited tomonitor the gamma-ray sky and to study variable and tran-
sient phenomena. To exploit this capability, the Fermi-LAT Collaboration maintains diferent analysis
pipelines dedicated to the search for and monitoring of variable gamma-ray sources. Of these, FAVA
and the Fermi Flare Advocate program (Ciprini and Fermi-LAT Collaboration, 2012) are both blind,
all-sky variability searches. The Flare Advocate variability search uses wavelet decomposition of the
all-sky counts maps to initially locate the transients. With this method, shifters monitor the vari-
ability of the gamma-ray sky on timescales of 6 hours and 1 day. FAVA is instead fully automated
and requires no human intervention. The reports from the FAVA online monitoring are forwarded to
the Flare Advocate shifters, often leading to the circulation of an Astronomer’s Telegram when new
laring sources are discovered (see, e.g., Ajello et al., 2014; Kocevski et al., 2015).
The current version of FAVA consists of two sequential steps. As a irst step, a photometric analysis
is used to blindly scan the entire sky and to provide a coarse localization of the transients. Statistically
signiicant excesses are further analyzed, in a second step, usingmaximum likelihood techniques (see,
e.g., Mattox et al., 1996). Prior to this work, FAVA consisted only of the photometric analysis. This
photometric analysis searches for variability by comparing, for every direction in the sky, the number
of counts detected in a given time bin ∆t with the number of counts one would expect based on
a long term (≫ ∆t) average emission. With respect to maximum likelihood analysis methods, the
photometric analysis has several advantages:
• it is model independent: the expected counts are derived from the data itself. The photometric
analysis does not require any model of the gamma-ray difuse emission. FAVA assumes only
that this difuse emission does not vary on timescales comparable to the duration of the Fermi
mission. When comparing the observed counts to the expected ones, any such constant term
will cancel out. FAVA is also insensitive to the spectral shape of the lares.
• it is equally sensitive to both positive and negative lux variations. In the following, we will use
the word ‘lare’ to refer to both absence and excess of counts.
• it is a robust technique and it is computationally inexpensive. It can be used to perform all-sky
variability searches in diferent energy bands and over diferent timescales.
Despite these advantages, the usefulness of the photometric analysis is hampered by a poor localiza-
tion accuracy. As the method does not rely on a it of the spatial distribution of the events, the uncer-
tainties on the position of any counts excess is determined by the LAT PSF. As seen in Section 2.2.3,
the 68% containment radius of the LAT PSF is∼ 0.8◦ at 1 GeV and rapidly degrades for lower energies,
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reaching ∼ 5◦ at 100 MeV. As a consequence, the positions of low-energy lares of a single source,
as reconstructed by the photometric analysis, are often scattered over scales of one degree or more.
Another disadvantage of the photometric approach is that it cannot measure the spectra of the lares.
These issues motivated the extension of the analysis that constitutes part of the work presented here.
4.2 FAVA analysis
FAVA now proceeds in two steps: a photometric technique is used to blindly scan the entire sky and to
provide a coarse localization of the transients, and a likelihood analysis to accuratelymeasure thelare
position and its spectra. These two steps are described in this section. We stress again that the pho-
tometric part of the analysis was not developed during this work. The 1FAV catalog was constructed
using only the photometric step of the analysis (Ackermann et al., 2013a).
In the analysis presented here, FAVA runs in weekly time bins and two energy bands: low energy
(100−800 MeV) and high energy (0.8−300 GeV). Week-long time bins were also used in the 1FAV. The
energy bands are now independent from one another (in the 1FAV the energy bands were deined as
> 100MeVand> 800MeV). This allows the combination of twoweak signals detected simultaneously
in the two energy bands into a more signiicant overall detection. With respect to the 1FAV, FAVA is
now using data from the Pass 8 data release (Atwood et al., 2013). We use the P✽❘✷❴❙❖❯❘❈❊ event class
and cut on the zenith angle at 95◦ in order to reduce the contamination from the Earth’s limb. Due to
spacecraft motion, the Earth’s limb emission appears variable in time and needs to be removed.
Besides being used to construct the 2FAV, the analysis pipeline developed in this thesis is running
in real time, continuously monitoring the gamma-ray sky in search of new transients. Every week,
the indings of the FAVA on-line analysis are released to the public via a web page at NASA’s Fermi
Science Support Center1. Thanks to its all-sky capabilities, FAVA was used by the Fermi-LAT collabora-
tion to search for electromagnetic counterparts of the poorly localized gravitational waves recently
detected (Abbott et al., 2016; Ackermann et al., 2016a) by the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave
Observatory (LIGO, Abbott et al., 2009).
4.2.1 Photometric all-sky search
The photometric step of FAVA is presented in detail in Ackermann et al. (2013a). Here it will be de-
scribed briely for reference and completeness. To account for the dependence of the LAT exposure
and PSF on the energy and incident angle θ of the events, FAVA internally works in 12 logarithmic en-
ergy bins between 100 MeV and 300 GeV, and in four bins in cos θ. For each bin in energy Ei, time tj ,
and angle θk, FAVA computes all-sky maps of the number of observedNobs(r, Ei, tj , θk) and expected
1http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/FAVA/
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Nexp(r, Ei, tj , θk) counts from the direction r. Thesemaps are binned with a resolution of 0.5◦×0.5◦
per pixel. The number of total countsNtot(r, Ei, θk) observed from the pixel corresponding to r over
a time range Ttot > ∆t is given by:
Ntot(r, Ei, θk) =
Ttot
tj=0
Nobs(r, Ei, tj , θk) (4.1)
The number of expected counts in a given time bin is derived from Ntot(r, Ei, θk), after accounting
for the diferent exposures ϵweek(r, Ei, θk) and ϵtot(r, Ei, θk):
Nexp(r, Ei, tj , θk) = Ntot(r, Ei, θk)
ϵweek(r, Ei, θk)
ϵtot(r, Ei, θk)
(4.2)
For each energy and θ bin, the expected and observed counts maps are smoothed with the LAT PSF:
each pixel is assigned the sum of all counts within the 68% containment radius of the PSF. After the
exposure and PSF have been accounted for, themaps are integrated in θ and in energy. To improve the
sensitivity of the analysis for lares with hard and soft spectra, the integration over the energy is per-
formed separately in the two energy ranges: 100−800 MeV and 0.8−300 GeV. The probability for any
excess/deicit of the number of observed counts with respect to the expected ones is computed with
Poisson statistics, and then converted into gaussian signiicance, SLE/HE, for convenience. Hereafter,
the symbols SLE/HE will indicate the signiicance of the lares as measured solely by the photometric
analysis. The corresponding quantity for the likelihood is the test-statistic (TS). As a result, for every
time bin and energy band, all-sky maps of the number of expected and observed counts, as well as of
the signiicance of the lux variation, are produced, see for example Fig. 4.1.
Local maxima and minima in the signiicance maps indicate positive and negative lux variations,
respectively. A peak-inding algorithm (Morháč et al., 2000) is used to locate the lares in both the
low- and high-energy signiicance maps. When, in the same week, a low energy lare is found within
3◦ of a signiicant (SHE > 5.5σ) high-energy lare, the two lares are assumed to originate from the
same astrophysical event. In these cases the position assigned to the lare is the one measured by
the high-energy analysis, which is more accurate due to the better PSF of the LAT at high energies.
This distance threshold of 3◦, already used in the 1FAV, gives a good compromise between the spatial
density of lares recorded in one week, and the angular resolution of the photometric analysis.
To construct the 2FAV, we choose to limit the time range Ttot used to create the expected counts
maps (see Eq. 4.1) to the 4-year period analyzed in the 3FGL, from 2008 August 4 to 2012 July 31. The
statistical errors on the photometric technique are dominated by the low statistics of the weekly ob-
served counts. Restricting Ttot to 4 years, instead of considering the full, 7.4-year long dataset of the
2FAV, does not introduce any signiicant error. As the number of expected counts is based on the 3FGL
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Figure 4.1: Skymaps from the FAVAphotometric analysis step. The various panels show: expected counts (left),
observed counts (center), and signiicance (right). Themaps from the low- and high-energy analysis are shown
in the top and bottom row respectively. All themaps are in Galactic coordinates. Shown is a 20◦×20◦ portion of
these all-sky maps, centered on the position of the binary system PSR B1259-63/LS 2883. The maps are relative
to the week around MJD 55582, when the source lared in coincidence of one of the periastron passages. The
position of this source is marked with a black ‘X’ . Adapted from Abdollahi et al. (2016).
time span, the photometric signiicance of the lares measured by FAVA refers to excess of counts
with respect to the static, time-integrated 3FGL sky. As we will see in the next section, this choice of
Ttot allows us to compare meaningfully the statistical signiicance of the lares as measured by the
photometric and the likelihood analysis.
As seen in Sec. 3.2, the lux distribution of variable sources is skewed towards high luxes: themean
value is typically greater than the mode of the lux distribution. For sources with frequent and bright
lares the number of expected counts (derived from the time average) sensibly over-predict the level
of the quiescent state emission of the source. As a consequence, such sources are often accompanied
by a number of negative lares, corresponding to the quiescent periods. For the 2FAV such behavior
has been corrected only in the case of the bright solar lare of 2012 March 7 (Ajello et al., 2014). To
do this, a circular patch of 10◦ radius around the position of the Sun on the date of the lare has been
masked out in the Nobs maps of the corresponding time bin. If not corrected, the solar lare would
increase the level of the expected counts around its position. This excess of expected counts would
introduce spurious negative lares in the catalog. Other solar lares occurred during the 3FGL time
range had no measurable efect on the expected counts maps.
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(a) Low-energy band, 100−800 MeV (b) High-energy band, 0.8−300 GeV
Figure 4.2: TS maps from FAVA likelihood follow-up analysis. These maps target the bright lare of PSR B1259-
63/LS 2883 during its irst periastron passage. The photometric maps for this same lares are shown in Fig. 4.1.
The photon index of the lare is Γ = 3 and the detection signiicance is higher in the low-energy band. The two
TS maps are in Galactic coordinates. The maps for the low- and high-energy analysis are shown in the left and
right panel respectively. The dashed lines show the 95% CL contour. In black, the nearby 3FGL sources (included
in the sky model used in the likelihood it) are shown. The position of PSR B1259-63/LS 2883 is indicated by a
black ‘X’ . Adapted from Abdollahi et al. (2016).
4.2.2 Likelihood follow-up analysis
The likelihood follow-up analysis has the goal of providing a more accurate position for the lares,
as well as of measuring their spectra. The photometric part of the analysis is used as a seed inder.
Maximum likelihood techniques are computationally intensive. The likelihood follow-up is performed
only on lares having a photometric signiicance greater than 4σ in at least one of the two energy
bands. When this ‘seed’ condition is satisied, the likelihood follow-up is executed for both energy
bands. As the likelihood analysis methods available in the Fermi Science Tools cannot measure an
absence of lux, negative lares are not processed by this analysis step.
The likelihood follow-up is based on the generation of maximum likelihood test-statistic (TS) maps
using the ❣tts♠❛♣ tool from the Fermi Science Tools1 (ST). The TS is deined as:
TS = −2 log
Lmax,0
Lmax,1

(4.3)
whereLmax,1 is the value of themaximum likelihood for amodel that includes a candidate point source
1https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/Cicerone/
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with a power-law spectrum with a free in index and normalization, andLmax,0 is the maximum likeli-
hood value for the same model, but without the additional source (the so-called ‘null-hypothesis’). A
TS map is the result of a series of likelihood its obtained by moving the candidate point source over
a grid of positions in the sky. Examples of these maps are shown in Fig 4.2.
The TS maps are centered on the position of the seed lares provided by the photometric analysis.
The null-hypothesismodel comprises of all the 3FGL sourceswithin 30◦ and 12◦ of the seed position, at
low and high energies respectively, and the templates for the Galactic and isotropic difuse emissions
for the Pass 8 ❙❖❯❘❈❊ event class. The spatial morphology of the extended sources is also consid-
ered, using the templates provided by the Fermi-LAT collaboration1. In the it, the spectra of the 3FGL
sources are ixed to their catalog values. The index and normalization of the Galactic difuse com-
ponent are instead free parameters, as is the normalization of the isotropic difuse component. The
difuse emission templates have a nominal normalization of 1 and are scaled in order to minimize the
all-sky residuals for the 3FGL catalog analysis. Treating them as free it parameters makes it possible
to compensate for local large-scale residuals. It is a more conservative approach with respect to lare
detection. The itted values of the Galactic difuse normalization are compatible with the nominal
value of 1 within the statistical errors.
To summarize, the skymodel used in the FAVA likelihood follow-up comprises of all the 3FGL sources
(ixed) and the difuse emission templates (free). The lare spectra are modeled with power laws with
free indices and normalizations. The resulting values of TS measure the signiicance of an excess in
lux, above a static 3FGL source population.
The analysis is binned in the low-energy band, unbinned at high energies. An unbinned analysis is
more precise than a binned one as it exploits the full information from the event sample. However
this comes at the price of increased computing times. As the gamma-ray luxes steeply decline with
energy, only in the high-energy band is the number of events is small enough to make an unbinned
analysis viable. The parameters of the analysis are presented in Table 4.1. The TS maps computed at
high energies are smaller in size and have a iner pixelization than the ones at low energies, taking
advantage of the better PSF of the LAT in that energy band. The size and resolution of the TSmaps are
the result of a compromise between the accuracy of the lare localization (small pixels are required),
the ability to accommodate misplaced positions of the seed (large maps are required), and the time
constraints of the FAVA online monitoring tool (the computation timescales with the square of the
number of pixels). With these settings, the average runtimes are ∼5 and ∼9 hours for the low- and
high-energy band analyses, respectively (see Fig. 4.3). Using multiple cpus, the entire FAVA pipeline,
including the photometric analysis, processes one week of data in∼ 20 hours.
Once the TSmaps are completed, they are used tomeasure the lare position and the corresponding
statistical uncertainty, see Fig. 4.5. The position of the lare is estimated as the center of the pixel of
1https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/4yr_catalog/LAT_extended_sources_v15.tgz
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Binned analysis, 100−800 MeV
Unbinned analysis, 0.8−300 GeV
Figure 4.3: Distribution of the runtime for ∼ 1600 jobs of the FAVA likelihood analysis, including the TS map
generation, the lare localization, and the second likelihood it thatmeasures the lare spectra. The distribution
of the jobs of the unbinned analysis in the high-energy band is shown in dark-blue and in light-blue for the
binned analysis jobs, performed at low energies.
Figure 4.4: Examples of the results of the ray-casting algorithm used to identify and analyze the TS-map con-
tours (shown here in arbitrary units). The paths of the contour are represented by the dotted white lines. The
algorithm inds the path containing themaximum TS (cyan solid line). On the left is shown a TSmap computed
by the analysis in the low-energy band, on the right a TS map computed in the high-energy band.
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Table 4.1: Parameters of the FAVA likelihood follow-up analysis in the two energy bands.
Parameter Low-energy band High-energy band
Analysis type binned (10 logarithmic bins) unbinned
Sky-model radius 30◦ 12◦
Radius of the itted region 15◦ 8◦
TS map size 7◦ × 7◦ 3◦ × 3◦
TS map pixel size 0.15◦ × 0.15◦ 0.05◦ × 0.05◦
coordinates (xmax, ymax) corresponding to the maximum value of TS. The contour of the TS proile
at the 95% conidence level is found by slicing the image horizontally, to ind the contour where TS
is a ∆TS = 5.99 below the maximum value (James, 1994). This value of ∆TS corresponds to a 95%
conidence level for a TS distribution with two degrees of freedom. In case of low maximum TS or
irregularly-shaped TS proiles, this contour can be composed of a number of diferent paths, possibly
closing on the border of the images, as is shown in Fig. 4.4 for one example. To analyze the topology
of the contour and to select the contour path containing (xmax, ymax), we implemented a ray-casting
algorithm1 based on the point-in-polygon algorithm (Shimrat, 1962). Straight lines are drawn radially
from (xmax, ymax) towards the borders of the TS map. For each of these rays we ind the contour path
closest to (xmax, ymax) that is intersected by the ray an odd number of times. The 95% contour is
obtained joining all the found paths (just one in case of well-localized excesses in the TS map).
The estimate of the 95% statistical error radius (r95) on the lare position is computed as the average
distance of (xmax, ymax) from the 95% conidence-level contour. For very bright lares the 95% contour
can be smaller than the pixel of the TS maps. In these cases, the r95 is constrained to be equal to
the half-diagonal of the pixel (0.11◦ and 0.035◦ at low and high energies, respectively). The number
of contour paths found by the contour-inding algorithm is used to construct a boolean lag, called
❝♦♥t♦✉r❴❢, indicating the quality of the lare localization. This lag is ❚❘❯❊ only if the 95% contour is
composed of a single closed path not touching the borders of the TSmap and containing (xmax, ymax).
Once the more reined position of the lare is measured from the TS maps, the lare spectrum is
estimated with an additional likelihood it. The it is performed using the ❣t❧✐❦❡ code from the Sci-
ence Tools. This it shares the same data and analysis settings as the TS map generation. The lare
is modeled as a point source, located at the position of the maximum TS, with a power-law spectrum
free in index and normalization. In the 2FAV catalog we include only lares for which the minimizer
has converged successfully. In Fig. 4.5 the structure of the likelihood follow-up analysis of FAVA is
summarized.
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Point_in_polygon
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Figure 4.5: Flow chart of the likelihood analysis follow-up of FAVA
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4.2.3 Angular resolution and sensitivity
The FAVA analysis provides three diferent estimators for the position of each seed lare: one from the
photometric analysis (the peak-inder position in the two energy bands are merged together), and
two from the TS maps at low and high energies. The peak-inding algorithm used in the photometric
step does not provide a measure of the uncertainty on the lare position. To estimate its accuracy we
compare the photometric positions of the lares with the positions of known and variable sources, as
was done for the 1FAV. The average r95 from the photometric analysis is∼ 1◦ for lares detected only
in the low-energy band (whose high-energy signiicance SHE < 5.5) and ∼ 0.8◦ for lares detected
also in the high-energy band.
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of the average radii for the 95% conidence-level contour of the TS maps of the lares
in the 2FAV catalog. The colors show this distribution for lare positions coming from the low- and high-energy
analysis (in light and dark blue, respectively) and the total of the distribution (hatched black area). The dash-
dotted line corresponds to r95 = 0.2◦ and indicates the division between more and less accurately localized
lares used in the irst step of the clustering (see Section 4.3.3). Figure reproduced from Abdollahi et al. (2016).
The distribution of r95 as measured from the TSmaps for the lares in the 2FAV catalog is presented
in Fig. 4.6. The two distributions peak at 0.35◦ and ∼ 0.1◦ at low and high energies, respectively.
These values corresponds to roughly twice the size of the pixels of the TS maps (0.15◦ at low energies
and 0.05◦ at energies). Although coarse, the resolution of the TSmaps is small compared to the typical
statistical uncertainties of an analysis covering one week. With respect to the average photometric
localization, formost of the lares, the improvement in localization accuracy brought by the likelihood
follow-up is a factor of∼8 at high energies, and∼3 at low energies. Having an estimate of the local-
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ization accuracy of each lare is another advantage brought by the likelihood follow-up. In the online
analysis, this additional information facilitates the search for possible counterparts of each lare. To
construct the catalog, the best estimator of the lare position can be selected on a lare-by-lare basis
by comparing the corresponding r95. As is visible in Fig. 4.6, the analysis in the high-energy band on
average provides the smallest containment radii. There are, however, cases in which the low-energy
analysis provides more accurate localization.
Besides providing more accurate positions of the lares, the likelihood analysis is also slightly more
sensitive. Figure 4.7 shows the comparison between the photometric signiicanceSLE / HE and the cor-
responding gaussian signiicance derived from the value of TS. To convert the TS into a probability,
and then into a gaussian signiicance S(TSLE/HE), we use a χ
2 distribution, according to the Wilk’s
theorem (Wilks, 1938). Assuming two degrees of freedom for the TS map (corresponding to the pa-
rameters of the lare spectra), we ind that, on average, S(TSLE) ∼ 1.26SLE and S(TSHE) ∼ 1.1SHE for
the comparison in the low- and high-energy bands respectively. If we consider 4 degrees of freedom
for the TS map (the two spectral parameters and the two coordinates of the test source position), the
linear coeicient changes only slightly, from 1.26 to 1.25 at low energies and from 1.11 to 1.09 at high
energies.
4.3 Construction of the catalog
We apply this upgraded version of FAVA to the irst 387 weeks of Fermi data, starting from 2008-08-04
(Modiied Julian Date, MJD 54682) to 2016-01-04 (MDJ 57391). Figure 4.8 presents, for every location
in the sky, the maximum signiicance found by the photometric analysis during this 7.4-year long
time-span, in either the low- or the high-energy band. This picture summarizes the results of the
photometric analysis, and gives a qualitative overview on the widespread variability of the gamma-
ray sky.
In the considered time range, a total of 10709 lare candidates have been detected by the photo-
metric analysis. Of these, 7106 (on average ∼ 18 per week) satisfy the seed condition (photometric
signiicance greater than 4σ) and have been processedwith the likelihood follow-up. The second FAVA
catalog is based on the resulting lists of lare candidates. The construction of the catalog has involved:
• selecting statistically signiicant lares,
• clustering the position of the lares in order to identify the 2FAV sources, and
• searching for counterparts of the found sources.
These steps are detailed in the following. The catalog is presented and discussed in Section 4.4.
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(a) Low-energy band, 100−800 MeV
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(b) High-energy band, 0.8−300 GeV
Figure 4.7: Comparison of the signiicance of the lare as measured by the photometric technique (x axis) and
by the likelihood analysis (y axis). Top: low-energy band, bottom: high-energy band. The TS of the lare is
converted into gaussian signiicance using a χ2 distribution with 2 degrees of freedom (the two parameters of
the lare spectrum: photon index and normalization). The red line shows the best linear it to the data.
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Figure 4.8: All-sky map of the maximum signiicance of the lux variations measured, in either the low- or the
high-energy band, during the time-span of the 2FAV. The diference of the LATPSF between the two FAVAenergy
bands can be appreciated from this image. High energy lares results in well-localized maxima, in general a few
pixels in diameter. Low-energy lares produce much broader peaks. The very large spots corresponds to bright
low-energy lares saturating the tails of the LAT PSF. The map is in Galactic coordinates and in Hammer-Aitof
projection.
4.3.1 Flare selection
In every time bin, FAVA scans the entire sky searching for excesses of counts. For every time bin,
the number of trials of the photometric analysis is estimated as the number of times the PSF its on
the entire sky. The average values for the PSF 68% containment radius are ∼ 3◦ and ∼ 0.6◦, in the
low- and high-energy bands respectively. Multiplying by the number of time bins (Nweek = 387)
analyzed for the 2FAV, the total number of trials in the two energy bands are N LEtrial ∼ 5.6 × 105 and
NHEtrial ∼ 1.4× 107.
The many trials of the FAVA analysis enhance the probability of measuring, by chance, high signii-
cance values caused by luctuations of the noise. To compensate for this, we apply strong cuts on the
statistical signiicance of the lares that will be used to build the 2FAV. The cuts are applied separately
in the two energy bands, and for the photometric and likelihood analysis separately. To be included
in the 2FAV, a lare must satisfy at least one of the following conditions (we remind the reader that
SLE/HE and TSLE/HE denote the photometric signiicance and the TS in the respective energy bands):
• |SLE/HE| > 6σ in a single energy band.
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• TSLE/HE > 39 in a single energy band.
• |SLE| > 4σ and |SHE| > 4σ with a distance between the photometric low- and high-energy
positions smaller than 3◦.
• TSLE > 18 and TSHE > 18with a distance between the positions of the lare measured from the
low- and high-energy TS map smaller than 1.5◦.
Since the two energy band are independent, a spatially coincident and simultaneous detection at the
4σ level in the two energy bands corresponds to a global signiicance of ∼ 6σ. The number of false
positives at the 6σ level can be estimated using the number of trials computed before. Each of these
cuts corresponds to a signiicance threshold of ∼ 6σ. Above this threshold, we expect ≈0.001 false
lares at low energies and≈0.03 in the high-energy band.
Additional cuts are applied to the lares detected by the likelihood analysis. We discard information
coming from the TS maps if the 95% conidence-level contour intersects the borders of the map, or
if it is composed of more than one closed path. In the case of such an irregular contour, we also
discard the photometric information on the lare if the corresponding TS is greater than 18. That is,
poorly-localized signiicant excesses are removed. This latter requirement accounts for seed lares
with misplaced positions. It is the only case in which the two analysis are used to veto each other.
In all other cases, the photometric and likelihood analyses are fully independent. The advantages of
the photometric technique (see Section 4.2.1) are maintained, and the likelihood analysis is used to
provide more accurate and sensitive information on the lares.
Another potential source of spurious lares is our Sun. Besides occasional lares, the Sun is a steady
source of > 100 MeV gamma-rays caused by the interaction of CRs in the solar atmosphere and in
the heliosphere (Abdo et al., 2011b). As the Earth orbits the Sun, the sky position of our star moves
along the ecliptic plane with a speed of∼ 7◦ per week. This motion, and the solar lares, causes many
FAVA detections, visible in Fig. 4.9a. To remove these spurious detections, lares are not included in
the catalog if they are within 6◦ of the position occupied by the Sun at in the middle of the time bin.
In total, 4547 lares pass the above mentioned cuts and will be used to construct the catalog. In
Table 4.2, the number of lares passing the diferent sets of cuts is presented. The majority of the
catalog lares have valid likelihood information. The distribution of the lares on the sky is shown
in Fig. 4.9b. Note how the positions of these lares correlates with the maxima of the photometric
signiicance map shown in the background.
4.3.2 Sensitivity
The background of the photometric analysis is determined only by the expected counts map. This
makes it possible to compute all-sky sensitivitymaps corresponding to an arbitrary signiicance thresh-
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Figure 4.9: Sky position of all the lare candidates found by FAVA in the irst 387 weeks of Fermi data (top), and
of the lares satisfying the cuts for the 2FAV catalog (bottom). Themaps are in Galactic coordinates and we have
used Fig. 4.8 as a background image. In the top panel, note how the plane of the ecliptic is traced by the many
spurious detections from the Sun.
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Table 4.2: Number of catalog lares in the diferent cut classes. Since a given lare can satisfy more than one
cut, to produce this table the cuts are evaluated in hierarchical order to avoid double-counting: irst likelihood
then the photometric analysis; for each analysis methods the energy bands are evaluated in the order: high,
low, and combined. The number of lares satisfying the cuts on the photometric properties are divided into
positive lares (excesses of counts) and negative lares (deicits of counts).
Energy band Likelihood Photometric (positive) Photometric (negative) total
High Energy 1748 18 228 1994
Low Energy 1156 57 579 1792
Combined 524 77 160 761
Total 3428 152 967 4547
old. We compute the average exposure of a weekly time bin and we assume power-law spectra for the
lares. For each sky position we derive the minimum lux that is necessary to produce an excess of
counts above the threshold used to construct the catalog: a signiicance greater than 6σ in a sin-
gle energy band, or above 4σ in both energy bands. The resulting sensitivity maps are presented in
Fig. 4.10 for two values of the lare photon indexΓ, representative of hard (Γ = 1.5) and soft (Γ = 3.5)
lares. Aswewill see in Section 4.5, most of the 2FAVlares have photon indices between these two val-
ues. For convenience, the sensitivity is expressed as the integral lare lux above 100 MeV. As is visible
from Fig. 4.10, FAVA has a considerably worse sensitivity along the Galactic plane, due to the bright
background of the Galactic difuse emission. In Fig. 4.11, the dependence of the average sensitivity
(at the position of the 2FAV sources) on the spectral index of the lare is presented. The high-energy
band (SHE > 6σ) provides the best sensitivity for lares harder than Γ ∼2, while the low-energy one
(SLE > 6σ) is most sensitive for lares softer than Γ ∼ 2.5. In the intermediate photon index range,
the combined requirement (SLE > 4σ and SHE > 4σ) provides better sensitivity.
The sensitivity presented here refers to the photometric analysis only and does not take into ac-
count the efects of the likelihood analysis. These sensitivity maps are upper limits on the actual
sensitivity of the 2FAV catalog, as the likelihood analysis is slightly more sensitive than the photo-
metric one and the lare selection cuts are applied independently on the results from the two analysis
methods. As the signiicance is proportional to the lux, the photometric sensitivity could be scaled,
to irst approximation, by the measured correlations between the photometric signiicance and the
TS derived in Section 4.2.3: S(TSLE) ∼ 1.26SLE and S(TSLE) ∼ 1.11SLE.
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Figure 4.10: All-sky sensitivity maps for the photometric analysis of the 2FAV. The maps are in Galactic coor-
dinates and in Hammer-Aitof projection. To compute these maps we have used the average weekly exposure,
and assumed a power-law shape for the lare spectra. The sensitivity depends on the photon index of the lare.
Here the maps are shown for reference for hard lares (Γ = 1.5, top) and soft lares (Γ = 3.5, bottom). As the
PSF varies strongly with the energy, the map for Γ = 1.5, where the analysis in the high energy band is the
most sensitive, has a better spatial resolution. Taken from Abdollahi et al. (2016).
4.3.3 Clustering of the flares
We perform a clustering analysis of the positions of the 4547 catalog lares. A source in the 2FAV is
deined as a cluster of lares. To identify the clusters, we use the implementation of the Kruskal’s
Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) algorithm (Nesetril et al., 2001; Kruskal, 1956) already in place for
the 1FAV. A MST is a way to connect the points in a graph that minimizes the total length (deined
according to some metric) of the connections (called edges). Once the algorithm identiies the MST
connecting the lares, we separate the clusters by cutting the edges of the graphwhich are longer than
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Figure 4.11: Sensitivity of the photometric analysis as a function of the lare photon index. The curves are
produced by averaging the sensitivity at the position of all the 2FAV sources (solid lines). The shaded area
corresponds to a deviation of plus-minus one standard deviation from the average.
a given threshold: nearby points are assigned to the same cluster if the separation between them is
smaller than the threshold. This approach could result in spurious clusters due to the presence of
poorly localized lares. Such lares can act as ‘bridges’ , efectively reducing the distance between
more separated clusters of better localized lares. To account for this, the clustering is performed in
multiple stages, startingwith better localized lares and and gradually adding less precise information
in each following step.
The catalog lares are divided in 3 diferent groups, according to the accuracy of their position.
These groups are presented in Table 4.3. The lares of group A and B have positions measured by the
likelihood analysis, mostly from the high- and low-energy band, respectively (see Fig. 4.6). For these
lares, the measured r95 is used to scale the angular distance d(i, j)[deg] between a pair (i, j) of lares
used in the MST algorithm:
d′(i, j) =
d(i, j)[deg]
1.62

r295(i) + r
2
95(j)
(4.4)
where we have used the fact that, for a 2D symmetric gaussian, r95 ≃ 1.62× r68. The metric d′(i, j)
expresses the separation between these lares in terms of r68. Group C lares only have positions from
the photometric analysis (967 are negative). In clustering these lares, the edges of the graph are
deined as the angular lare-to-lare distance.
Each group of lares is used in a separate step of the clustering. At each of these steps, lares are
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Table 4.3: Deinitions and population counts of the three groups of lares used in the diferent stages of the
clustering.
Name Position from Selection Number of lares
Group A Likelihood r95 < 0.2◦ 2471
Group B Likelihood r95 > 0.2◦ 1087
Group C Photometric 989
added topre-existing clusters if they arewithin a certain distancedadd of a cluster. Then, the clustering
algorithm is applied to the remaining lares and new clusters are identiied by cutting the edges of the
MST longer than a given threshold dcut. As a irst step, we build the MST of the lares of group A, and
identify 437 clusters by cutting the edges for which d′ > 4r68. Flares of group B are then considered:
988 of them are within 4r68 of some cluster of group A lares and are assigned to the nearby cluster.
The 99 group B lares that remain are separately clustered (again using dcut = 4r68), resulting in 72
additional clusters. In the last step we add lares of the group C. 980 of these lares are within 3.5◦
of existing clusters and are assigned to them. The remaining 9 group-C lares are widely separated.
Each one deines a cluster by itself. We choose to set dadd = dcut in each step of the clustering for the
sake of simplicity. The selected values of 4r68 and 3.5◦ have been determined through a series of tests
and are found to give good results. With larger distance thresholds, some nearby clusters would be
merged together, and the corresponding sources would be lost to the catalog. On the other hand, with
smaller thresholds new sources would be created, often from dubious clustering solutions. In these
cases we prefer to be conservative.
With this procedure, the 4547 lares are grouped in 518 clusters. Each one of these clusters identiies
a source in the 2FAV. The source position r and the associated statistical error r95 are deined as:
r =
N∗
i=0
r(i)r−295 (i)
N∗
i=0
r−295 (i)
r95 =

N∗
i=0
r−295 (i)
− 1
2
(4.5)
where, for each source, the sum includes only theN∗ best localized lares contained in the cluster, i.e:
group A lares if present, if not, group B lares, in the absence of these, group C lares. In this latter
case, the 95% error radius is not measured directly for each lare, and we use the average values of
1◦ and 0.8◦ estimated in Section 4.2.3. The r95 of the source is constrained to be not smaller than
the inest pixel of the highest resolution map used to derive the position of the lares in the cluster.
Finally, we estimate the systematic uncertainty on the position of the sources as was done in the 1FAV,
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by comparing the position of the 2FAV source to those of known laring gamma-ray sources. The
resulting systematic uncertainty is rsys = 0.1◦. The position on the sky of the 2FAV sources, and of
the lares is shown in Fig. 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Positions of the catalog lares and sources on the sky. The background image, in Galactic coordinates andHammer-Aitof projection, is
the maximum signiicancemap shown in Fig. 4.8. The 2FAV sources are marked with red crosses. The lares are shown as colored circles, with radii
deined by their r95. The lares are color-coded according to the accuracy of their localization. Diferent colors refers to the diferent lare-groups
used in the clustering analysis. Group A lares (r95 < 0.2◦) are in yellow, group B lares (r95 > 0.2◦) are in orange if they have been merged to a
cluster, cyan otherwise. Group C lares (the ones with only the photometric position) are magenta if they have been assigned to a cluster, green
otherwise. Figure reproduced from (Abdollahi et al., 2016)
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4.3.4 Association procedure
The association procedure aims to ind plausible counterparts for the 2FAV sources, explicitly prior-
itizing known variable gamma-ray sources or blazars. The catalogs used to look for counterparts of
the 518 2FAV sources are listed in Table 4.4. All the Fermi-LAT, AGILE, and EGRET gamma-ray source
catalogs available when the 2FAV was constructed are used. We also include the Roma-BZCAT (5BZ),
a multiwavelength catalog of blazars detected at high conidence. Besides these source catalogs, we
also considered the list of Fermi-issued Astronomer’s telegrams (FERATels) and of the LAT-detected
GRBs.
Table 4.4: Catalogs used to search for possible associations of 2FAV sources. The second column shows the
number of counterparts of 2FAV sources found in each catalog. For the FGL catalogs, the numbers in parentheses
refer to the counterparts that were not lagged as variable in the corresponding catalogs.
Catalog Number of counterparts Reference
Third Fermi LAT Source catalog (3FGL) 352 (12) Acero et al. (2015)
Second Fermi LAT Source catalog (2FGL) 5 (1) Nolan et al. (2012)
First Fermi LAT Source catalog (1FGL) 0 (0) Abdo et al. (2010)
First AGILE catalog (1AGL) 1 Pittori et al. (2009)
Updated AGILE catalog (1AGLR) 0 Verrecchia et al. (2013)
Third EGRET catalog (3EG) 1 Hartman et al. (1999)
Roma-BZCAT blazar catalog (5th edition) 39 Massaro et al. (2015)
Fermi-issued ATels (FERATels) 16 †
LAT detected GRBs 14 ‡
Notes− † :The list of FERATels used was current as of 2016-05-30. The most recent version can be found at:
http://www.asdc.asi.it/feratel/
‡ The list of LAT-detected GRBs can be found at: http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/observations/types/grbs/lat_grbs/.
The association procedure is based only on positional coincidence, but prioritizes counterparts that
are known to be variable, when available. It has been adapted from the one used in the 1FAV catalog.
As no spectral or temporal information on the sources is used, the results of the associations have to
be considered as likely counterparts, rather than conident identiication. Counterparts are looked
for within a search radius Rs from each 2FAV source. The search radius is deined as the sum of the
systematic uncertainty and the 99% statistical error on the 2FAV source position: Rs = r99 + rsys.
The association procedure has several steps, and stops as soon as a counterpart is found. For each
2FAV source we search:
1. among variable gamma-ray sources from the Fermi LAT point-source catalogs (from the most
recent to the oldest: 3FGL, 2FGL, and 1FGL). These sources are selected requiring variability
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indices greater than 23.21 (241 sources), 41.64 (458 sources), and 72.44 (647 sources) in the 1FGL,
2FGL, and 3FGL respectively (Abdo et al., 2010; Nolan et al., 2012; Acero et al., 2015). Such sources
have less than 1% probability of being constant on monthly timescales.
2. among gamma-ray sources announced in the FERATels.
3. among blazars in the 5BZ catalog.
These irst steps consider sources that are known (or likely, in the case of the 5BZ blazars) to be vari-
able. At this stage, we found 352 variable counterparts of 2FAV sources in the 3FGL, 5 in the 2FGL,
and none in the 1FGL. 16 2FAV sources have counterparts among sources featured in some LAT-issued
ATel, and 39 have been associated with blazars from the 5BZ.
For the 2FAV sources that are still unassociated, we search again in the LAT point source catalogs
(in the same order) but including all the sources, not just the variable ones. We ind 12 and 1 new
counterparts, from the 3FGL and the 2FGL respectively. Since the number of possible counterparts is
much larger at this step, chance coincidence associations are more likely. In the 2FAV, the names of
these FGL counterparts are therefore marked with a ‘*’, to suggest additional caution in interpreting
these associations.
As a next step, we look for counterparts in the 1AGLR, 1AGL, and 3EG catalogs, inding one coun-
terpart in the 1AGL and one in the 3EG. Finally, we search for associations of 2FAV sources with GRBs
detected by the LAT. A 2FAV source is associated with a GRB only if: i) a single lare is associated to
the 2FAV source, ii) the position of the source’s lare and of the GRB are compatible within the errors,
and iii) the GRB time is contained in the weekly time bin when the lare is detected. 14 FAVA sources
have been associated with GRBs. For none of these 2FAV sources, were other counterparts found in
the other catalogs.
With this procedure, 441 2FAV sources have been associated with likely counterparts, while 77 of
them remain unassociated. In total, six sources in the 2FAV catalog have counterparts coming from
the 2FGL. In three cases, the 2FGL sources are no longer included the 3FGL (details on sources that are
‘lost’ in the 3FGL can be found in Acero et al., 2015, sec. 4.2). For the other three sources, the 2FGL
counterpart is also associated to a 3FGL source. There are two reasons why these three 2FAV sources
have not been directly associated with the 3FGL counterpart: i) the variability index in the 3FGL has
dropped below the threshold used to identify sources that are variable at the 99% conidence level.
In this case, the 3FGL counterpart is excluded from the irst iteration of the association procedure,
and the 2FGL source is found. ii) The position of the source measured in the 3FGL has shifted with
respect to the one given in the 2FGL, bringing the 3FGL counterpart outside the search radius. Table
4.5 summarizes the details on these associations with 2FGL sources.
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Table 4.5: 2FAV sources with a counterpart from the 2FGL and the eventual 3FGL counterpart. In the irst two
columns are shown the name and the search radius used by the association procedure. The following columns
present the name of the 2FGL counterpart of the 2FAV source, its distance to the 2FAV source, and its variability
index. The last three columns shows the samequantities for the 3FGL source towhich the 2FGL one is associated.
In the second part of the table are listed the 2FAV sources whose 2FGL counterpart is ‘lost’ in the 3FGL.
2FAV ID Rs 2FGL assoc. 2FGL dist. 2FGL var. index 3FGL assoc 3FGL dist. 3FGL var. index
2FAV J0709+22.7 0.21◦ 2FGL J0709.0+2236 0.11◦ 45.63 3FGL J0708.9+2239 0.07◦ 56.60
2FAV J2022+76.2 0.19◦ 2FGL J2022.5+7614 0.03◦ 57.89 3FGL J2022.5+7612 0.02◦ 66.59
2FAV J0059-56.9 0.43◦ 2FGL J0059.7-5700 0.13◦ 43.01 3FGL J0059.1-5701 0.15◦ 64.37
2FAV J0910-50.8 0.19◦ 2FGL J0910.4-5050 0.07◦ 59.12 · · · · · · · · ·
2FAV J1023+0.7 0.18◦ 2FGL J1023.6+0040 0.02◦ 15.32 · · · · · · · · ·
2FAV J2032+41.0 0.30◦ 2FGL J2032.1+4049 0.16◦ 121.21 · · · · · · · · ·
4.4 The second FAVA catalog
The 2FAV catalog contains both the 518 sources and the 4547 lares. The irst release of the catalog
is publicly available at the Fermi Science Support Center1. Table 4.6 presents, for reference, the irst
sources of the catalog. The 2FAV sources are identiied as 2FAV JHHMM+DD.d: HHMM is the Right
Ascension of the source expressed in hours andminutes, and DD.d is the source declination in degrees,
truncated to one decimal digit. The sky position of the 2FAV sources, color-coded according to the
class of the counterpart, is presented in Fig. 4.13.
For 155 of the 518 2FAV sources, only low-energy lares have been detected. Negative lares have
been assigned to 35 sources, the majority of which are blazar (18 FSRQs and 8 BL Lacs), but also
from some unassociated sources (8 cases). Negative lare are also detected from the Crab PWN (2FAV
J0534+21.9) and from the high-mass X-ray binary system (HMB) LS I+61 303 (2FAV J0240+61.4). As dis-
cussed in Section 4.2.1, negative lares corresponds to quiescent periods of the most variable sources,
at lux levels which are below the average emission of the source.
In the 2FAV there are 9 sources detected only by the photometric analysis. In each of these cases,
only one lare is associated to each source (see Section 4.3.3). Four of these 9 lares were detected only
in the low-energy band, while the remaining 5 reached more than 4σ in both energy bands. In most
of the cases, the TS measured with the likelihood analysis is below threshold and the 95% contour
is irregular. Beside these features, the analysis for these lares shows nothing which might point to
a technical problem. However, the disagreement between the two analysis methods suggests that
caution must be used with these photometric-only sources. They are lagged by appending an ‘f ’ to
their names, i.e. 2FAV J0159+19.6f.
1https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/fava_catalog/
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Table 4.6: 2FAV source table (only the irst sources are shown). The 2FAV identiication number (ID) is shown
in the irst column. The source position in Galactic and Equatorial (J2000) coordinates, together with the 95%
statistical error r95 on this position are presented in columns 1 to 5. The following columns show the number
of lares associated to that source: total Nf , high-energy lares only (Nfhe), and negative lares (N
f
neg). The last
columns presents the search radius used to look for counterparts (Rs), the name of the gamma-ray counterpart
(Gamma assoc.), the identiication number of ATels associated to the source, and the name of the multiwave-
length counterpart (Assoc.). Taken from Abdollahi et al. (2016).
2FAV ID RA [◦] Dec [◦] l [◦] b [◦] r95[◦] Nf N
f
he
Nfneg Rs [◦] Gamma assoc. Assoc. class ATel
J0001+20.6 0.39 20.65 107.50 −40.70 0.87 1 0 0 1.18 3FGL J0001.4+2120 TXS 2358+209 fsrq ...
J0002+75.0 0.71 75.03 119.70 12.50 0.14 1 1 0 0.27 ... ... ... ...
J0017−05.1 4.48 −5.15 101.50 −66.60 0.13 6 1 0 0.27 3FGL J0017.6−0512 PMN J0017−0512 fsrq ...
J0019+73.4 4.97 73.48 120.70 10.70 0.05 5 4 0 0.16 ... 5BZQ J0019+7327 fsrq ...
J0025−48.1 6.42 −48.10 314.70 −68.40 0.08 2 2 0 0.20 3FGL J0026.2−4812* ... ... ...
J0028+06.9 7.21 6.93 113.00 −55.50 0.84 1 0 0 1.14 ... 5BZQ J0029+0554 fsrq ...
J0030−02.2 7.66 −2.22 110.80 −64.60 0.05 11 7 0 0.16 3FGL J0030.7−0209 PKS B0027−024 bcu ...
J0032−55.2 8.12 −55.29 308.60 −61.60 0.08 2 2 0 0.19 3FGL J0032.3−5522 ... ... ...
J0033−41.3 8.46 −41.32 316.10 −75.40 0.15 1 1 0 0.28 ... ... ... ...
J0037+18.5 9.34 18.52 118.30 −44.20 0.09 2 2 0 0.21 ... ... ... ...
J0042−01.7 10.54 −1.74 117.50 −64.50 0.06 1 1 0 0.18 GRB131231A GRB131231A grb ...
J0043+23.3 10.99 23.33 120.70 −39.50 0.24 1 1 0 0.40 ... ... ... ...
J0045+21.4 11.36 21.49 121.10 −41.40 0.04 2 2 0 0.15 ... 5BZB J0045+2127 bll ...
J0047+22.5 11.90 22.55 121.80 −40.30 0.29 1 1 0 0.46 3FGL J0048.0+2236 NVSS J004802+223525 fsrq ...
J0050−04.9 12.74 −4.97 122.60 −67.80 0.13 1 1 0 0.26 ... 5BZQ J0050−0452 fsrq ...
J0051−06.6 12.86 −6.63 122.90 −69.50 0.26 1 1 0 0.42 3FGL J0051.0−0649 PKS 0048−071 fsrq ...
J0059−56.8 14.89 −56.88 300.70 −60.20 0.27 1 0 0 0.43 2FGL J0059.7−5700 PKS 0056−572 bcu ...
J0102+42.2 15.66 42.28 125.10 −20.50 0.14 1 0 0 0.28 3FGL J0102.3+4217 GB6 J0102+4214 fsrq ...
J0102+58.3 15.68 58.39 124.40 −4.50 0.04 12 6 0 0.14 3FGL J0102.8+5825 TXS 0059+581 fsrq ...
J0102+04.2 15.71 4.27 128.40 −58.50 0.08 1 0 0 0.20 ... ... ... ...
J0108+01.5 17.16 1.59 131.80 −61.00 0.04 34 14 0 0.14 3FGL J0108.7+0134 4C +01.02 fsrq ...
J0109+61.5 17.41 61.56 125.10 −1.20 0.05 9 4 0 0.17 3FGL J0109.8+6132 TXS 0106+612 fsrq ...
J0111+22.7 18.00 22.73 129.10 −39.90 0.05 3 1 0 0.17 3FGL J0112.1+2245 S2 0109+22 bll ...
J0112+32.1 18.24 32.17 128.20 −30.50 0.04 11 3 0 0.15 3FGL J0112.8+3207 4C +31.03 fsrq ...
J0116−11.5 19.02 −11.60 144.60 −73.40 0.06 5 5 0 0.17 3FGL J0116.0−1134 PKS 0113−118 fsrq ...
J0118−21.7 19.70 −21.73 173.50 −81.80 0.06 3 2 0 0.18 3FGL J0118.8−2142 PKS 0116−219 fsrq ...
J0132−16.9 23.18 −16.91 168.10 −76.00 0.05 2 2 0 0.16 3FGL J0132.6−1655 PKS 0130−17 fsrq ...
J0132−52.0 23.22 −52.00 288.30 −63.90 0.16 3 1 0 0.30 3FGL J0133.2−5159 PKS 0131−522 bcu 6223
J0137+47.8 24.36 47.85 130.90 −14.30 0.07 6 1 0 0.19 3FGL J0137.0+4752 OC 457 fsrq ...
J0137−24.6 24.45 −24.66 202.20 −79.30 0.19 2 0 0 0.34 3FGL J0137.6−2430 PKS 0135−247 fsrq ...
J0156+39.2 29.15 39.22 136.50 −21.90 0.14 1 0 0 0.27 3FGL J0156.3+3913 MG4 J015630+3913 bcu ...
J0159+19.6f 29.92 19.66 144.20 −40.40 1.00 1 0 0 1.34 ... ... ... ...
J0203+30.7 30.93 30.73 140.80 −29.60 0.04 8 7 0 0.14 3FGL J0203.6+3043 NVSS J020344+304238 bll ...
J0204−17.0 31.17 −17.00 185.80 −70.30 0.15 1 0 0 0.29 3FGL J0205.2−1700 PKS 0202−17 fsrq ...
J0204+15.2 31.23 15.20 148.00 −44.10 0.11 1 1 0 0.23 3FGL J0205.0+1510 4C +15.05 bcu ...
J0205+32.2 31.32 32.26 140.60 −28.10 0.18 1 1 0 0.33 3FGL J0204.8+3212 B2 0202+31 fsrq ...
J0210+72.4 32.67 72.45 128.90 10.50 0.10 1 1 0 0.23 ... 5BZU J0209+7229 bcu ...
J0210−51.0 32.68 −51.01 276.10 −61.80 0.04 16 7 0 0.14 3FGL J0210.7−5101 PKS 0208−512 bcu ...
J0211+10.8 32.76 10.84 152.50 −47.40 0.05 4 2 0 0.16 3FGL J0211.2+1051 MG1 J021114+1051 bll ...
J0211+11.6 32.78 11.65 152.00 −46.70 0.16 1 0 0 0.30 ... ... ... ...
J0216+35.7 34.09 35.77 141.70 −24.00 0.16 1 0 0 0.29 ... ... ... ...
J0217+08.6 34.29 8.62 156.10 −48.70 0.05 2 2 0 0.17 3FGL J0217.2+0837 ZS 0214+083 bll ...
Note− The complete table is 17 pages long and will not included in this thesis for ecological reasons. The full 2FAV catalog
is available in ❢✐ts ile format at https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/fava_catalog/.
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4.4.1 Likely counterparts
Non-blazar active galaxy
Flat-spectrum radio quasar type blazar
BL Lac type blazars
Blazar candidate of uncertain type
Narrow line Seyfert 1 galaxy
Radio galaxy
Gamma-ray burst
Nova
Pulsar/Pulsar wind nebula
High-mass binary system
Unknown
Unassociated
Figure 4.13: Sky position of the 2FAV sources, marked according to the class of the found counterpart. Themap
is in Galactic coordinates and in Aitof projection.
We found likely counterparts for 441 of the 518 2FAV sources. Table 4.7 presents the breakdown of
the 2FAV according to the classes of the counterparts. We adopt the classiications used in the 3FGL.
All the diferent classes of variable gamma-ray sources (see Section 3.2) are represented in the 2FAV.
Roughly 90% of the counterparts of 2FAV sources belong to the AGN class, with FSRQs being the most
common (253 sources), followed by BL Lacs (73 sources), and by AGN of uncertain type (bcu, 67 sources
in the 2FAV).
Table 4.8 lists the individual 2FAV sources that have non-blazar and non-GRB counterparts. These
include three Narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies (nlsy1) and three radio galaxies (rdg). For ive 2FAV
sources we found counterparts among LAT-detected Novae (nov), announced via ATel. Two additional
novae were observed by the LAT in the timespan covered by the 2FAV: the recurrent nova V745 Sco
(Cheung et al., 2014), and V5668 Sgr (Cheung et al., 2015). These two novae were too faint to reach the
6σ threshold used to construct this catalog. Galactic 2FAV sources include also the Crab nebula and
three high-mass gamma-ray binaries (hmb). The gamma-ray binaries 1FGL J1018.6−5856 and LS 5039
are not included in this catalog. The variability of LS 5039 is modulated with a∼ 4 day period (Abdo
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Table 4.7: Composition of the 2FAV in terms of source classes. The designators of the classes have been adopted
from the 3FGL. The class names of all the 2FAV sources are reported in lowercase, following the convention that
reserves uppercase class names to irmly identiied sources. Taken from (Abdollahi et al., 2016).
Source class Designator Number of associated sources
Pulsar wind nebula pwn 1
Pulsar psr 1
Non-blazar active galaxy agn 2
High-mass binary hmb 3
Radio galaxy rdg 3
Narrow line Seyfert 1 nlsy1 3
Nova nov 5
Gamma-ray burst grb 14
AGN candidate of uncertain type bcu 67
BL Lac bll 73
FSRQ fsrq 253
et al., 2009c), smaller than the size of the FAVA time bins. 1FGL J1018.6−5856 has a longer period,
∼ 16.5 days. The peak lux of this source is about∼ 5.6× 10−7 ph cm−2s−1 above 100 MeV, and the
spectrum is well described by a broken power law with indices Γ1 ∼ 2 and Γ2 ∼ 3 below and above
1 GeV, respectively (Ackermann et al., 2012e). This lux is smaller than the sensitivity at the position
of the source in the low-energy band (∼ 7.6× 10−7 ph cm−2s−1 assuming Γ = 2 ) and slightly above
the sensitivity limit in the high-energy band (∼ 5.4× 10−7 ph cm−2s−1 for Γ = 3). Considering also
that the peaks of the light-curve of 1FGL J1018.6−5856 are shorter than one week, the non-detection
of this source by FAVA is expected.
GRBs
Fourteen 2FAV sources have been associated with LAT-detected GRBs. As the association with GRBs
requires both time and spatial coincidence of a single lare, these associations can bemadewith coni-
dence. The duration of GRBs is of the order of hundreds of seconds, yet 14 of them have been detected
by FAVA over the timescale of oneweek. The GRBs included in the 2FAV are in fact among the brightest
ones observed by the LAT, as shown in Fig. 4.14. The average energy luence in the 100MeV− 100 GeV
range of the GRBs included in the 2FAV is∼ 8.5× 10−5 ergs cm−2, while it is∼ 3.2× 10−5 ergs cm−2
for the entire sample of LAT-detected GRBs.
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Table 4.8: List of 2FAV sources with non-blazar and non-GRB counterparts.
2FAV ID Class Counterpart Reference
2FAV J0948+00.3 Narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxy PMN J0948+0022 D’Ammando et al. (2015)
2FAV J0849+51.1 Narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxy SBS 0846+513 D’Ammando et al. (2012)
2FAV J0324+34.3 Narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxy 1H 0323+342 Paliya et al. (2014)
2FAV J0419+38.2 Radio galaxy 3C 111 Grandi et al. (2012)
2FAV J0319+41.5 Radio galaxy NGC 1275 Abdo et al. (2009a)
2FAV J0433+05.5 Radio galaxy 3C 120 Tanaka et al. (2015)
2FAV J2102+45.8 Nova V407 Cyg Abdo et al. (2010d)
2FAV J0639+05.8 Nova V959 Mon 2012 Cheung et al. (2012b)
2FAV J1751−32.6 Nova V1324 Sco 2012 Cheung et al. (2012a)
2FAV J2023+20.7 Nova V339 Del 2013 Hays et al. (2013)
2FAV J1354−59.2 Nova V1369 Cen 2013 Cheung et al. (2013)
2FAV J2032+41.0 high-mass gamma-ray binary Cyg X−3 Abdo et al. (2009d)
2FAV J0240+61.4 high-mass gamma-ray binary LS I+61 303 Abdo et al. (2009b)
2FAV J1302−63.8 high-mass gamma-ray binary PSR B1259−63/LS 2883 Abdo et al. (2010e); Caliandro et al. (2015)
2FAV J0534+22.0 pulsar-wind nebula Crab Abdo et al. (2011); Tavani et al. (2011)
Buehler et al. (2012); Mayer et al. (2013)
2FAV J1023+00.7 pulsar PSR J1023+0038 Stappers et al. (2014)
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of the energy luence between 100 MeV and 100 GeV of the LAT-detected GRBs and of
those included in the 2FAV.
Counterparts of unknown type
In the 2FAV, 16 sources have gamma-ray counterparts for which no plausible counterpart at other
wavelengths is listed in the respective catalogs. 12 of these unassociated counterparts are found in
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the 3FGL, two among LAT-issued ATels, one in the 3EG, and one in the 1AGL. In the 3FGL, 33% of the
sources are unassociated. In the 2FAV these unassociated 3FGL sources represent only ≃ 3% of the
found counterparts. The fraction of unassociated sources in the 3FGL increases steeply for fainter
sources. We check for a possible instrumental cause (due to the diferent sensitivities of the two cat-
alogs) of this marked diference in the percentages of unassociated gamma-ray sources. Figure 4.15
shows the fraction of unassociated 3FGL sources in diferent bins of the energy lux. As is visible, this
fraction has already reached∼30% in the region populated by the 2FAV sources. The smaller fraction
of unassociated 3FGL sources in the 2FAV suggests that the 3FGL sources without counterpart, regard-
less of their class, are less likely to be variable on weekly timescales. This is conirmed looking at the
distribution of variability indices for the unassociated 3FGL sources shown in Fig. 4.16. The vast ma-
jority of the sources have a small variability index, indicating little or no probability of being variable
on the monthly timescales.
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Figure 4.15: Top: distribution of the energy lux FE [erg cm−2 s−1] in the 100 MeV to 100 GeV range for the
3FGL sources and the 2FAV sources with 3FGL counterpart. The values of FE are read from the 3FGL catalog.
Bottom: evolution of the fraction of unassociated sources in the two catalogs as a function of the energy lux.
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Figure 4.16: Distribution of the variability index for the entire 3FGL sample (dark blue) and for the 3FGL sources
for which no counterpart at other wavelengths has been found (cyan). Sources with a variability index larger
than 72.44 (red dashed line) have less than 1% probability of being constant on monthly timescales.
Pulsar counterparts
For 2FAV J1023+00.7 and 2FAV J1824−13.0, pulsar counterparts have been found in the step of the asso-
ciation procedure that considers non-variable 3FGL sources. The counterpart of 2FAV J1023+00.7 is the
millisecond pulsar binary PSR J1023+0038. The gamma-ray lux of this source increased by roughly a
factor 5 between June and July 2013 and remained high for several months afterwards (Stappers et al.,
2014). This sudden change in the source emission is possibly associated with a transition between a
rotation- and accretion-powered state of the system (Papitto et al., 2014; Papitto and Torres, 2015;
Takata et al., 2014). A transition in gamma rays has also been detected by the LAT for the pulsar PSR
J2021+4026 (Allafort et al., 2013), which is not included in this catalog. The lux of this source dropped
by ≈ 20% around MJD 55850 (MET 340416002). On that occasion, the photometric analysis recorded
a≈ 3.8σ transition in the high-energy emission of the source1, smaller than both the catalog and the
seed threshold of this analysis. The reduced signiicance measured for this lux transition is due to
the lower sensitivity of FAVA along the Galactic plane (PSR J2021+4026 is at Galactic latitude b ≃ 2.1◦).
The position of 2FAV J1824−13.0 is compatible with the pulsar PSR J1826−1256, discovered in the
Fermi-LAT data using a blind periodicity search (Abdo et al., 2009). This source has a frequency of 9 Hz
and a characteristic age of 1.44× 103 years. Its spin-down power is E˙ ∼ 3.6× 1036 ergs s−1, roughly
two orders of magnitude smaller than that of the Crab pulsar. PSR J1826−1256 is thought to be the
energy source powering the ‘Eel ’ PWN (Roberts et al., 2001).
1http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/FAVA/LightCurve.php?ra=305.386&dec=40.448
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(a) Flare 9323 (b) Flare 9360
Figure 4.17: TS maps from the low-energy analysis of the two lares assigned to 2FAV J1824−13.0. The black
crosses marks the position of the 3FGL sources included in the sky model. Flare number 9323 is shown on the
left panel. Its position is compatible with the position of PSR J1826−1256 (3FGL J1826.1−1256). The excess
of TS in this second outburst associated to 2FAV J1824−13.0 (lare number 9360, right panel) is broad and the
lare position is compatible with two 3FGL sources, contained in the 95% contour: 3FGL J1819.5−1345 and 3FGL
J1823.2−1339, whose counterpart at other wavelengths is unknown.
Two lares detected by FAVA in the low-energy band have been associated to this source: lares
number 9323 and 9360. The corresponding TS maps are shown in Fig. 4.17. As is visible, only in one
case (lare 9323, Fig. 4.17a) is PSR J1826−1256 the sole 3FGL source (3FGL J1826.1−1256) contained
inside the 95% conidence-level contour. The low-energy photometric signiicance of the lare is ∼
9.7σ and the maximum of the low-energy TS map, located at Galactic coordinates l = 18.57◦ b =
−0.10◦, is∼45. This lare has a lux of (5.3± 1.0)× 10−7 ph cm−2s−1 between 100 and 800 MeV, and
a photon index of 2.1 ± 0.3. Flare 9360 is located at l = 17.46◦ b = −0.25◦. It has a photometric
signiicance of 7.1σ in the low-energy band and a TS of∼ 47. The lare is slightly brighter than 9323,
with a low-energy lux of (7.5±1.2)×10−7 ph cm−2s−1. With a photon index of 3.6±0.4, lare 9360
is considerably softer than 9323 and hence has a larger 95% error radius: 0.96◦ compared to 0.61◦ for
lare 9323. As is visible in Fig. 4.17b, the 95% contour of 9360 is broad and contains two 3FGL sources:
3FGL J1819.5−1345 and 3FGL J1823.2−1339, both gamma-ray sources with unknown counterparts.
Flare 9323 happened in the time bin [448818218, 449423018] MET, centered on 2015-03-27. During
this week, the LAT performed a long ToO observation of the nova V5668 Srg 2015 (Cheung et al., 2016)
and was pointing just 2.3 degrees away from the pulsar. Previous experience with transients detected
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in coincidence with ToOs suggest caution, as incorrect modeling of the exposure for the ToO might
lead to systematic uncertainties. Although there are indications of the presence of a variable gamma-
ray emitter in this region of the sky (see also Neronov et al., 2012), the association of the lares with
PSR J1826−1256 cannot be irmly established andwe list 2FAV J1824−13.0 as unassociated in the 2FAV.
4.4.2 Unassociated sources
For 77 2FAV sources we found no counterpart in the catalogs used in the association procedure. As
is visible in Fig. 4.13, the great majority of the unassociated sources are extragalactic, with only 3
objects close to the Galactic plane (|b| < 5◦): 2FAV J1259-65.4, 2FAV J2010+35.7, and 2FAV J1824-13.0.
The positional coincidence of the latter with PSR J1826−1256 has been discussed in the previous para-
graphs. For these low-latitude sources, wemade a dedicated search for counterparts using the SIMBAD
database (Wenger et al., 2000). A plausible counterpart for 2FAV J2010+35.7 is the bright lat-spectrum
radio source B2 2008+35 (VERA J20089+3543, Petrov et al., 2007), located ∼ 0.08◦ (the search radius
for this 2FAV source is 0.16◦) away from the 2FAV source. No plausible counterpart could be found for
2FAV J1259-65.4.
We inspect the distribution of the unassociated 2FAV sources in the sky to test the hypothesis of
an isotropic distribution, as one might expect in the case of extragalactic sources such as blazars. As
was seen in Section 4.3.2, the sensitivity of FAVA is not uniform over the entire sky. In particular, it is
reduced along the Galactic plane due to the bright Galactic gamma-ray difuse emission. We account
for this efect by convolving an isotropic distribution of points with the photometric sensitivity of
FAVA, using the all-sky maps of expected counts computed with the average weekly exposure (see
Section 4.3.2). We randomize the positions of each unassociated 2FAV source according to lrand =
360◦u, brand = 180
◦ arcsin(2v−1)/π (u and v are randomvariables drawn from a uniformprobability
distribution between 0 and 1), and test if the sourcewould still be detected by the photometric analysis
at this new position. To test the detection of the source, we use the number of observed counts for
all the lares associated to the source and compare them to the number of expected counts at the
randomposition of the source. The signiicance of thelare excess of counts is computed using Poisson
statistics as in the photometric analysis (Section 4.2.1). The same cuts on the lare signiicance used
to construct the 2FAV are applied to test the detection of this randomly located source. With this
algorithm, we generate 500 samples of randomly distributed sky positions. Each sample contains 77
points, the number of unassociated 2FAV sources. We compare the distribution of the source-source
distance for the unassociated 2FAV sources and for the many random realizations of isotropic points,
see Fig. 4.18. The agreement of the distributions indicates that the unassociated 2FAV sources are
compatible with an isotropic population.
The large number of unassociated sources in the 2FAV could be explained, at least partially, by the
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Figure 4.18: Distribution of the source-source distance for the 77 unassociated 2FAV sources (black points),
and for the 500 sets of randomly distributed points, each one with 77 objects (shaded area). The width of the
shaded area corresponds to the diference between themaximum andminimum value of the corresponding bin
content found in the 500 realizations.
longer time span covered by this analysis, with respect to the 4 years of the 3FGL. Of the unassociated
2FAV sources, 21 lared solely during the 3FGL period, while 49 have the irst detected lare outside of
the 3FGL time range. All of the 21 sources that lared only during the 3FGL time span are associated to
a single lare, with the exception of 2FAV J0905+01.4 for which 2 lares have been detected. After the
release of the 2FAV catalog, the The Third Catalog of Hard Fermi-LAT Sources (3FHL, Ajello et al., 2017)
was published. This catalog is based on 7 years of Fermi-LAT data and contains 214 sources which have
no counterpart in any of the FGL catalogs. We correlate the positions of the sources in the prelim-
inary release of the 3FHL1 with those of the unassociated 2FAV sources. We ind 3FHL counterparts
for 2 2FAV sources (in addition to PSR J1826−1256) that are listed as unassociated in the 2FAV: 2FAV
J1650+04.2 is associated with 3FHL J1650.9+0430 (unknown class) and 2FAV J1514−09.8 is associated
with 3FHL J1514.7−0949 (classiied as bcu).
4.4.3 Comparison with the 1FAV
The analysis presented here difers from the one used to construct the 1FAV in two ways: it includes
the likelihood follow-up and, for both the likelihood and photometric analysis, uses the Pass 8 data
release (Atwood et al., 2013), as opposed to the Pass 7 reprocessed (P✼❙❖❯❘❈❊❴❱✻) of the 1FAV (Ack-
1https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/3FHL/
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ermann et al., 2013a). The 2FAV analysis covers, with the same time binning, the same time range as
the 1FAV, from 2008-08-04 to 2012-07-16 (47 months). The list of lares found in the two catalogs dur-
ing this common time range can be compared, in order to quantify the improvements brought by the
updated analysis. Even though the signiicance threshold used to include lares in the 1FAV is lower
(5.5σ in the 1FAV, 6σ in the 2FAV), the 2FAV catalog lists ∼ 43% more lares than the 1FAV (2025 in
the 2FAV, 1419 in the 1FAV) for the common time range. This increase in the number of detections is
mostly due to the higher sensitivity of the likelihood follow-up and the inclusion of lares detected
simultaneously above 4σ in both energy bands. As seen in Section 4.3.2, this cut provides better sen-
sitivity for lares with photon index between∼2 and∼2.5. Of the 761 lares detected in this combined
energy band for the entire 2FAV, roughly∼ 370 happen in the 1FAV time range.
A direct, lare-by-lare comparison between the 2FAV catalogs can be done only for the photometric
analysis. Since this analysis is the same for both catalogs, such a comparison gives information on the
efect of the new Pass 8 data release. Comparing the distributions of the source-lare distance ds−f
(see Fig. 4.19b), we see that the harmonic mean (the average of ds−f weighted by 1/ds−f to account
for the efect of the annular geometry) of this distance has decreased from 0.42◦ in the 1FAV to 0.34◦
in the 2FAV. The improvement on the photometric sensitivity is less marked, see Fig. 4.19a. The high-
energy photometric signiicances of 2FAVlares are, on average,∼ 6% higher than the onesmeasured
in the 1FAV for the same lares. No signiicant improvement in the sensitivity is measured for the
photometric analysis in the low-energy band.
When comparing the sources in the two catalogs, we ind no 2FAV counterpart for 15 of the 215
sources in the 1FAV. 10 of these missing sources are due to the higher signiicance threshold used in
the 2FAV. For the lares associated to the remaining 5 1FAV sources, some have a 1FAV signiicance just
above 6σ, andmay have fallen below threshold in the 2FAV. In other cases, the 1FAV lares are spatially
coincident with a 2FAV source, even if the 1FAV source to which they are associated is not compatible
with the position of any source in the 2FAV. This discrepancy is a consequence of diferent clustering
solutions in the 2FAV (based on more and better localized lares) that shift the position of the cluster
centroids away from the 1FAV sources.
4.5 2FAV flare spectra
We look at the spectral properties of the lares included in the 2FAV. This discussion will consider irst
lares associated to blazars (the vast majority of the lares in the 2FAV catalog), then those associated
to sources in other classes. To make this study, we will consider all catalog lares that have TS>18, a
well deined 95% conidence level TS map contour, and that located are more than 6◦ from the Sun.
We note here that this cut is less stringent than the one used to locate the sources, which considered
only the best localized lares of each cluster.
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(a) Photometric signiicance. Top: low energy band, bottom: high energy band.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of the photometric signiicances (top) and angular resolution (bottompanel) for lares
measured in the both the 1FAV and in the 2FAV. The bottom plot shows the distribution of the distance of the
lares to the FGL counterparts of the 1FAV and 2FAV sources towhich the lares are assigned. The spike at∼ 0.7◦
is caused by the 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ pixelization of the photometric maps. We remind the reader that the photometric
analysis merges the lare positions found in the two energy bands, and provides a unique estimator of the lare
position.
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The absorption of the gamma rays on the Extragalactic Background Light (EBL) afects the SED of
distant sources. As a result of the pair-production interaction of the gamma rayswith difuse radiation
ields in theUniverse, the observed spectrumof a source at redshift z is attenuated for energies higher
than ∼ 170(1 + z)−2.38 GeV (Ackermann et al., 2012c). The most distant associated 2FAV source is
2FAV J0539−28.8 (FSRQ PKS 0537−286), located at z = 3.1. For this source, the EBL is expected to
afect the spectrum above ∼ 6 GeV. Spectral measurements in the low-energy band are therefore
always unafected. The high energy band of FAVA starts at 800 MeV. Measurements of the spectral
shape in this band are still dominated by the lowest-energy events in the band. The efect of the EBL
on the high-energy spectra of the 2FAV lares is expected to be small, and will be neglected.
4.5.1 Blazars
To extract source-intrinsic information from the sample of 2FAV lares associated with blazars, the
lux limit of the analysis has to be accounted for. We use the sensitivity maps computed for a range
of diferent spectral indices (see Section 4.3.2). The lux limits we apply are computed as the average
sensitivity at the position of the 2FAV blazars, plus one standard deviation (std), see Fig.4.20. As the
sensitivity in the two energy bands depends on the spectral index, for each energy bandwe choose the
spectral index corresponding to the worst sensitivity: Γ = 3.5 in the low-energy band and Γ = 1.5
in the high-energy band. For the positions of 2FAV sources associated with blazars, the resulting lux
limits are F sensLE = 3.67× 10−7cm−2s−1 in the low-energy band, and F sensHE = 3.24× 10−8cm−2s−1
in the high-energy band. In the following, we consider only lares above these limits. We remind that
these sensitivity limits are conservative, as they only account for the photometric part of the analysis.
The lux FLE/HE and photon index ΓLE/HE of the 2FAV lares associated with FSRQs and BL Lacs are
presented in Fig. 4.20 for the analysis in the twoenergy bands. Thelares associatedwithBL Lacs are on
average harder than the ones associated with FSRQs (top panels of Fig. 4.20). This diference between
the two source populations is already known from the time-averaged spectra. The mean and std of
the distributions ofΓ for FSRQs and BL Lacs lares above the lux limits are 2.19±0.33 and 1.97±0.27
in the low-energy band, and 2.50± 0.36 and 2.14± 0.32 in the high-energy band, respectively. These
values are in agreement with the average photon index found for the whole sample of BL Lacs and
FSRQs in the Third Fermi LAT AGN catalog (3LAC, Ackermann et al., 2015b): 2.44± 0.20 for FSRQs and
2.01± 0.25 for BL Lacs.
As discussed in Section 3.2, blazar lares are often accompanied by a change in the photon index,
which decreases (the lare becomes harder) as the lux increases. To test the variation of the photon
index with lux level, we divide the entire sample of lares in lux bins (3 for FSRQs and 2 for BL Lacs),
each one containing the same number of lares. In each lux bin we compute the mean ⟨Γ⟩ and the
standard deviation σΓ of the photon index. For each energy band, the harder-when-brighter behavior
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Figure 4.20: Scatter plot of the spectral parameters (Flux and photon index Γ) of the 2FAV lares associated
with blazars. Low-energy band: left panel; high-energy band: right panel. The grey-shaded area represents, for
each value of Γ, the average sensitivity at the position of the blazars (solid black line) plus/minus one standard
deviation (std). The lux limit is chosen as the sensitivity plus one std forΓ = 3.5 at low energies andΓ = 1.5 at
high energies (dotted lines). Flares associated with FSRQs are in light-blue, the ones associated with BL Lacs are
in violet. The boxes shows the binned representation of the data in equally populated lux-bins (magenta for BL
Lacs, orange for FSRQs). The width in the x direction is given by the error on the mean Γ for the corresponding
bin. In the top panels, the distributions of Γ for the two source classes are presented. Taken from (Abdollahi
et al., 2016).
of the entire sample of lares is quantiied as the diference in ⟨Γ⟩ computed in the lowest- andhighest-
lux bin, divided by the combined error on the corresponding means:
H =
⟨Γ⟩high − ⟨Γ⟩low
σ
high
Γ /
√
Nhigh
2
+

σlowΓ /
√
N low
2 (4.6)
For the analysis in the low-energy band, this diference is found to be H = 2.4σ and H = 0.4σ for
FSRQs and BL Lacs, respectively. In the high-energy band, the diference between the average spectral
index in the low- and high-lux bin isH = 6.2σ for FSRQs andH = 4.3σ for BL Lacs. Excluding low-
energy lares associated with BL Lacs, the anticorrelation between the photon index and the lux of
the lares is measured for the collective sample of the 2FAV blazar lares, not only for speciic sources
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(like, e.g, Albert et al., 2007; Aharonian et al., 2009; Britto et al., 2015). For both energy bands, the
efect is more signiicant for FSRQs than for BL Lacs lares. Roughly 60% of the low-energy lares asso-
ciated with BL Lacs comes from three sources (2FAV J2202+42.3, 2FAV J0238+16.6, and 2FAV J0428-37.9
respectively BL Lacertae, AO 0235+164, and PKS 0426−380). For these objects, a mild (2.7σ) spectral
hardening for higher luxes is measured only for 2FAV J0238+16.6.
Blazars can also be subdivided into low synchrotron peaked (LSP), intermediate synchrotron peaked
(ISP), and high synchrotron peaked (HSP), according to the position of the low-energy bump in their
SED (see Section 3.1.2). The 349 2FAV sources that have SED classiication in the 3LAC are thus subdi-
vided: 295 LSPs, 46 ISPs, and 19 HSPs. With the procedure described above we measure the harder-
when-brighter behavior in the three SED classes. We use 3 lux bins for LSPs and 2 for ISPs and HSPs.
The results are summarized in Table 4.9. The efect is signiicant only for high-energy lares from
LSPs, the great majority of which are FSRQs.
Table 4.9: Signiicance of the diference between the average spectral index in the lowest- and highest-lux bin
(Eq. 4.6) for lares associated to LSP, ISP, and HSP objects. The third and ifth columns show the number of lares
(sources) that are above the lux limit and contribute to the measurement.
100−800 MeV 0.8−300 GeV
SED class Signif. (σ) Nflares(Nsources) Signif. (σ) Nflares(Nsources)
LSP 1.6 901 (107) 5.4 1159 (149)
ISP 0.5 65 (7) 0.8 28 (10)
HSP 0.2 5 (4) 2.3 91 (15)
In both the low- and high-energy band, no lare with photon index smaller than∼ 1.5 is detected.
This limit on the hardness of the lare spectra, here detected for newly accelerated particles, is consis-
tentwith the knownproperties of the time-integrated emission of blazars (see e.g. Dermer andGiebels,
2016; Malkov and Drury, 2001). As higher energy photons carry more information than lower-energy
ones, the fact that lares with similar luxes but softer indices have been detected disfavors an instru-
mental explanation for this observed limit on the photon index. Under the simple assumptions of
leptonic emission and of isotropy of both electrons and target photon ields, the observed constraint
ofΓ ≳ 1.5 implies that the spectrum of the freshly injected electrons (dN/dE ∝ E−p) must be softer
than pmin ∼ 2. For photon indices smaller than 2, the SED of the source rises with the energy. In a lep-
tonic scenario, this suggests that the IC interaction happens in the Thomson regime (see Section 1.2).
The IC cross section drops sharply in the Klein-Nishina regime and the energy transport from leptons
to gamma rays becomes too ineicient to produce rising SEDs. For IC interaction in the Thomson
limit and among isotropic particle and radiation ields Γ = (p + 1)/2 (Rybicki and Lightman, 1979).
Hence, Γ ≳ 1.5 implies p ≳ 2. This limit is compatible with shock acceleration mechanisms and
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magnetic acceleration of particles (e.g. Malkov and Drury, 2001; Blandford and Eichler, 1987; Sironi
et al., 2015; Kagan et al., 2015). Simulations of magnetic reconnection models seem to suggest that
electron spectra softer than 2 are produced only in cases of low magnetization (σ ≲ 10, see Fig. 1.6 in
Section 1.1).
4.5.2 Non-blazar sources
Figures 4.21 and 4.22 present the spectral parameters of all the low- and high-energy lares in the
2FAV not associated with blazars. In the low-energy band, lares associated with the binary systems
Cyg X−3, LS I+61 303, and PSR B1259−63/LS 2883 and the Crab nebula are located in a diferent region
of the parameter space (bottom-left panel of Fig. 4.21). The lares associated to these Galactic sources
have higher luxes and softer indices than the rest of the 2FAVlare sample. This seems to suggest that
the laring mechanisms of these objects might be diferent than the one at play in the other sources.
At least in the case of the Crab nebula, magnetic reconnection mechanisms are favored over shock
acceleration models (Bühler and Blandford, 2014).
The lares associated with non-blazar active galaxies (agn) are harder than those associated with
blazars. The medians of the distribution of photon indices for the lares associated to the two non-
blazar active galaxies in the 2FAVare 1.7 and 2.1 in the low- andhigh-energy band, respectively. For the
entire blazar sample, the median Γ is 2.1 and 2.4 at low and high energies, respectively. The median
low-energy photon index of lares associated to radio galaxies (rdg) is 2.0, compatible with that of
blazars. High-energy lares from rdg are, however, harder than those from blazar (median of 2.2).
Narrow-line Seyfert galaxies have median lare photon indices of 2.2 in the low-energy band and of
2.4 at high energies.
A small number of high-energylares fromunassociated 2FAV sources are faint andhard (see bottom-
left panel of Fig. 4.22). These lares are characterized by a lux in the 0.8−300 GeV band smaller than
10−8 ph cm−2s−1 and a photon index smaller than 2. These lares are not bright enough to reach the
TS > 39 (or photometric signiicance greater than 6σ) threshold in the high-energy band. They are
included in the catalog as they have been detected with TS > 18 simultaneously in the two energy
bands. The average signiicance of the detection in the high-energy band is ∼ 20 and in ive cases
the detection in the low energy band reached a TS of 39 or a photometric signiicance greater than 6.
The low- and high-energy positions of the faint lares for which 18 < TS < 39 in both energy bands
are compatible or marginally compatible with each other in all cases. These faint high energy lares
appear to have hard spectra. Due to their low luxes, the error bars are, however, large and the photon
indices of these lares are all compatible with Γ = 1.5 within one and a half sigma.
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Figure 4.21: Spectral parameters of the low-energy lares for all the non-blazar sources in the 2FAV (see Fig. 4.20
for BL Lacsa and FSRQs). In each panel, the colored points represent lares from speciic source classes (see
Table 4.4). In grey is presented for reference the entire sample of low-energy 2FAV lares. Taken from Abdollahi
et al. (2016).
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Figure 4.22: Parameters of the spectra of the high-energy 2FAV lares not associated with blazar sources. The
high-energy lares from BL Lacs and FSRQs are presented in Fig. 4.20. The grey points shows, for comparison,
the parameters for the 2FAV lares detected at high-energies. Taken from Abdollahi et al. (2016).
4.6 Outlook and conclusions
For this thesis, we have extended and upgraded the FAVA analysis pipeline and used it to construct
a catalog of laring gamma-ray sources. The upgraded FAVA analysis consists of an all-sky, model-
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independent, photometric variability search that provides a rough estimate of the lare position. In a
second stage of the analysis, developed for this thesis, emission from these preliminary positions is an-
alyzed with maximum likelihood methods. The likelihood follow-up provides accurate measurement
of the lare position (with a factor of∼3 and∼8 improvement at low and high energies, respectively)
and of its spectrum.
We apply this upgraded analysis to the irst 7.4 years of Fermi-LAT data, searching for gamma-ray
variability on the timescale of oneweek and in two energy bands, 100−800MeV and 0.8−300 GeV. This
systematic search resulted in 4547 lares with a statistical signiicance (pre-trials) greater than 6σ. A
clustering analysis of the positions of these lares made it possible to single out 518 variable gamma-
ray sources which constitute the 2FAV catalog. We provide likely counterparts for these sources, as
well as detailed positional and spectral information for all the lares assigned to each source. Among
the 441 associated 2FAV sources, the great majority are blazars. For 77 sources, we found no counter-
part in the catalogs used in the association procedure.
Studying the spectra of the lares, we observe a spectral hardening with higher luxes for the entire
sample of lares associated with FSQRs, as well as for high-energy lares associated with BL Lacs. The
spectra of the observed lares are never signiicantly harder than Γ = 1.5. Under simple assumptions
of leptonic origin of the lare and of isotropy of the particle distributions in the source reference
frames, this limit on the hardness of the lare spectra implies that the injected particles generating
the lares is never harder than dN/dE ∝ E−2.
The analysis developed for this catalog is running in real time, and its results are released to the
public at NASA’s Fermi Science Support Center1. This web-page provides a summary of the weekly
variability of the gamma-ray sky, listing all the lares and their properties. Photometric aperture light
curves can also be generated for a grid of directions on the sky.
There are no theoretical limits to the timescales that can be probed with FAVA. For this study, a
weekly binning has been chosen in order to maintain compatibility with the 1FAV. A possible future
upgrade of FAVAwould be to run the analysis at the smallest possible timescale of∼ 3 hours, and then
combine the results to inspect variability at longer timescales. With comparatively little efort, this
would provide a comprehensive and systematic study of the variability of the gamma-ray sky. Besides
providing the multiwavelength community with an open, all-sky monitoring in the gamma-ray band,
it would greatly contribute to the legacy of the Fermi LAT.
1http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/FAVA/
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Chapter 5
Estimate of the Fermi-LAT sensitivity to
gamma-ray polarization
Polarization is a fundamental property of an electromagnetic (EM)wavewhich describes the geometry
of the oscillation of the wave’s electric ield. Electromagnetic waves are transverse waves in which
the electric and magnetic ields (E, B respectively) oscillate on a plane perpendicular to the wave
propagation direction k. In an EM wave,B is perpendicular toE and its amplitudeB = E/c is ixed.
For an EMwavewith angular frequencyω traveling along zˆ,E can be decomposed into its components
on the plane perpendicular to the wave vector k = (0, 0, k). Considering the wave at x = (0, 0, 0):
Ex(t) = Ex(0) cos(ωt− φ1) Ey(t) = Ey(0) cos(ωt− φ2) (5.1)
These are the parametric equations for an ellipse. The axes and orientation of this ellipse are ixed
in time and are given by the relative values of Ex(0), Ey(0), φ1, and φ2 (e.g, Rybicki and Lightman,
1979). The angle χ between E(t) and xˆ is called the polarization angle. This is the most general
polarization state of an EM wave and is called elliptical polarization. Linear and circular polarization
are degenerate cases. Linear polarization, when φ1 = φ2, implies that the orientation ofE is ixed (χ
is constant) but its magnitude changes. An EMwave is circularly polarized whenφ1 = φ2±nπ/2 and
Ex(0) = Ey(0): themagnitude ofE is ixedbut it rotates constantly in thexy plane. A comprehensive
review of the formalism used to describe polarization can be found in Trippe (2014) and McMaster
(1961).
When dealing with a superposition of waves, as customary in astronomy, a net polarization arises
only in case of anisotropies in the source or in the medium traversed by the radiation. In such cases
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the radiation is partially polarized with a polarization degreeΠ of:
Π =
Ipol
Itot
∈ [0, 1] (5.2)
where Itot is the total intensity of the radiation, and Ipol is the intensity of the polarized radiation.
In astrophysics the polarization degree is traditionally quoted as a percentage and the polarization
angle is conventionally measured from the celestial north going east.
Measuring the polarization degree and angle of a source’s emission gives important information on
the astrophysical environment of the source such as the strength, orientation, and degree of turbu-
lence of the magnetic ield and, when combined with other observables, on the location of the emis-
sion region, the emission mechanisms, and the types of particles involved. All of this information is
often not accessible if one considers just the scalar properties of the radiation.
Since the irst observation of the polarization of starlight by Hiltner and Hall (Hiltner, 1949; Hall,
1949), polarimetry has become a useful probe of astrophysical environments. Optical polarimetry
makes it possible to measure the properties of the interstellar medium and of the magnetic ield in
our Galaxy, and to detect and characterize the atmosphere of exoplanets (Snik and Keller, 2013). In
cosmology, the study of the polarization of the CMB provides important tests of our understanding
of the early universe, and makes it possible to measure some of its properties (see, e.g., Kovac et al.,
2002; Kogut et al., 2003). In astrobiology, polarization of light could also be the cause of the homochi-
rality of amino acids found in biological molecules on Earth (Clark, 1999). At X-ray energies, the irst
measurements date back to the 1970s when a polarization degree of∼ 16% at an angle of∼ 160◦ was
measured for the Crab nebula, thus establishing the synchrotron nature of the keV emission of this
source (Weisskopf et al., 1976, 1978). More recent measurements of the ≲ MeV emission of the Crab
nebula (Dean et al., 2008), of the black hole binary system Cygnus X1 (Laurent et al., 2011), as well as of
some bright GRBs (e.g., Götz et al., 2013; McGlynn et al., 2007; Götz et al., 2009) have been performed
with the International Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory (INTEGRAL, Winkler et al., 2003).
As seen in the irst chapter of this thesis, a certain degree of linear polarization is expected for all
the processes thought to produce gamma-rays, with the exception ofπ0 decay. In the case of a uniform
magnetic ield, synchrotron radiation can be highly polarized up to amaximumpolarization degree of
≈ 60%−70%. Inverse Compton scattering can either induce or reduce the polarization degree of the
target photon ield, depending on the geometry of the interaction. The degree of polarization of high
energy photons emitted through bremsstrahlung is suppressed by the square of the Lorentz factor of
the emitting particles. As the polarization properties of these processes difer, observing gamma-ray
polarization would provide strong constraints on the emissionmechanism. For example, it could help
in distinguishing between hadronic and leptonic emission models of blazars. As seen in Section 1.3,
some hadronic models interprets the gamma-ray emission as proton synchrotron radiation, while
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leptonic models invoke inverse Compton scattering. Theoretical studies of the polarization degrees
of blazars indicates maximum values of≈ 70% in case of hadronic synchrotron emission and≲ 40%
for leptonicmodels, depending on the target photonield (e.g., Zhang andBöttcher, 2013; Chakraborty
et al., 2015). For many other gamma-ray sources, like pulsars and GRBs, the polarization signatures
of the gamma-ray emission difer greatly between proposed emission models. Constraining these
models with measurements of the gamma-ray polarization is discussed in Bernard (2013); Gros and
Bernard (2017) and references therein.
As of today, polarization of astrophysical sources above theMeVhasnever beenmeasured due to the
lack of dedicated instrumentation. Recent proposals of futureMeVmissions, such as e-ASTROGAM (De
Angelis et al., 2016) or the Compton-Pair Production Space Telescope (ComPair Moiseev et al., 2015)
all feature polarimetric capabilities. However, it is likely that no such mission will be operative in the
next fewyears. For this reason, we performapreliminary estimate of the sensitivity of the Fermi LAT to
gamma-ray polarization, presenting the principle of the measurement and discussing both statistical
and systematic uncertainties. This chapter is based and expands on thework already published as part
of the proceedings of the 6th International Symposium on Gamma-Ray Astronomy 2016 (Giomi et al.,
2016). It is the result of the work done in the irst year of my PhD. As it became clear that the scope of
the analysis implementation was too large to be accomplished within the three year duration of my
studies, I focused on the 2FAV catalog (Chapter 4). As a consequence, the analysis presented here could
still be optimized. We will discuss its limitations and the possible improvements in the last section of
this chapter.
5.1 Principle of the measurement
In the sensitivity range of the LAT, above∼ 30MeV, the interaction of gamma rays withmatter is dom-
inated by pair-production in the electrostatic ields of the nuclei. The pair production cross section
for linearly-polarized photons has been computed by Berlin and Madansky (Berlin and Madansky,
1950) and shows a dependence on the orientation of the plane in which the e± pair is produced with
respect to the direction of the polarization vector of the photon (see also May, 1951; Maximon and
Olsen, 1962).
The geometry of a pair creation event is sketched in Fig. 5.1. The photon is moving along the z axis
and its polarization vector lies on the x axis. The inal state is described by 5 kinematic variables that
are customarily chosen to be the azimuthal and polar angles (ψ, φ and θ−, θ+, respectively) and the
energy of one of the two leptons. The deinition of the relevant angles is given in Fig. 5.1. In case of an
ininitely massive nucleus, the momenta of the electron and the positron, and that of the incoming
photon, lay on a plane. The deviation from this planar situation is measured by the coplanarity angle
φ. For a given φ, the azimuthal angle ψ measures the orientation of the pair with respect to the
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Figure 5.1: Geometry of a pair production interaction. The photon is coming along the z axis and its polariza-
tion vector is on the x axis. The pair production interaction happens in the origin. The electron and positron
momenta are indicated by p− and p+, respectively. Image taken from Depaola et al. (1999).
direction of the photon polarization vector. Integrating over polar angles and energy, one obtains the
so-called spatial azimuthal distribution, that is, the cross section as a function of the coplanarity angle
φ and the azimuthal angle ψ. In Fig. 5.2, this distribution is shown for a gamma-ray of 100 MeV. For
nearly-coplanar events (φ ≃ π) there is higher probability of producing the pair at ψ = π/2, in the
plane perpendicular to the polarization vector. The situation reverses for smaller φ, and for φ ≲ 3
the distribution monotonically decreases to zero.
At high photon energies, the nuclear recoil energy is usually too small to be observed in a silicon
tracker (Rosenbaum, 1950) and the spatial azimuthal distribution has to be integrated over the copla-
narity angle φ. What is left is a distribution of events modulated in the azimuthal angle ψ, hereafter
azimuthal distribution. This distribution has the form:
dN(ψ)
dψ
∝ 1−A100Πcos2(ψ − ψ0) (5.3)
where A100 is the polarization asymmetry for a 100% polarized radiation and Π and ψ0 are the po-
larization degree and angle of the incoming photons, respectively. Examples of the shape of the az-
imuthal distribution for diferent energies of the gamma-ray are shown in Fig. 5.3. We note that this
equation holds true regardless of the choice of the angle ψ that describes the azimuthal orientation
of the inal state with respect to the polarization vector (Bernard, 2013). The measurable quantities
in Eq. 5.3 are the polarization angle ψ0 and the product A100Π. To derive the polarization degree of
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Figure 5.2: Pair production cross section for a 100 MeV gamma ray, after integrating over the electron and
positron energies and polar angles θ+ and θ−. To produce this igure, we have used the parametric expression
of the spatial azimuthal distribution provided in Depaola et al. (1999). Note how the maximum at ψ = π/2,
φ = π becomes a minimum as the coplanarity angle φ decreases.
the source,A100 has to be calculated by integrating the cross section within the 5-dimensional event
phase space covered by the measurement. A100 depends strongly on the energy. It varies between
π/4 ≈ 79% at the pair-production threshold and 1/7 ≈ 14% in the high-energy (≫ 100MeV) limit.
As a result, the amplitude of the polarization-inducedmodulation of the azimuthal distribution of the
events decreases with the gamma-ray energy, as is visible in Fig. 5.3. For intermediate energies the
measurable amplitude of the asymmetry depends on the actual deinition of the azimuthal angle ψ
(Gros and Bernard, 2017). In this study we assume A100 = 20% as computed in Depaola et al. (1999)
for a 100 MeV photon.
The key to measuring polarization is to be able to reconstruct the azimuthal angle ψ of each event.
As seen in chapter 2, the precision of the tracker is limited by multiple Coulomb scattering (MS) at
low energies and by the inite spacing between the tracker strips at high energies. Combining these
two efects, the angular resolution for the reconstruction of a track can be approximated by:
θres =

θ2MS + θ
2
geo (5.4)
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Figure 5.3: Shape of the azimuthal distribution of the events for diferent energies of the incoming gamma
ray. The amplitude A of the modulation decreases with the energy. To produce this plot we used the values of
A(Eγ) given in Gros and Bernard (2017), for the case in which the azimuthal angle ψ is deined as the bisector
angle of the electron/positron momenta. This deinition of the azimuthal angle is the most sensitive to the
polarization asymmetry at energies≲ 20MeV.
where θMS is the rms width of the MS angle distribution and θgeo = 7.6 mrad is the smallest angle
that can be distinguished, for events coming from the zenith with two planes of the LAT tracker (strip
pitch of 228 µm) separated by 30 mm from each other. The azimuthal angle ψ can be reconstructed
whenever the opening angle of the pair θop is appreciably larger than θres. The distribution of the
opening angle of the pair for diferent values of the photon energy is shown in Fig. 5.4.
In Fig. 5.5 we compare θres with the average pair opening angle ⟨θop⟩ ≈ mec2/Eγ as a function
of the energy. We consider photons converting in the middle of a (‘FRONT’) tungsten layer or in the
middle of a silicon detector element. As shown in the igure, for events converting in the silicon layers
with energies≤200MeV, the angular resolution θres is smaller than the average pair opening angle θop
and the e± tracks can be resolved, given a suicient accuracy of the track-reconstruction algorithms.
5.2 Selection of silicon-converted events
With the Fermi-LAT, polarization can only be measured using low energy (≲ 200 MeV) events that
convert in the silicon elements of the tracker. Only for these events can the azimuthal angle of the e±
pair be measured with suicient precision. Before describing how these events can be selected, we
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of the pair opening angle θop as a function of the photon energy. The curves shows
the proile of the normalized θop distribution in diferent energy bins, whose center value can be read from the
color scale. To separate the curves corresponding to diferent energies, an ofset has been applied. To produce
this plot we have used MC simulated interactions of gamma-rays in the LAT.
briely review the structure of the LAT-tracker (see Section 2.2.1) for the convenience of the reader.
Each tower module of the tracker is composed of a stack of 18 trays. The topmost 16 trays carry one
converter foil followed by two SSDs on a support structure based on aluminumhoneycomb and carbon
walls. The arrangement of these components is visible in Fig. 5.6. The depth of each tray in the FRONT
(BACK) section of the tracker is 0.042 (0.194) radiation lengths, divided in 0.008 radiation lengths in
the SSDs, 0.006 radiation lengths in the electronics and support structure, and 0.027 (0.18) radiation
lengths for the converter foils of the FRONT (BACK) section (Bregeon, 2011; Atwood et al., 2009). At
normal incidence, 11% of incoming gamma rays are expected to convert in one of the silicon SSDs of
the LAT.
To classify the events we use boosted decision trees (BDT, see e.g., Ivezić et al., 2014) with gradient
boosting (BDTG), amachine learning algorithmroutinely employed in Physics (see, e.g. Roe et al., 2005;
Yang et al., 2005). Compared with other classiication algorithms, BDTG gave the best performance. A
decision tree is a collection of binary questions (nodes) of the form xi ⋛ cj for some variable xi and
cut value cj . These binary nodes are connected with each other in subsequent layers, depending on
the the depth of the tree. At the bottom of the decision tree, events are classiied into sets of leaves:
in our case, one set for signal-like events and one for background-like events. BDT are ensembles of
many decision trees. In the training process, a set of events is fed to the algorithm, together with the
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Figure 5.5: Angles at play in the reconstruction of the tracks of the e± pair in the LAT tracker. To be able to
resolve the two tracks the average pair opening angle (⟨θop⟩, black line) must be larger than the achievable
angular resolution θres, which depends on the photon energy and on where the pair is created (middle of a
silicon detector plane in blue, middle of a FRONT tungsten converter foil in red). For photon energy ≳ 200
MeV (shaded region), the opening angle of the pair is, on average, too small for the two tracks to be resolved.
true value of the target variable (signal or background, in our case). At each iteration, the variables xi
and cuts cj of each nodes are varied in order to cover the phase space of the input data. The algorithm
searches for the combinations of xi, cj that maximize the performances of the classiier, measured
according to some cost function. The classiier output a continuous variable cwith values between -1
(background-like) and 1 (signal-like). The classiication of the events into the signal and background
classes is done applying a cut on c.
The selection of silicon-converted events is based on intermediate-level LAT data products, called
♠❡r✐tiles. These ❘❖❖❚ (Brun and Rademakers, 1997) trees contain, for each event,∼ 1200 variables1.
These variables describe the signals in the various detectors and spacecraft sub-systems, as well as in-
termediate quantities characterizing the response and behavior of the diferent event reconstruction
and background suppression algorithms. ▼❡r✐tiles are intermediate data products, between the raw
LAT data and the high-level science ready-photon iles. An example of the level of abstraction of the
information contained in the ♠❡r✐tiles: they do not contain the position of all the hits in the tracker,
but rather quantities like the number of strips with signal in each SSD, the number of tracks found by
the reconstruction algorithm and the direction and length of each of them.
1This holds true for Pass 8 ♠❡r✐t iles. In the initial data release (Pass 6) there were∼200 variables in the ♠❡r✐t iles.
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Figure 5.6: ‘Tomographic’ view of layer 7 of the LAT tracker. This histogram bins the z-coordinate (in mm,
going from the calorimeter to the top) of the photon conversion point, as resulting from aMC simulation. With
a logarithmic scale on the y axis, the positions of the silicon detectors (shaded in light blue), the support and
electronics, and of the converter foil (shaded in light red) are clearly visible.
In order to successfully classify silicon-converted events, the number of ♠❡r✐t variablesmust be re-
duced and correlations have to be eliminated. For every ♠❡r✐t variablexi, we performaχ2 test (Gagu-
nashvili, 2006) checking the compatibility of its distribution for events converting in the SSDs (signal)
and for all other events (background, events converting in the tungsten layers or in the electronics or
in the support structure) as obtained from MC simulations (see Section 5.4.2 for a description of the
simulations). Using the results of this test, we pre-select the 50 variables whose distributions aremost
sensitive to the conversion type. We proceed then via a series of tests, training a classiier and then
removing variables that yield little separating power or that are highly correlated with a more sensi-
tive variable. The remaining 24 variables, are listed in Table 5.1 in order of importance in the classiier
hierarchy. The distributions for signal and background events, for the three variables with the most
discriminating power are presented in Fig. 5.7. As is visible in the irst panel, the reconstructed tracks
of silicon-converted events are more likely to start in the lower SSD of each measurement layer (the z
coordinate of the beginning of the best track, ❚❦r✶❩✵ is set in the reconstruction either in the middle
of the converted foils, or in the middle of the lower SSDs). In signal events, the e± pair is created
inside the silicon detectors. These events deposit a smaller amount of ionization charge in the SSD
in which they convert, as opposed to background events for which the e± pair can travel trough the
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entire detector layer. The time over threshold (ToT1) of the irst layer of the track (❚❦r✶❚♦❚❋✐rst),
which estimate the amount of charge deposited in that layer, tends to be smaller for signal events
(third panel of Fig. 5.7). Leaving a weaker signal in the very irst conversion layer, signal events are
also more likely to leave a hit in an odd number of SSDs, as opposed to background events (second
panel of Fig. 5.7).
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Figure 5.7: Distributions of three of the most useful ♠❡r✐t variables that are used to select silicon-converted
(signal) events. The distributions of the variables are drawn in dark blue for signal events, in cyan for back-
ground events. The histograms for both event classes have 5 × 104 entries. The variable carrying the highest
discriminating power is ❚❦r✶❩✵, the z coordinate of the start of the reconstructed track. For the sake of clarity,
the distribution of this variable is presented on a restricted range, showing three layers of the FRONT section
of the tracker.
We use the implementation of the BDTG algorithm provided with the Toolkit for Multivariate Data
Analysis (❚▼❱❆, Hoecker et al., 2007) library. The classiier uses a collection of 2000 trees with a max-
imum allowed depth of 3 and is trained to select events converted in any of the SSDs, which will
constitute our signal sample. All other events fall into the background class. The input variables are
pre-processed by the algorithm with a principal component analysis2 to further reduce correlations
among them.
To train the classiier, we use a sample of MC generated events with 7 × 105 signal and ∼ 7 × 106
background events. These events belong to the P8V3_SOURCE class, and have energies between 30
and 250 MeV. The energy range is wider than the one we will use in the analysis, to compensate for
1The ToT of a layer is deined as the time the total signal from the layer (digital OR of all the strips) remains above a
ixed threshold. It is an estimate of the charge deposited in the layer.
2The principal component analysis (PCA) is an unsupervised learning algorithm. It searches for a set of rotations in
the parameter space of the data with the aim of inding a base of uncorrelated variables that retains as large a fraction as
possible of the initial variance of the data.
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Table 5.1: ▼❡r✐t variables used to select silicon-converted events, listed in order of separating power (more
important irst). The ranking of the variables is measured by the ❚▼❱❆ method, which accounts for the the
frequency the variable is used in any tree node and for the signal/background separation this variable achieved
at each node.
Variable name Description
❚❦r✶❩✵ Z position of the irst hit of the best track.
❚❦rP❧❛♥❡❈r♦ss❡❞ Number of layers crossed by the track.
❚❦r✶❚♦❚❋✐rst† ToT associated with the irst hit on best track.
❚❦r❍❉❈♦✉♥t Number of unused clusters in top x-y layer of the best track within 30 mm.
❚❦r✶❙❙❉❱❡t♦ Counts the number of hit-clusters found close to non-sensitive region of the tracker.
❚❦r❘❛❞▲❡♥❣t❤∗ Radiation lengths traversed by the best track.
❚❦r❚❤✐♥❍✐ts Number of clusters in the above cone in the thin-converter layers.
❚❦r✷❋✐rst▲❛②❡r First layer in the second track.
❚❦r✶❚♦❚❆s②♠† Asymmetry between last two and irst two ToTs for the best track.
❊✈t❚❦r✶P❙❋▼❞❘❛t Ratio of errors from covariance matrix to PSF expected from simple model.
❚❦r✶❉✐❢❍✐ts Diference between the number of x and y clusters associated with track.
❚❦r✶❚✇r❊❞❣❡ Distance from tower edge of initial point.
❚❦r✶❉✐❡❊❞❣❡ Distance from wafer edge of initial point.
❚❦r❙tr✐♣s❩❈♥tr Z position of the strips centroid in the tracker.
❚❦r✶❚♦❚❆✈❡† Average ToT for the hits on the best track.
●r❜❨❍✐ts Number of hits in Y projection of the best track.
❚❦r✶❍✐ts Number of clusters associated to the best track.
❱t①◆✉♠❱❡rt✐❝❡s Number of vertices in the event.
❚❦r◆✉♠❍✐ts Total number of TKR clusters.
●r❜❳❍✐ts Number of hits in X projection of the best track.
❊✈t❚❦r✶❊❋r❛❝ Approximates the fraction of energy carried by best track.
❚❦r✶❑❛❧❚❤❡t❛▼❙‡ Multiple scattering angle for the best track, referenced to irst layer.
❱t①✷▲♦♥❣❉♦❝❛ Longitudinal distance of the 2nd vertex along the axis of the irst vertex.
❊✈t❊❱t①❉♦❝❛ Distance of closest approach between the two tracks.
Notes− †: The Time over Threshold (ToT) of a tracker layer is the time the total signal from the layer (digital OR of all the
strips) remains above a ixed threshold. It is thus an estimate of the charge deposited in the layer.
‡: The MS scattering angle is computed by adjusting the contributions from all the layers in the track for the predicted
energy in each layer, and weighting accordingly. It is sensitive to the particle type and the chosen energy-loss mechanism.
∗: The number of radiation lengths are counted from half-way through the initial converter to the lowest bi-plane in the
tracker, whether or not the track actually gets to the end..
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energy dispersion. A zenith angle cut of 80◦ is applied to eliminate the contamination from the Earth’s
gamma-ray albedo. More details on the production of MC ♠❡r✐t iles are given in Section 5.4.2. After
the training, the response of the classiier is evaluated on an sample of events for which the algorithm
has not been given the true values (test sample). The agreement between the distributions of the clas-
siier output, as evaluated on the training and test sample, is measured with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test, which measures the statistical compatibility between two distributions on a scale from KS = 0
(non-compatible) to KS = 1 (compatible) (e.g., Chakravarti et al., 1967). We measure a KS = 0.31 for
the sample of signal events, and KS = 0.92 for the sample of background events. The agreement of the
classiier responses on the training and test sample is satisfactory. The classiier is not overtrained: it
behaves equally well on both the samples.
Once a cut cBDT on the classiier response is set, the input data is classiied into the signal and back-
ground samples. The performance of a classiier is evaluated based on two quantities, the eiciency
ε and the purity η, deined as:
ε =
NReco_TrueMC_True
NMC_True
η =
NReco_TrueMC_True
NReco_True
(5.5)
where NReco_TrueMC_True is the number of true signal events that are correctly classiied as signal, NMC_True
the total number of true signal events, andNReco_True the total number of reconstructed signal events.
The curves ε(cBDT) and η(cBDT) are shown in Fig. 5.8, together with fBDT(cBDT), the fraction of events
passing the cut. As is often the case, eiciency and purity are partially anticorrelated: as the cut
is made more stringent the sample of selected events becomes purer at the expense of discarding a
larger and larger fraction of signal events. The threshold value of cBDT to be used in the analysis is
found by requiring the quantity:
S(cBDT) =
NMC_True(c > cBDT)
NMC_False(c > cBDT) +NMC_True(c > cBDT)
(5.6)
to be maximal. This happens for cBDT = 0.675, corresponding to an eiciency of ε = 0.50, a purity of
η = 0.64, and a fraction fBDT = 7% of the events remaining after the cuts.
5.2.1 Instrument Response Functions for silicon events
For what will follow, we need to estimate the LAT efective area Apolef and the point spread function
radius Rpol95 for low-energy silicon-converted events. The basis for our calculations will be version
P8V3_SOURCE of the IRFs. For simplicity, we will consider both FRONT and BACK events together.
These preliminary estimates of the IRFs for silicon-converted events will be used to characterize, for
a given source, the level of signal and background events of astrophysical origin.
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Figure 5.8: Performance of the classiier used to select silicon-converted events: eiciency (red), purity (blue),
and fraction of events after the cut (black) as a function of the cut on classiier output cBDT. The dash-dotted
line at cBDT = 0.675marks the value of the cut that will be used in the analysis.
We average the efective area between 50 and 200 MeV and over incident angles θ between 0◦ and
60◦. In every energy bin Ei, the efective area Aef is weighted by E
−2
i to account for the average
spectra of the sources:
⟨A′ef⟩ =
200MeV
Ei=50
60◦
θi=0◦
Aef(Ei, θi)E
−2
i
200MeV
Ei=50
E−2i
(5.7)
resulting in ⟨A′ef⟩ ∼ 1.9 × 103 cm2. This value has to be scaled by the fraction of events converting
in the silicon and passing the analysis cuts. This scaling factor is estimated from a MC simulation of
point source observations to account for a realistic distribution of incoming directions. The resulting
scaling factor is∼ 9.5%, and the LAT efective area for silicon-converted events becomesApolef ≈ 180
cm2.
To estimate the efective PSF for silicon-converted events, we use aMC simulation of a point source
observation and compute the radial distance to that source that contains a given fraction of the
silicon-converted events. The distribution of the source-event distance, for events of the SOURCE
class in the [50, 200]MeV energy range and with angles in [0◦, 60◦], is presented in Fig. 5.9. Without
selecting on the conversion point, we measure R′95 ≈ 11.6◦. Considering silicon-converted events
(selected using MC truth) we have Rpol95 ≈ 7.5◦. The same exercise for the 68% containment radius
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gives 2.8◦ for all events and 1.8◦ for the silicon-converted ones, in reasonable agreement with the
simple predictions of Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.9: Distribution of the event-source distance d as computed from a MC simulation of a point source.
The energy range is [50, 200] MeV and the incident angles are below 60◦. To account for the increasing solid
angle at larger distances, the events are weighted by 1/d. In red is the distribution for silicon-converted events
(selected onMC truth) and in black the one of all events. The histograms have been normalized to facilitate the
comparison.
5.3 The minimum detectable polarization
The statistical sensitivity of a polarimeter is quantiiedwith theminimumdetectable polarization (MDP,
Weisskopf et al., 2010). For a given probability p, MDP(p) represents the minimum polarization de-
gree corresponding to a modulation amplitude that has less than a probability p of being exceeded by
chance, in the case of the absence of a signal.
MDP(p) =
2
A100
− ln(p)
RS

RS +RB
0.2T
(5.8)
HereRS andRB are the rate of signal and background events, respectively, and T is the observation
time. As the LAT observes∼ 20% of the sky at any given moment, each individual source is observed
for∼ 20% of the time, hence the factor 0.2 scaling the total observation time.
We estimate the rates of signal and background eventsRS andRB using the results from the 3FGL
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catalog and the corresponding difuse templates. The lux of each source in the 50-200 MeV energy
range is estimated by extrapolating its spectrum as given in the 3FGL.
Fsrc = F300−1000
50Γ−1 − 200Γ−1
300Γ−1 − 1000Γ−1 (5.9)
where F300−1000 and Γ are the lux measured in the 0.3−1 GeV energy range and the power-law pho-
ton index, as measured in the 3FGL. Similarly, the contribution of the Galactic and isotropic difuse
emission F dif = F difgal +F
dif
iso in the vicinity of each source is found by integrating the corresponding
templates1) over the average PSF radius computed in the previous section.
Using the values η and fBDT for the classiier purity and fraction of retained events at the chosen
cut value of cBDT = 0.675, the rates of signal and background events after the analysis cuts are given
by:
RS = 0.95F
srcAeffBDTfopη
RB = [(1− η)0.95F src + F dif]AeffBDTfop
(5.10)
where fop ∼ 0.8 is the expected fraction of the eventswith opening angle larger than the rmsmultiple
scattering angle, as computed fromMC simulations of gamma-ray interactions in the LAT (see Fig. 5.4).
In Fig. 5.10, we present theMDP as a function of the Gaussian signiicance corresponding to the con-
idence levelp for the threemost promising gamma-ray sources2: the blazar 3C 454.3 (3FGL J2254.0+1608),
the Crab pulsar and synchrotron nebula (3FGL J0534.5+2201 and 3FGL J0534.5+2201s, respectively), and
the Vela pulsar (3FGL J0835.3−4510 Abdo et al., 2010). After 10 years of observations, a 5σ MDP of
∼ 30% is within reach for Vela, the brightest point source in the Fermi-LAT sky. Despite the lower
difuse background near the Galactic anticenter, the 5σMDP for the Crab pulsar is higher than∼ 50%
after 10 years. Recent studies on the linear polarization degrees of the synchrotron emission of pul-
sars suggests values between ∼ 10% − 30%. Unfortunately, higher polarization is expected for the
of-pulse emission (Cerutti et al., 2016). In the case of 3C 454.3, the 5σMDP after ten years is∼ 40%. As
seen in the beginning of the chapter, polarization degrees of this order are expected in blazar emission
models. Perhaps more interesting is the case of the Crab synchrotron nebulae whose MDP is similar
to the one for 3C 454.3. Below 100 MeV, the synchrotron nebula becomes brighter than the pulsar
(Bühler and Blandford, 2014). As was seen in the introduction to this chapter, the polarization angle
for this source to the value is known from observations in other wavelengths. The number of free
parameters for a gamma-ray measurement could be reduced, and the sensitivity should increase.
1Available at http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/BackgroundModels.html
2This analysis considers only the steady state emission of the sources. Bright lares from blazars, if not anticorre-
lated with the polarization degree, could increase the chances of a positive detection of the polarization of these sources
(Chakraborty et al., 2015).
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Figure 5.10: Minimum detectable polarization at diferent signiicance levels for the Crab and Vela pulsar, the
Crab PWN, and 3C 454.3 assuming 10 years (solid lines) and 5 years (dash-dotted lines) of observation.
With such a simple event selection, the measurement of HE-gamma-ray polarization would be pos-
sible for theirst timewith aMDP at the level of 30%−40% for 10 years of observations of the brightest
sources. For comparison, the design goal of the e-ASTROGAM mission states a MDP< 20% for a 10
mCrab source (De Angelis et al., 2016). This basic analysis could be improved in many ways, in par-
ticular by reducing the PSF radius, and hence the background contamination, and by improving the
event selection. We will discuss these points in more detail at the end of the chapter.
5.4 Estimating systematic uncertainties
When, as in this case, statistical errors dominate the sensitivity, one is often allowed to relax the treat-
ment of the systematic uncertainties. However, as this measurement depends on a sample of ‘special’
events, a careful treatment of the systematic uncertainties is needed. Tomeasure the polarization of a
source, one would compare the azimuthal distribution of the events with the one obtained from aMC
simulation of the unpolarized emission of the source. The MC should reproduce, as accurately as pos-
sible, both the astrophysical and the instrumental conditions of the observation. Systematic errors
might arise both as a consequence of incorrect modeling of the source or of the detector. Particularly
important is the second, as it might introduce unexpected asymmetries in the azimuthal distribution.
To estimate the overall sensitivity, including both statistical and systematic uncertainties, we build
an unpolarized test source by stacking several AGN and set up a crude reconstruction of the azimuthal
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angle ψ. Simulating the test source and comparing the MC results with the data, we assess the preci-
sion with which the null signal from the AGN stack can be measured.
5.4.1 A stack of AGN as a test source
As no individual gamma-ray source can be considered unpolarized1, we use a stack of AGN as a test
source to estimate the magnitude of the systematic uncertainties afecting the measurement. Even
if the emission of individual AGN is polarized, the polarization angles of the individual sources are
expected to be uncorrelated. The total lux of a stack of many sources will have low residual polariza-
tion. Another reason for using the AGN stack is that, by not looking directly at individual sources, we
do not add signiicant trials to any future analysis.
We set up a simple model of the sources in order to decide the best composition of the stack. The
basic idea is to represent the total emission of the stack (N stack(ψ)) as a sum of partially polarized
signals ni(ψ) from theNsrcs sources of the stack:
N stack(ψ) =
Nsrcs
i
ni(ψ) (5.11)
where each ni(ψ) has the form of Eq. 5.3. The contribution ni(ψ) of each source to the global az-
imuthal distribution of the stack is made up of two components: a point source emission assumed to
be polarized in a random direction with a high degree of polarization, ΠAGN = 60%, and the inte-
grated Galactic and isotropic difuse emission in the vicinity of the source. This difuse component,
ndifi is assumed to be unpolarized, therefore:
ni(ψ) = Ki

1−A100ΠAGN cos2(ψ − ψi)

+ ndifi (5.12)
The point source contribution is normalized to the total number of counts expected from the source
Ni: Ki = Ni/π[1− (A100ΠAGN/2)]. To computeNi we proceed as in the previous section, using the
3FGL spectra of the sources and the IRFs for silicon-converted events. For the rest of the analysis, we
will assume an observation time corresponding to 5 years of the mission.
All 3FGL AGN are ranked in descending order of Fsrc/Fdif in order to maximize the signal-to-noise
ratio in the global emission. As seen in Section 5.3, the bright blazar 3C 454.3 is a good candidate for a
real measurement, and is therefore excluded from the stack. The two FSRQs 3FGL J1833.6−2103 and
3FGL J0109.8+6132 are also removed from the stack. The simulation of the sky region around these
sources, located close the Galactic plane (Galactic latitudes of 5.71◦ and−1.24◦ respectively) was not
1The only exception is the Moon, whose gamma-ray glow is mostly due to the decay of pi0 produced by inelastic colli-
sions of CRs on its surface (Ackermann et al., 2016b). Unfortunately our Moon is an extended source and is not so bright in
gamma rays, both attributes that disqualify it as a good test source.
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in a satisfactory agreement with the data. The stack is then constructed by adding one source at a
time, but excluding candidates within 20◦ of any source already included in the stack. For each new
source that is added to the stack, we estimate the amplitude of the azimuthal modulation of the stack
using a MC procedure: all the signals ni(ψ) from the sources of the stack are summed, each with a
random phase, and the amplitude of the azimuthal modulation of the stack (Astack) is measured
1. This
procedure is repeated 103 times, randomizing the phases at each new realization. The irst moments
of the distribution ofAstack are used to characterize the residual polarization of the stack. We continue
to add sources to the stack until our sample satisies the following requirements:
• Brightness: the total lux from the stacked sources must be greater than 10−5 ph cm−2s−1
• Low residual polarization: The mean residual amplitude modulation ⟨Astack⟩ is at least 2σ
below 2%.
nearby
stack
Figure 5.11: Positions, in galactic coordinates and in Aitof projection, of the AGN constituting the stack (red
dots) and of the nearby sources which are also included in the simulation (blue crosses). For 3 AGN of the stack,
visible towards the center of the norther hemisphere, less than 10 neighboring sources have been considered.
Although there are more 3FGL sources in the vicinity of these AGN, only a few of them are bright enough to be
included in the analysis. Details on how the neighboring sources are selected are given in Section 5.4.2.
The resulting 24 sources in the stack are listed in Table 5.2 and their position on the sky is shown
1The sum of sinusoids with equal frequencies is still a sinusoid with the same frequency. To see this we can think of
taking the Fourier transform F [N stack(ψ)] of the stack emission. The Fourier transform is linear: F(

x) =

F (x) and
F [sin(ω0t)] ∼ δ(ω − ω0). It follows that F [N stack(ψ)] ∼ δ(ω − ω0); the reverse transformation returns a sinusoid at the
frequency ω0.
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in Fig. 5.11. The total lux of these sources between 50 and 200 MeV is ∼ 1.3 × 10−5 ph cm−2s−1,
while the total difuse emission in the same energy range and within 3◦ of the sources is≈ 7.9×10−6
ph cm−2s−1.
Table 5.2: Composition of the AGN stack. As is customary in the LAT catalogs, uppercase (lowercase) class
designations indicate identiied (associated) sources. Γ is the source photon index computed with a power-law
spectrumover the 0.1−300GeV energy range. The integral source and difuseluxesF src andF dif are computed
by integrating in energy between 50 and 200 MeV, and within 4◦ from the source.
Source Name l b F src Γ F dif class
[deg.] [deg.] [10−7ph cm−2s−1] [10−7ph cm−2s−1]
3FGL J1512.8−0906 351.29 40.13 19.61 2.36 2.48 FSRQ
3FGL J1229.1+0202 289.98 64.35 12.90 2.66 0.61 FSRQ
3FGL J1522.1+3144 50.16 57.02 8.19 2.35 0.75 fsrq
3FGL J2329.3−4955 332.01 -62.31 4.87 2.27 0.55 fsrq
3FGL J0403.9−3604 237.73 -48.47 4.41 2.49 0.65 FSRQ
3FGL J0237.9+2848 149.48 -28.52 4.24 2.35 2.10 FSRQ
3FGL J2151.8−3025 17.13 -50.76 3.32 2.97 1.05 fsrq
3FGL J0841.4+7053 143.54 34.43 3.39 2.84 1.14 FSRQ
3FGL J0730.2−1141 227.76 3.14 6.08 2.28 6.64 fsrq
3FGL J2202.7+4217 92.60 -10.44 5.32 2.25 5.17 BLL
3FGL J1427.9−4206 321.45 17.26 4.69 2.21 5.27 FSRQ
3FGL J2147.3−7536 315.79 -36.53 3.51 2.47 2.14 FSRQ
3FGL J0108.7+0134 131.87 -60.99 2.75 2.39 0.60 fsrq
3FGL J1246.7−2547 301.61 37.07 3.18 2.28 2.25 fsrq
3FGL J1159.5+2914 199.45 78.37 2.20 2.21 0.20 fsrq
3FGL J2025.6−0736 36.90 -24.39 2.46 2.33 3.08 fsrq
3FGL J0920.9+4442 175.69 44.81 2.04 2.29 0.69 fsrq
3FGL J0442.6−0017 197.20 -28.46 2.63 2.50 1.58 fsrq
3FGL J2345.2−1554 65.70 -70.99 1.92 2.09 0.37 FSRQ
3FGL J0909.1+0121 228.95 30.93 2.16 2.41 1.19 fsrq
3FGL J0725.2+1425 203.64 13.92 2.09 2.23 1.95 FSRQ
3FGL J1700.1+6829 99.54 35.20 1.69 2.40 1.31 fsrq
3FGL J0145.1−2732 217.96 -78.07 1.22 2.57 0.20 fsrq
3FGL J1208.7+5442 135.82 61.34 1.30 2.54 0.47 fsrq
5.4.2 Data and Monte Carlo simulation
The analysis presented here covers ∼5 years of observations, from 2008-08-04 to 2013-05-10 (MET
239560179 to 389884599). The MC ♠❡r✐t iles are produced with the GLAST LAT Event Analysis Ma-
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chine (Gleam, Boinee et al., 2003). The input for the simulation is a skymodel deining the position and
spectra of the sources. This model is then folded with the spacecraft motion and pointing history to
derive the luxes impinging on the LAT. The particle interactions with the detector are simulated us-
ing ●❡❛♥t✹ (Agostinelli et al., 2003) and a detailed physical description of the spacecraft. A dedicated
simulation of the detector electronics and responses converts the physical processes into electronic
signals. The synthetic data is then processed through the entire LAT data acquisition and analysis
pipeline, from the trigger primitives to the highest event classes.
For this simulation, we have used a real pointing history ile spanning the whole 5 years. The sky
model of the sources we want to simulate is derived from the 3FGL. It includes the AGN in the stack
as well as the nearby sources within 15◦ to any stack source if their lux is brighter than> 5% of the
AGNlux, shown in Fig. 5.11 as blue crosses. Dim nearby sources not included in the simulation are not
expected to introduce signiicant residuals in the azimuthal distribution. The Galactic and isotropic
difuse emission is also simulated using the difuse templates for the P8V3_SOURCE event class.
We note that our preliminary MC model is not complete. In particular, the charged-particle back-
ground fromCRs impinging on the LAT is not simulated. The residual CR contamination of the ❙❖❯❘❈❊
event class is accounted for in the isotropic difuse template, which includes the contribution from
misclassiied CR events. The emission from the Earth’s limb is also not included in the simulation. We
account for this by applying a hard cut on the zenith arrival direction, discarding events with zenith
angle> 80◦. The irst energy bin for which the galactic and isotropic templates are computed is cen-
tered at≈ 60MeV. As a consequence, the simulation cannot account for the energy dispersion in the
lower part of this energy range. As seen in Section 2.2.3, the energy resolution for the ❙❖❯❘❈❊ event
class is of the order of∆E ∼ 23% around 60 MeV (see Fig. 2.7b). For the rest of the analysis we will
consider events with energies greater than 90 MeV, roughly 2∆E higher than the energy of the irst
bin of the simulated difuse gamma-ray emission components.
Figure 5.12 presents the comparison of the energy distribution of the data and simulated events
classiied as silicon-converted and within 3◦ of the stacked source. As is visible in Fig. 5.12, the sim-
ulation under-predicts the number of counts at the higher energies. Within 3◦ of the stack sources,
the total residuals are of the order of 8.3% over the considered [90, 200] MeV energy range. As the
model of the simulated sky is not complete, a deicit of MC counts is to be expected. Possible causes of
this discrepancy are the non-simulated Earth limb emission and CR background, and the contribution
from the point sources not included in the simulation. Only a few sources in the stack are located
at low galactic latitudes, see Fig. 5.11. A diference between the normalization of the galactic difuse
emission in the vicinity of these sources and the all-sky nominal value used in theMC simulation could
also be responsible for part of the discrepancy. The variability of the sources is not considered in the
simulation. As is visible in Fig. 5.13, which shows the time series of the Data-MC counts, signiicant
variability is present in the data.
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Figure 5.12: Distribution of reconstructed energy for data (blue crosses) and simulated (red crosses) events
reconstructed as converting in the silicon layers. The bottompanel shows the relative residuals, (Data-MC)/MC,
in each energy bin.
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Figure 5.13: Time series of the diference between data and MC counts from the AGN stack. Real events have
on average a higher rate than what predicted from the simulation. The abrupt increase in the residuals around
MJD 55900 is probably due to a lare of one of the sources in the stack. The data shown here are classiied as
converted in silicon, have energies between 90 and 200MeV and are collected within 3◦ of the AGN of the stack.
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Figure 5.14 shows the distribution of the classiier output variable c as evaluated on data and simu-
lated events. Some inconsistencies between the two distributions are visible, especially in the region
c ≲ 0.1. Besides the possible causes of a disagreement between data and MC discussed in the above
paragraphs, we remind that the training of the classiier considered a wider energy range (30−250
MeV) than the one of the analysis. In the signal region, for c > 0.675, the two distributions agrees
reasonably well. The contribution to the distributions from signal and background events (selected
using the MC truth) are also shown for comparison. As is visible, the fraction of background events
decreases smoothly for c ≳ 0. At around c ≳ 0.6, a shoulder is visible in the distribution of c for both
the data andMC sample. This rise is due to the increased fraction of silicon-converted events that are
rightly classiied. This is an important check of the of the efectiveness of the event selection and of
the accuracy of the simulations.
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Figure 5.14: Distributions of the classiier output variable for data (blue crosses) and simulated events (red
crosses) in the 90−200 MeV range and with zenith angles smaller than 80◦. Both curves are normalized. The
shaded area on the left of the plot highlights the signal region (c > 0.675). The solid and dashed lines show the
contributions to the MC distribution from ‘true’ signal and ‘true’ background events, respectively.
Finally, in Fig. 5.15, we present the spatial distribution of the data andMC events. The diferent sky-
regions around the AGN of the stack have been rotated to a common reference direction in order to
produce an image of the stack emission. As is visible in the bottom panel, showing the signiicance of
the residuals, some≳ 5σ spots are presents towards the border of the analysis region, possibly asso-
ciated with non-simulated point sources. Beside these features, the uniformity of the residuals across
the analysis region can be considered satisfactory. Diferent sizes of the analysis region have been
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tested, from radii of 3◦ up to 10◦. The absolute magnitude of the residuals increases approximately
with the square of the radius of the analysis region as expected in the case of both a population of faint
sources not included in the simulation and a mismatch in the level of difuse gamma-ray emission.
5.5 Azimuthal distributions
The tracking and vertexing algorithms implemented in the Pass 8 event reconstruction have been de-
veloped with the aim of reconstructing the direction of the incoming gamma rays. For polarization
measurements, the quantities of interest are the directions of the e± tracks. The LAT event recon-
struction algorithms have been optimized for higher energies than the ones which are of interest for
polarization. As a consequence, for many low-energy events the two-track solution is not accurate.
To account for this, we only rely on the longest and straightest of the found tracks (best track) for the
reconstruction of the azimuthal angleψ. The second direction we need to determineψ is given by the
sky position of the source. We therefore make the assumption that all events in the region of interest
come from the point source at its center, an assumption that is justiied only for sources with a high
signal-to-background ratio. A disadvantage of this method is that it requires to consider rather large
portions of the sky around the sources, with the consequent dilution of the signal. The best events for
polarization are in fact the ones with large opening angles. In the absence of an efective vertexing
algorithm the reconstructed directions of these events are likely to have large ofsets from the source
position.
Our one-track reconstruction of the azimuthal angle is sketched in Fig. 5.16. We deine sˆ and tˆ as the
unit vectors identifying the true source position and the best track direction in the celestial sphere.
We take Ω to be the plane tangent to the sphere and perpendicular to sˆ, and nˆ′ to be the unit vector
pointing to the local north, applied on sˆ and projected onΩ. We deine ψ as the angle between nˆ′ and
tˆ′, the projection of tˆ on the tangent plane:
ψ = arccos

tˆ′ · nˆ′
|tˆ′||nˆ′|

(5.13)
With this method, we compute the azimuthal angle ψ for data and MC events. The resulting distri-
butions are shown in the top panel of Fig. 5.17. We use 8 coarse bins inψ, each 45◦ wide, to reduce the
statistical uncertainty on each point as well as to average out the spatial distribution of the residuals
(Fig. 5.15, bottom panel). The azimuthal distribution of the residuals (Data-MC)/MC is shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 5.17. The agreement with a constant term is satisfactory (p-value of 42%). Fit-
ting this distribution with the expected shape for the polarization signal (Eq. 5.3) yields a modulation
amplitude of∼ 2% and has a p-value of 44%.
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Figure 5.15: Spatial distribution of the data and MC counts classiied as silicon-converted (top panel). To pro-
duce this plot, the analysis region centered on each AGN of the stack has been rotated to a reference position.
The bins of these histograms are 0.25◦×0.25◦ in size. The bottom panel shows the signiicance of the residuals,
deined as (Data-MC)/
√
MC.
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Figure 5.16: Simple reconstruction of the azimuthal angle ψ (dashed arc). The red and blue arrows indicates
the reconstructed arrival direction of the event and the source position, tˆ and sˆ respectively. The black arrow
points to the local north. The primed vectors are projected on the plane tangent to the celestial sphere and
perpendicular to sˆ (shaded area with a grid of dashed lines).
The residual azimuthal distribution is used to estimate the global sensitivity of this analysis, ac-
counting for both statistical and systematic uncertainties. We it the distribution with polarization
signals of the form of Eq. 5.3, gradually increasing the amplitude of the modulation until we ind
the minimum signal amplitude A5σ that is not compatible with the residual azimuthal distribution
at the 5σ level. Using A100 = 0.2, the resulting A5σ = 9.2% corresponds to a polarization degree
of A5σ/A100 ∼ 46%. The purely statistical MDP estimate for the stack, computed for the 90−200
MeV range, using 3◦-radius regions around the AGN, and including the contributions from the nearby
sources, is ∼ 47%. The agreement between the sensitivity estimated with this analysis and the one
resulting from a purely statistical calculation suggests that the systematic errors are sub-dominant
with respect to the statistical uncertainties.
We tested diferent sizes of the analysis region, up to 10◦. The values of Asens for the larger analy-
sis regions are always smaller than or comparable with the one measured using a 3◦ analysis radius
around the sources of the stack.
5.6 Conclusions and outlook
In the pair production regime, linear polarization of the photon induces a sinusoidalmodulation in the
azimuthal distribution of the events. The period of this modulation is 180◦. Around 100 MeV, the am-
plitude of this modulation is of the order of 20% for a 100% polarized lux. Accurately reconstructing
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Figure 5.17: Top panel: azimuthal distributions for data (blue) andMC (red) events with energies in the 90−200
MeV range and reconstructed as converting in the SSD of the tracker. Bottom panel: residual azimuthal distri-
bution, computed as (Data-MC)/MC. The red line is a constant term at 8.3%, the overall level of the residuals.
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5.6 Conclusions and outlook
this distribution is the key to measuring the degree of linear polarization and the polarization an-
gle of the sources. In this chapter, we have studied the possibility of performing such a measurement
with the Fermi LAT, discussing themany challenges presented by thismeasurement and evaluating the
purely statistical sensitivity for the most promising sources. Finally, we have presented a preliminary
event selection and reconstruction and used it to estimate the overall sensitivity of the measurement
and the level of systematic uncertainty.
Although the LAT has not been designed as a polarimeter, a basic calculation shows that low energy
(< 200MeV) events that convert in the silicon detectors of the LAT tracker could carry enough infor-
mation to allow the reconstruction of the azimuthal angle ψ. A simple selection of silicon-converted
events based on boosted decision trees have an eiciency of 50%, with 64% purity and an acceptance
of only ∼ 7% of the events. The statistical uncertainties are large and play a major role in limiting
the sensitivity. With this basic event selection, the purely statistical minimumdetectable polarization
for the brightest sources such as the Vela pulsar, the Crab pulsar and PWN, and the blazar 3C 454.3 is
estimated to be around ≈ 30 − 50% after 10 years of observations. To estimate the level of the sys-
tematic uncertainties we build a stack of AGN to be used as an unpolarized test source. Comparing the
stack emission over 5 years with a detailed simulation wemeasure a 5σ sensitivity corresponding to a
polarization degree of≈ 46%. This is in agreement with the purely statistical estimate for the stack,
suggesting that systematic uncertainties are small as compared to the statistical ones.
The analysis presented here could still be improved in many regards. I conclude this chapter (and
this thesis) with a list of suggested improvements, hoping to clarify the limits of this analysis and to
provide a proposal of possible future development. The two main areas of possible improvement are:
• Using the lowest-level LATdata products (❘❊❈❖◆iles), insteadof the♠❡r✐tiles to select silicon-
converted events. The variables included in the ♠❡r✐t iles have been optimized for the stan-
dard LAT analysis, more focused on the >100 MeV energy range. The ❘❊❈❖◆ iles contain the
position of the individual hits in the LAT tracker. Access to this informationwill greatly improve
the selection of silicon-converted events. For example, events converting in the bottom-most
silicon detector of a tray could be easily identiied by requiring no signal from the detector plane
immediately above it (the single strips have an eiciency of> 99%).
• Developing a dedicated vertexing algorithm, optimized for low energy events and focusing on
the irst few layers traversed by the tracks. If successful, this would allow the reconstruction
of the azimuthal angle with greater accuracy, eliminating the limitations of the one-track anal-
ysis. To improve on the algorithms already implemented by the LAT team is not an easy task.
There are however two reasons to hope that this could be accomplished: a) the LAT analysis is
optimized for a diferent energy range, and b) new machine learning algorithms, such as deep
convolutional neural networks, are remarkably good when it comes to pattern recognition and
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completion.
More speciic remarks and comments on my analysis are listed in the following, in order of impor-
tance:
• To validate the analysis, as well as to reine and optimize the event selection and reconstruc-
tion, a dedicated Gleam simulation which includes the polarized pair production cross section is
needed. An efort in this direction is ongoing in the Fermi-LAT collaboration.
• The sky model used in the MC simulation of the stack could be reined, including all the sources
(maybe based on the upcoming Fermi-LAT fourth source catalog) and itting every sky region to
optimize the data-MC agreement.
• Amuch larger MC production is needed in order to decrease the statistical uncertainties on the
simulated data, allowing a more precise estimate of the sensitivity.
• The analysis could be optimize separately for the FRONT and BACK tracker sections. The two
parts of the tracker are indeed very diferent when it comes to selecting the silicon events.
Silicon selection cuts for events in the FRONT section can be less stringent than the ones used
for BACK converting events. On an even iner level, one could also develop a multiclass event
selection, treating separately the upper and lower silicon layers and the electronic chips (also
made of silicon). As shown in Fig. 5.6, the fraction of events converting in the electronic chips
is not marginal.
Apart from being instrumental to an actual polarization measure, a successful silicon-event selec-
tion and a dedicated vertexing algorithm for low energy events will improve the angular resolution
of the LAT below 100 MeV, since the irst hits of a track are the ones that carry most of the direc-
tional information. As seen in Section 2.2.3 the sensitivity of the LAT is limited in the lowest end of
the energy range by the large PSF radius. Improving the angular resolution through the selection of
silicon-converted events would also improve the sensitivity of the LAT at low energies.
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